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Åsgard
Technip has been awarded the
contract for the marine operations
of the world’s first seabed gas
compression facility. Located on
the Åsgard field, the contract is
valued at NOK1.2 billion.

Åsgard, which is a central
hub on Haltenbanken and a
significant oil and gas producer
in the Norwegian Sea, is the first
field in the world to start using
seabed gas compression.

umbilicals, structures, diverless
tie-ins and connection to existing
subsea infrastructure. The marine
operations on the Åsgard field will
be carried out in the course of 2013
and 2014.

Åsgard seabed gas compression
is expected to increase recovery
from Mikkel and Midgard by
roughly NOK 278 million barrels of
oil equivalent.

“This project represents a
quantum leap in seabed
technology and is an important
step towards the realisation of
Statoil’s ambition to develop
a complete subsea factory,”
says senior vice president for
technology excellence, Siri
Espedal Kindem.

The project will start up in 2015
and have an investment frame of
approximately NOK15 billion.

The contract for marine
operations includes the
installation of control and power

Statoil is also working together with
the operator, Shell, on a similar
solution for Ormen Lange.

The contract for marine operations
is one of several major contracts
awarded in connection with the
decision to adopt new technology
in order to increase recovery and
maintain production on the Åsgard
field in the Norwegian Sea.

Statoil is currently engaged on
three compression projects.
Seabed compression has been the
chosen concept for Åsgard and
Gullfaks.

Åsgard field development
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Lucius

Hadrian South
Technip has been awarded a contract
by Exxon Mobil for subsea equipment
on the Hadrian South natural gas project
in the Gulf of Mexico in approximately
7500ft (2300m) of water.
The project consists of a subsea tieback to the planned Anadarko operated
spar platform, Lucius.
The contract covers project
management, procurement and
installation of two 7 mile-long flowlines
and associated jumpers
installation of a 9 mile umbilical,
associated foundation and flying leads
pre-commissioning.

K18 Golf

Fletcher Finucane
Santos has awarded Technip
the flexible pipe supply contract
for the Fletcher Finucane oil
field development, in Western
Australia. The field is located in the
Carnarvon Basin, offshore North
Western Australia, at a water depth
of 160m.

Technip’s contract, which includes
project management, engineering
and the supply of 31km of 10.2in
and 9in production flowlines*, along
with 22 km of 3in service lines, will
start in April 2012.

The $490 million development was
announced earlier this year. The
fields will be developed through a
three well sub-sea tie back to the
existing Santos-operated floating
production, storage and offloading
facility located at Mutineer Exeter.

This award will be the largest
contract awarded to date to its
flexible pipe plant, Asiaflex Products,
in Tanjung Langsat, Malaysia, since
the plant started operation in 2010.
Totaling more than 50km of pipes,
this contract solidifies the position of
Technip as the primary supplier of
flexible pipes in Asia Pacific.

First oil production is expected
in the second half of 2013, at an
estimated average gross production
rate of 15 000 barrels per day for
the initial 12 months.

Technip’s operating centre in Perth
(Australia), one of its centers of
excellence for flexible product
design, will carry out the project
management and engineering.

Wintershall, has announced gas
production from the K18-Golf field in
the Dutch North Sea. The company
initially plans to produce around
1million m3 of natural gas per day
from the tight gas deposit via a
subsea well.
A second production well next
summer is set to maintain plateau
between 1.0 and 1.4 million m3
of natural gas per day. With the
production of the field around 250,000
households can be supplied with gas.
One of the challenges in developing
the K18-Golf field is its location in
a restricted military zone. For this
reason the field had to be developed
subsea and within a very short
time window. This is also why the
production site was connected via a
sea bottom pipeline to the platform
K15-FA 10km further north.
The K18-G1 well goes down vertically
for approximately 3750 meters and
then has a horizontal section in the
gas bearing sand of about 1400
meters. This summer Wintershall
will spud the second production well
K18-G4 in the northern extent of the
field.
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Skrugard
Statoil ASA, together with partners Eni Norge AS and
Petoro AS, is about to complete drilling of appraisal
well 7220/5-1 in the Skrugard discovery in the Barents
Sea.
The objectives of the appraisal well were to confirm the
previous volume estimate for the Skrugard discovery
and to collect reservoir and overburden data for field
development planning. Both objectives have been met.
Drilled by Transocean Barents drilling rig, appraisal
well 7220/5-1 has proven a gas column of 26 meters
overlaying an oil column of about 48 meters. Both
column heights and reservoir properties came in as
expected.
This confirms the previous volume estimate for the
Skrugard discovery and the total resource estimate for
the Skrugard and Havis structures in the range of 400600 million barrels of recoverable oil.

Crux
Statoil, together with partners in the
Oseberg Area Unit, has made a small
oil discovery in the production license
PL053 in the North Sea.
The well was drilled by the COSL
Pioneer rig. Statoil and its partners are
in the process of concluding drilling
operations in the exploration well 30/628S located in the production license
PL053 in the Oseberg Area Unit.
The well drilled by the rig COSL
Pioneer proved an oil column of 12
metres in the Statfjord Formation. The
estimated volume of the discovery is in

the range of 12-18 million barrels of
recoverable oil equivalents.
The oil discovery lies in the Crimp
prospect, which was the secondary
target for the exploration well 30/628S. The primary target was the Crux
prospect that Statoil earlier defined as
a high impact gas opportunity.
With the Crux prospect Statoil tested
a hypothesis for the existence
of a separate gas-filled structure
underlying the Oseberg field.
However, the Crux prospect did not
contain hydrocarbons.

“The well 30/6-28S had two
objectives. First, to test a new play
in the area – the Crux prospect,
which was a high risk / high reward
opportunity. Second, to test an
infrastructure-near prospect called
Crimp, with relatively modest
volumes but attractive economics.
Unfortunately, we have not found
gas in the Crux prospect, but we
are pleased with the oil discovery in
Crimp. Even though our high impact
opportunity has not materialised,
we have delivered some valuable
additional resources to the Oseberg
Unit,” says Tore Løseth, vice
president Exploration Licenses North
Sea.
After completion of the exploration
well 30/6-28S, the COSL Pioneer
drilling rig will move to the Glitne
field.
Exploration well 30/6-28S is situated
in the production license PL053 in
the Oseberg Area Unit in the North
Sea. Statoil is the operator and has
a 49.3 % interest. The partners are
Petoro AS (33.6 %), Total Norge
(10.0 %), ExxonMobil Norway
AS (4.7 %) and ConocoPhillips
Skandinavia AS (2.4 %).

COSL Pioneer rig. (Photo: Harald Pettersen)
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FMC Spotlight Awards
FMC Technologies will received
two Spotlight on New Technology
awards by the Offshore Technology
Conference (OTC).
The awards, which honour
innovative technologies, that
significantly impact offshore
exploration and production,
recognise the company’s subsea

processing systems designed for
Total’s Pazflor field and Petrobras’
Marlim field.
Total’s Pazflor field in West Africa
sees the world’s first use of of
subsea separation and boosting
in a new subsea field that will
produce two grades of oil (light and
heavy).

Separator on
Marlim

Marlim field schematic
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This technology enables economic
development of the reservoir
where the use of a conventional
subsea production system was not
feasible. Pazflor is located offshore
Angola, and began production in
August of 2011 at water depths up
to approximately 4000ft (1200m).
The equipment for the Marlim field
is a step-change in the evolution
of subsea processing. It is the
industry’s first use of oil and water
separation technologies in deep
water, and it is the first subsea

Above: The Pazflor field layout. Inset: The vertical separation tanks

system to separate heavy oil and
water.
The Marlim equipment is also the
first to reinject separated water
back into a subsea reservoir to
boost production. The Marlim
system was installed offshore
Brazil in November 2011 in water
depths of approximately 2950ft
(900m).
It is designed to extend the life of
this mature oil field, which began
production over 30 years ago
and was once the largest subsea
development in the region.
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Goliat
Aker Solutions has successfully completed the manufacturing and subsequent load-out of eight subsea
manifolds and six riser bases for Eni Norge’s Goliat project in the Barents Sea. The delivery of the
subsea manifolds and riser bases is the yard’s second hardware load-out for the Goliat subsea project.
The first, consisting of eight subsea templates, was also delivered on schedule when it sailed out of
Egersund at the end of March last year.
Aker Solutions’ Goliat contract, signed in September 2009, comprises of engineering, procurement
and construction of a complete subsea production system. Subsea hardware deliveries include eight
overtrawlable four-slot subsea templates with manifolds, wellheads system, 24 subsea trees, subsea
and topside controls systems, 20 kilometres of steel tube umbilicals, work-over equipment and a tie-in
and connection system.

UT2 May 2012
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Brazilian Trees

Hejre
Technip, in partnership with DSME,
was awarded by DONG E&P
and BAYERNGAS, a contract for
the Hejre project development,
offshore Denmark, at a water depth
of 70m.

people and a flare, will be capable of
producing up to 76 million standard
cubic feet of gas per day and 35,000
barrels of oil per day.

This contract covers engineering,
procurement, fabrication, hook-up,
and commissioning assistance
for a fixed wellhead and process
platform and associated facilities.

Technip’s operating centre in Paris,
France, will execute the contract,
with the support of the Chennai and
Mumbai offices, India. The jacket
and wellhead unit will be delivered in
2014, the topsides and living quarter
in 2015.

The platform includes 11,500-ton
topsides supported by a 6,500ton jacket, and is designed to
process high pressure and high
temperature hydrocarbons fluids.
The platform, which also comprises
a living quarter to accommodate 70

This strategic contract symbolizes the
return of Technip on the North Sea
Offshore market, as an engineering,
procurement and construction
(EPC) leader on technically complex
projects very demanding in terms of
health, safety and environment.

FMC Technologies, has signed a
four-year agreement with Petrobras
Brazil’s national oil company, for the
supply of pre-salt subsea equipment.
The total award would result in
approximately $1.5 billion in revenue
to FMC Technologies if all of the
subsea equipment included in the
agreement is ordered. The initial
call-off has an approximate value of
$900 million in revenue to FMC and
includes 78 subsea trees.
FMC’s total scope of supply could
include the delivery of up to 130
subsea trees, subsea multiplex
controls and related tools and
equipment. The tree systems are for
use offshore Brazil in water depths
up to 8,200 feet (2,500 meters). The
equipment will be engineered at
FMC’s South American Technology
Center and manufactured at FMC’s
subsea facility, both of which are
located in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The subsea trees will achieve 70%
Brazilian local content and deliveries
are scheduled to commence in 2014.
trees to our operations in Brazil
over the past 30 years, and we
are pleased to support them in
developing their pre-salt reservoirs.”

Subsea Power Grid Delayed
According to Reuters, Siemens has
delayed plans by a year to unveil
the first subsea power grid to tap
growing demand by oil and gas
producers for power at depths of
3000m.
The delay was revealed after
Siemens announced its acquisition of
Scottish oil service business Expro’s
Connectors and Measurements
division for $630 million, which will
provide the final technology for the
project.
Adil Toubia, CEO of Siemens Oil and
Gas Division, said that the prototype
would be deployed at the end of
2013 and would be available to the
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Terra Nova
market at the end of 2014.
Atle Stromme, global head of
Subsea, a unit of Siemens Oil
and Gas, said the connectors and
measurements business would
complete what Siemens needs to
develop the subsea power grid, a
first ever for water depths of at least
3000m in the oil and gas processing
industry.
Siemens anticipates the subsea
market will double by 2020 from $23
billion last year and the subsea power
grid market, estimated at €600
million in 2009 will be around €2
billion by 2020. It hopes to capture
10–15% market share by then.
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Subsea 7 has been awarded a SURF
contract valued at approximately
$100 million from Suncor Energy
on the Terra Nova Field, situated
350km south east of St John’s,
Newfoundland, offshore Canada.
The contract scope includes the
management, engineering and
installation of nine 300m replacement
risers and associated flowlines,
jumpers and tie-ins.
Engineering and project management
will commence immediately at Subsea
7’s St John’s office, with offshore
operations due to commence in
summer 2012 utilising Subsea 7’s
construction and diving vessels.

News

Al-Khafji

Martin Linge - Hild

McDermott has been awarded
an engineering, procurement,
construction and installation (EPCI)
project for Al-Khafji Joint Operations
(“KJO”), in the Hout field in water
depths up to 31m.

The Norwegian Government today
approved the development plan for
the Martin Linge gas field. Until now
the licensees have referred to the
field as Hild.

industry must be able to mature
resources like this if we are to keep
production levels up in coming
years,” says Minister of Petroleum
and Energy Ola Borten Moe.

Located in the northern part of the
North Sea, the field is about 150
kilometres west of Kollsnes.

The field will be developed with an
installation resting on the seabed.
The gas will be exported via the UK
pipeline system, while the oil will be
processed and stored on a storage
ship. The development solution the
operator has chosen is based on
power from land from Kollsnes.

The EPCI project comprises more
than 600 tonnes of structures
including a tripod jacket, deck and
flare tower and 42km of 24-inch
subsea pipeline. McDermott will also
carry out modifications to a number
of existing platforms in the Hout field,
through its dedicated brownfield
division in Jebel Ali.
McDermott’s scope of work includes
engineering, with construction from
its Jebel Ali fabrication facility and
installation using vessels from its
global fleet, scheduled to mobilize in
the third quarter of 2013.

Total investments in the
development amount to about NOK
26 billion, with recoverable reserves
in the field estimated at 189 million
barrels of oil equivalents. The
proposition will now be sent to
the Storting, Norway’s national
assembly.
“Martin Linge was discovered
as early as 1978. It is gratifying
that the field has now matured to
enable profitable development. The

“The plans for the Martin Linge
field show that power from land
can be appropriate for new,
independent developments. With
this development, CO2 emissions
from the Norwegian shelf will also
be lower than they otherwise would
have been,” says Borten Moe.

Guar and Lula Nordeste
Technip awarded contract by
Petrobras to provide high-tech
solutions for the Guara & Lula (Tupi)
Nordeste pre-salt fields in Brazil

reservoir to respect new Brazilian
environmental regulation.
The pipelines will be manufactured

at Technip’s flexible pipe plants
and delivered in two batches, the
first one in 2012 and the second
in the first quarter of 2013.

Technip was awarded by Petrobras
a highly technological lump sum
contract for the Guara & Lula
Nordeste pre-salt field development
located in the Santos Basin, offshore
Brazil, at a water depth of 2,250
meters.
The contract covers the manufacture
of 24km of 6in’ gas injection flexible
lines rated for 552 bars (7850 lb/in2)
design pressure:
2 x 200m top risers designed with
Technip’s innovative Teta-Clip
pressure vault technology,
4 x 1400m of intermediate and
bottom risers, 18 km of flowlines.

Tupi

Guara

The gas injection lines will be used
to re-inject produced gas into the
Guara & Lula (Tupi) Nordeste
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Coniston
EMAS AMC has been awarded a contract by
Apache Energy to perform subsea transport
and installation wated in northwest Australia.
The base scope for the contract works is
currently approximated to be up to US$70
million with various potential add-on work
scope options of up to US$30 million in
additional contract value. The contract will
be managed mainly out of the EMAS AMC’s
Perth office with support from the Singapore
office.
The scope of work for the project includes
the transportation and installation of pipeline
end manifolds (PLEMs), manifold, umbilicals
and flexible flowlines in addition to spool
fabrication and recovery of two existing
flowlines in approximately 380m of water
depth.

15

EMAS AMC will execute the project
management, engineering, transportation
and subsea installation works for the
project. Engineering and planning activities
for the project will commence immediately
with the offshore installation operations
scheduled to commence around the first
quarter of 2013.
EMAS AMC also recently secured a
2014 contract extension for its umbilical
installation vessel for operations in
Europe.
With these latest awards, EMAS AMC has
now achieved its US$1 billion short-term
order book target that was set after the
completion of Ezra’s acquisition of Aker
Marine Contractors in March 2011. Ezra is
EMAS’ parent company.
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Cheviot
Technip’s wholly-owned subsidiary Duco has been
awarded a contract by Bluewater for the ATP-operated
Cheviot field development. Cheviot is located in Block
2/10B, approximately 100km East of the Shetland Isles,
in the UK North Sea, at a water depth of 150m. The
project also includes the development of the Peter and
Eclat fields.
The Cheviot Field development will use a moored
floating process facility which will import oil and gas
from four satellite drill centres, allowing oil to be
exported via shuttle tankers and gas to be exported to a
third party host facility.
The Technip contract covers engineering, project
management and fabrication of four static steel tube
umbilicals, four dynamic thermoplastic umbilicals, and a
thermoplastic subsea intervention valve umbilical. The
total length is 12km. The umbilicals will control four drill
centres from a floating semi-submersible production
facility.
The subsea distribution system will also be supplied,

Octabuoy

UT2 May 2012

which represents the largest subsea production system
contract ever awarded to DUCO Inc. This scope includes
umbilical termination assemblies, subsea distribution
units, 64 hydraulic and electrical flying leads and other
equipment.
The steel tube umbilicals and subsea distribution
system will be manufactured in Duco’s facility in
Channelview, Houston. The thermoplastic umbilicals will
be manufactured in Duco’s facility in Newcastle, United
Kingdom. The project is scheduled for delivery in 2014.
Subsea 7 has been awarded the subsesa umbilical,
risers and flowline ( SURF) contract valued at
approximately $175 million for Cheviot. The contract
scope includes the transportation and installation of
the client provided flexible flowlines and risers, control
umbilicals, the 4.2km 14in flexible oil export pipeline
and the 48km 10in rigid gas pipeline, together with
the fabrication and installation of associated subsea
structures.
The contract scope also includes, post installation, the
required trenching of the subsea lines, tie-in of the lines
to the platform and drilling centres, testing and precommissioning activities for the entire field facilities.
Engineering and project management will commence
from its Aberdeen office in 2012, with offshore operations
due to begin in 2014.

Cheviot semi being built
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Quad 204
Technip’s has been awarded a
contract by BP and partners to
develop the subsea infrastructure for
the Quad 204 project, located West
of Shetland. This is Technip’s largest
contract to date in the UK North Sea,
worth approximately €600 million
(around £500 million).
The Quad 204 project, approved
in July 2011, involves replacing the
existing Schiehallion production
facility with a new purpose built
FPSO, and installing extensive new
subsea infrastructure. This major redevelopment will enable the potential
recovery of an additional 450 million
barrels of resource and extend
production through to 2035.

l recovery of all existing flexible
risers and dynamic umbilical
systems,
l positioning and installation of a
new FPSO and associated mooring
system and anchor piles,
l supply and installation of 21
dynamic flexible risers,
l installation of four static and
dynamic umbilicals,
l coating, welding and installation
of 15 steel pipelines, totalling 50km
l supply and installation of
numerous flexible jumpers,

l installation of various
manifolds, jumpers and
infrastructure associated with the
field development
The offshore campaign is
expected to begin in 2013.
Technip’s UK based office near
Aberdeen will project manage
the contract and the spoolbase
in Evanton, Ross-Shire will
fabricate the 15 steel pipelines.
Technip’s facility in Le Trait,
France will manufacture all
flexible pipelines. Various vessels
from Technip’s fleet will be used
to execute this project and these
will also be managed from the
Aberdeen office.

The contract awarded to Technip
UK covers a broad scope of work,
including:
l Removal of the existing
Schiehallion FPSO and mooring
system,

Currently under fabrication, Cheviot
will be developed by an Octabuoy
dry tree semi-submersible production
platform.
The Octabuoy can accommodate
both production facilities and a
complete drilling/work-over rig,
allows for fabrication and installation
flexibility, provides oil storage in the
columns and is expected to be more
cost effective than other dry-tree
floating production units.
The unique feature of the Octabuoy
is the shape of the columns, which
provides more favorable motion
characteristics than other floating
structures for dry-tree oil and gas
production

• A proven two-component system that protects
Connect with
PMI Industries

Solutions with Conndence
Since 1969

www.pmiind.com
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•
•

your expensive sea cable investment from surface
to full ocean depth.
EvergripTM Termination - full strength, eld
installable mechanical cable termination.
Dam/BlokTM Electrical Splice Kit - prevents cable
leakwater
and outside seawater entry that could
lea
damage your sea cable investment.
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Falcon in the North Sea
Grup Servicii Petroliere SA (GSP) has been awarded a new contract in
the North Sea for pipelay services. This is the second contract awarded
by Wintershall Noordzee.
GSP will use the GSP Falcon, the DNV class pipelay vessel which will
carry out the installation of a 10in diameter, 30km offshore pipeline in
the Dutch sector.
The vessel is expected to mobilise to the North Sea in June 2012 and,
after the completion of the prelay survey, the vessel will carry out the
pipelay operations.
The pipeline will re-route the production from the existing Q4-C platform
and will connect subsea to the 10in pipeline which currently connects
the Q8-A platform to IJmuiden.
Stuart Oakley, GSP’s CEO, said, “These recently signed contracts mark
the arrival of GSP in the North Sea market, in addition to our existing
markets of the Black Sea, the Mediterranean, the Russian Federation
and Mexico.”

UT2 May 2012
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Floatel on Clair Ridge
Floatel International has signed a
contract with BP for provision of its
accommodation and construction
support vessel Floatel Victory
for the Clair Ridge Development
project.
The Clair Ridge field is located
on the UK Continental Shelf,
approximately 66 km west of
Shetland Isles.
The charter period will commence
in June 2015 with a firm hire
period of twelve months. BP has
the option to extend the contract.
Floatel Victory is a DP 3 semisubmersible accommodation
and construction support vessel
and is scheduled to be delivered
from Keppel FELS Shipyard in
February 2014.
The vessel will be built to meet
the latest UK HSE rules and
regulations and will have an
accommodation capacity of 500
persons in single and double bed
cabins. In addition to its DP 3
positioning capability, the vessel
will be equipped with a ten point
chain mooring system.
The GSP Falcon

The large payload and deck

19

area, in combination with dual
cranes able to support the host
facility, makes the vessel ideal for
construction support during new
construction, maintenance activities
or for decommissioning projects of
offshore oil and gas installations.
Rig Type - Semi Submersible
Accommodation Vessel
Design - SSAU 4000NG
Builder - KeppelFELS Shipyard,
Singapore
Classification - ABS, A1 Column
Stabilized Unit
Delivery - February 2014
Floatel Victory is designed for harsh
environment with the following key
technical features:
o DP 3 positioning systems
o 10 point chain mooring system
o 500 bed accommodation capacity
o 40 office work stations for Client
use
o 200% life saving capacity
o Workshop facilities for construction
support
o Deck area 1 300m2
o Payload 2 000 metric tonnes
o Offshore crane support, main
crane 120 MT lifting capacity able to
reach adjacent installation
o Telescopic gangway 38m, +/‐
7,5m telescopic action
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Aasta Hansteen

Solan

Aker Solutions and Technip have
been awarded a parallel front-end
engineering and design (FEED)
contract from Statoil to design
the world’s largest Spar platform
for the Aasta Hansteen field
development in the Norwegian
Sea.

“This development may represent the
start of deepwater production in the
Norwegian Sea, and it will enable the
tie-in of other discoveries in the same
area,” says Ivar Aasheim, senior vice
president for Norwegian Continenal
Shelf (NCS) field development in
Statoil.

As Aasta Hansteen will be the first
Spar platform on the Norwegian
continental shelf (NCS), and also
the world’s first Spar platform with
condensate storage capacity,
Statoil decided to approach two
companies and decide which of
the rival designs would be more
suitable.

The contract covers the design
and planning for procurement,
construction and transportation of a
spar hull and the mooring systems
as well as the design of the steel
catenary risers.

Originally called the Luva field, the
floating platform will be moored
at a water depth of approximately
1300m (4265ft). The concept
includes two subsea templates with
four wells on each and one satellite
template with one well. The
platform will house accommodation
quarters for a permanent crew, a
storage unit for condensate and
a gas processing facility with a
capacity of 23 million m3 per day.
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Aker Solutions is offering an
exclusive Belly-Spar design concept.
The ‘belly’ refers to the increased
diameter on a part of the circular
shaped hull, where the condensate
storage tanks are located. This gives
the Aker Solutions’ Belly-Spar its
characteristic shape.
With a total hull length of 193m and a
draught of 170m, the Aasta Hansteen
Spar platform will be the largest of
its kind. It will be the first production
platform on the NCS with steel
catenary risers.
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Pemier has received approval of its
Field Development Plan (FDP) for the
Solan field (Premier 60% Chrysaor
40%) from the Department of Energy
and Climate Change.
The field, located on the UK
Continental Shelf West of Shetland, is
expected to produce approximately 40
million barrels of oil with an estimated
initial production rate of 24,000 barrels
of oil per day commencing in the fourth
quarter of 2014.
This is a significant project which
will entail the drilling of four subsea
wells (two producers and two water
injectors) tied back to a processing
deck supported by a jacket. Oil will be
stored in a sub-sea tank prior to being
offloaded to shuttle tankers.
Premier has entered into an
agreement with Awilco Drilling. It is
expected that the packages for the
procurement and fabrication of the
topsides and jacket will be awarded
to Burntisland Fabricators while the
contract for the installation of the
jacket, topsides and subsea tank has
been awarded to Heerema.

Aker Solutions’ Belly-Spar

Mad Dog

Dalia Trees
Aker Solutions has been awarded
a contract by Total E&P Angola,
to deliver seven new subsea tree
systems to the Dalia field located
offshore Angola. Contract value is
approximately NOK 470 million.
Dalia is located in block 17 offshore
Republica de Angola. The field is
approximately 230km offshore at a
water depth of between 1200m to
1400 metres, and covers an area of
approximately 230km².
Scope of work includes seven
production subsea trees, seven
wellhead systems and seven well
jumper systems, and may include
some contract options.
“Our first subsea tree award was
signed for Dalia in 2003 and we
have successfully delivered 71
subsea tree systems to this field.
We are very pleased to continue
this positive relationship with Total
E&P Angola and look forward to
executing this project,” says Alan
Brunnen, executive vice president
of Aker Solutions’ subsea business
area.

Management and engineering
of the subsea tree systems will
be performed at Aker Solutions’
manufacturing centre in Tranby,
Norway.
Procurement, manufacturing and
assembly will take place in Port
Klang, Malaysia, and Aberdeen, UK.
Equipment deliveries will be made
in 2013 and 2014.
Aker Solutions is preparing for
major growth by investing NOK
500 million (USD 87 million) in its
subsea business. This investment
is set to double the capacity of its
manufacturing plants in Tranby,
Norway, and Port Klang, Malaysia.
The Dalia field is located in block
17 offshore Republica de Angola.
The field is approximately 230
kilometres offshore at a water depth
of between 1200m to 1400 metres,
and covers an area of approximately
230km².
Aker Solutions has established a
state-of-the-art service base facility
in Luanda with 130 employees.
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Technip awarded a key engineering
contract for Mad Dog Phase 2 in the
Gulf of Mexico
Technip was awarded a front end
engineering design (FEED) contract
by BP.
This contract covers the design of
a Spar hull and mooring systems
for the Mad Dog Phase 2 Project,
located near Green Canyon Block
825 in the Gulf of Mexico.
This first award comes under the
framework of the 10-year Spar
platform master services agreement
signed in 2011.
The Mad Dog Phase 2 Spar will be
located near the first Mad Dog Spar
delivered by Technip for BP in 2004,
and installed on Green Canyon 782.
Detailed engineering for the new
Spar is scheduled to start during the
second half of 2012.
Technip’s operating centre in
Houston, Texas, will execute the
contract with support from the centre
in Pori, Finland.
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Eni Norge puts Marulk into production
On the 2nd April 2012, the first
gas flowed from the Marulk field to
the Norne production vessel in the
Norwegian Sea.
The Marulk field (PL122) is located
in Quadrant 6507 in the Norwegian
Sea, approximately 30km southwest of the Norne FPSO facility.
The field comprises two reservoir
formations (Lysing and Lange),
which both contain gas and
condensate.
The development concept selected
for the Marulk field is based solely
on production from the Lysing
formation. Recoverable reserves in
the Lysing reservoir are estimated
to be about 70 MBOE.
“This is an important milestone
for our company,” says Andrea
Forzoni, Managing Director
of Eni Norge. “Eni has been
established in Norway since 1965.
We have ownership interests
in more than fifty licences on
the Norwegian shelf, and have
operated exploration activity for

several decades, but Marulk is our
first producing field. We are proud
of this.” The next major operational
assignment for Eni Norge will be the
start-up of production at the Goliat
field in the Barents Sea.
Marulk is a gas and condensate field
from which production is planned to
take place from two wells. The field
has been developed as a subsea
completion concept with direct
connection to the Statoil-operated
Norne production vessel.
The Marulk field is a so-called
“fast-track” development project.
In collaboration with Statoil,
which has played an active role
in the development phase and
had responsibility for the subsea
systems, among other things, the
field has been developed in less
than two years, following approval by
the Ministry of Oil and Energy of the
Plan for Development and Operation
(PDO) in July 2010.
The total investment has been
around 4 billion Norwegian kroner.

Several hundred people
have contributed actively
to the work, making rapid
development possible. In addition
to maintaining the level of
investment, the Marulk project
contributes in ensuring the good
management of resources on the
Norwegian shelf,”
The reserves in Marulk are
estimated at 74.7 million barrels
of oil equivalents. Production
from Marulk may enable an
extension of the lifetime of the
Norne FPSO beyond 2021.
As the operator, Eni Norge
has overall responsibility for
the management of the Marulk
field, including responsibility for
reservoir management, future
drilling operations and any further
field development.
Under the terms of a special
operating agreement with Eni
Norge, Statoil will be responsible
for the daily operation of the
field’s subsea installations.

Marulk
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The Marulk template
being installed

Marulk Facts
The Marulk field represents a
milestone in Eni Norge’s history.
The field came on stream 2nd April
2012 - the first ever Eni Norgeoperated field on the Norwegian
shelf.
The Marulk group consists of
production licence PL122 (A/B/C/D)
for which Eni Norge is Operator with
a 20 per cent participating interest.
Statoil and DONG Energy are our
partners in the group with interests
of 50% and 30%, respectively.
Location
The Marulk field (PL122) is located
in Quadrant 6507 in the Norwegian
Sea, approximately 30 kilometres
south-west of the Norne FPSO
facility. The field comprises two
reservoir formations (Lysing and
Lange), which both contain gas and
condensate.
The development concept selected
for the Marulk field is based solely
on production from the Lysing
formation. Recoverable reserves in
the Lysing reservoir are estimated
to be about 70 MBOE.
The results of two exploration wells
(in1986 and 1994) and an appraisal
well in 2007 laid the foundation
for the decision to evaluate a
development concept in 2008.
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The selection of the concept was
made in November 2009, and the
licence reached agreement about
implementation of the development
project in April 2010. The Plan for
Development and Operation (PDO)
was submitted to the authorities
at the same time. The PDO was
approved in July 2010.
Transport of oil and gas
The field is developed by using a
tie-in to the Norne FPSO. The Norne
FPSO is currently the northernmost
facility in production on the
Norwegian shelf, until Goliat comes
on stream.
Oil from Norne is transported by
tanker, and the gas exported to the
Åsgard Transport System (ÅTS)
via the 10-inch, 180 kilometrelong, Norne Gas Transport System
(NGTS).
The Norne FPSO has been in
operation since 1997 and several
subsea developments, such as Urd,
Norne K, Alve and Norne M, have
been tied in to Norne prior to Marulk.
The Norne field is operated by
Statoil. Eni Norge has a participating
interest of 6.9%. The Marulk pipeline
will be directly tied in to Norne.
The umbilical and chemical injection
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line currently running to Alve has
been extended to Marulk. Alve is a
gas and condensate field located
between Marulk and Norne and is
operated by Statoil.
The distances to both the Norne
field and land are approximately 200
kilometres. The Marulk supply base
is located in Brønnøysund.
Responsibilities as operator
As operator, Eni Norge has overall
responsibility for all activities linked
to the Marulk PL122 licence.
Eni Norge is responsible for all
licence administration, reservoir
management, drilling operations and
communication with the authorities.
Statoil has assisted Eni Norge in
relation to tasks linked to subsea
installations and the tie-in to the
Norne FPSO.
Health, safety, environmental and
quality issues
Separate HSE plans for all phases
of the project have been drawn up.
These include analyses of drilling
and installation operations, and
emergency contingency plans.
Separate governance systems and
contingency plans for the operational
phase are being drawn up in
collaboration with Statoil.

News

Gaupe

Saipem awarded $700 million contracts

BG has announced the start-up of
production from the Gaupe field
located in the Norwegian North
Sea.

In Brazil, Saipem has been
awarded by Petrobras the EPCI
contract for the gas export
trunkline Rota Cabiúnas, situated
in the Santos Basin Pre-Salt
Region, approximately 300km
off the coast of the State of São
Paulo.

Gaupe marks BG Group’s first
production from the Norwegian
Continental Shelf. With estimated
gross recoverable reserves of
around 30 million barrels of oil
equivalent (boe), production from
Gaupe is expected to reach a
plateau production rate of around
15 000 boe per day gross during
the third quarter.
The field, located approximately
225 kilometres off the Norwegian
coast, was discovered in 1984
and was appraised and declared
commercial by BG Group in
2008. The field development plan
was approved by the Norwegian
government in 2010.
The Gaupe field is a cross-border
subsea tie-back to the BG Groupoperated Armada infrastructure
located in the UK central North
Sea. From Armada, the processed
gas and liquids are exported via
pipelines to the UK.

The development comprises the
engineering and procurement
of subsea equipment, and the
installation of a 380km long
pipeline with a 24in diameter, in a
maximum water depth of 2200m.
The pipeline will connect the
Central Gathering Manifold in the
Lula field, in the Santos Basin, to
the onshore Processing Plant of
Cabiúnas, located in the Macaé
district, in the State of Rio de
Janeiro.
Offshore activities will be mainly
carried out by the pipelay vessel
Castorone and the deepwater
field development ship FDS2, and
will be completed by the second
quarter of 2014. Saipem will utilize
the new yard under development
in Guarujá for pipe logistics.
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The Rota Cabiúnas gas export
trunkline is the first high volume
gas evacuation system for the
new Pre-Salt Fields.
l Within the framework of the
Long Term Agreement signed
with Saudi Aramco, Saipem has
been awarded a contract for the
fabrication, transportation and
installation of offshore structures
in the Marjan and Manifa fields,
located in the Arabian Gulf,
off the eastern coast of the
Kingdom.
The contract comprises the
fabrication, transportation and
installation of four jackets and
one observation platform, which
will weigh a total of 3300t.
The offshore activities will mainly
be performed by the derrick
lay barge Castoro II, during the
fourth quarter of 2012.
Furthermore, Saipem has
agreed to various changes in
the scope of its work on existing
E&C Offshore contracts in North
and West Africa.
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Shallow Water Buoyant Tower
GMC and Horton Wison Deepwater has formed
a Joint Venture established to design and supply
innovative Buoyant Towers for shallow water fields.
Kevin Chell CEO of the joint venture stated “The
Buoyant Tower concept draws on the proven
technology of the cellspar and the design provides
multiple benefits for fields where other concepts
would be problematic requiring high capital costs and
expensive crane barges for installation.
The buoyant tower can operate in water depths up to
700ft and can be relocated allowing small marginal
plays to be exploited in a cost effective manner. The
design allows for hydrocarbon storage if needed, can
eliminate separate shallow water drilling units and
provides a high level of flexibility for the operator.”
The benefits of the design were recognized and
adopted by BPZ Energy for their new platform at the
Corvina field offshore Peru. The tower is composed
of four cylindrical cells and is connected to the seabed
by a single suction pile which is integral to the hull
structure. The tower and decks with the production
equipment will be transported from the fabrication
yard to Corvina on a submersible heavy lift ship. After
upending, fixed and variable ballast will be pumped
into the hull to provide stability for the platform.
The CX-15 shallow water tower is well on track for a
Q3 2012 installation and will be the first application
of this design. The platform is designed for 12,200
barrels of oil per day, gas compression capacity of
12.8 million standard cubic feet per day and produced
water handling and injection capacity of 3,500 barrels
per day. A total of 24 drill slots will be available, some
of which will be used for gas and water reinjection
wells.
The CX-15 platform will be located about one mile
from the existing CX-11 Corvina platform, with both
platforms interconnected via a series of subsea
pipelines.
The JV completed the FEED scope in 2011 which led
to detailed design for the buoyant tower. Fabrication
is underway at Wison Offshore and Marine’s yard
in Nantong, China. GMC are also providing project
management and installation services for the CX-15
platform.
Jim Maher COO of the JV commented “We are
pleased to be working with BPZ Energy on this
important project which draws upon deepwater
technology and applies it in the shallow water arena.”
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McD wins SNP
McDermott International’s Malaysian
affiliate Berlian McDermott was recently
awarded a significant subsea contract
for executing a deepwater engineering,
procurement, construction, transportation,
installation and commissioning project
offshore Malaysia. The value of this
contract is included in McDermott’s first
quarter 2012 backlog.
The award is for the subsea infrastructure
of the Siakap North - Petai (SNP)
Development Project operated by Murphy
comprising rigid flowlines, flexible risers,
an umbilical and subsea hardware and
controls. The SNP field is located nearby
the existing Kikeh field, northwest of
Labuan Island, Malaysia, in waters
3900–4900 feet deep.
“Our subsea engineering expertise,
fabrication track record at our Batam
Island facility, state-of-the-art subsea
construction vessels and understanding
of the Malaysian market, contributed to
this successful award,” said Stephen
M. Johnson, Chairman of the Board,
President and Chief Executive Officer
of McDermott. “We look forward to
delivering the facilities for this important
field development for Malaysia.”
The SNP field architecture consists
of two rigid, insulated, pipe-in-pipe
production flowlines, one rigid water
injection flowline and one main umbilical
system connecting eight new manifolds
and subsea distribution units to existing
riser slots on the Kikeh FPSO. The
development calls for five water injection
and eight production wells, drilled from
the manifolds at each of the four drill
center locations.
Detailed engineering and procurement
for the project are underway, and
fabrication of PLETs, jumpers and other
installation aids is expected to begin in
the third quarter of 2012. Following the
infrastructure installation, McDermott
will undertake a comprehensive System
Integration Test of the subsea units
and provide commissioning assistance.
The project scope is scheduled to be
completed by the third quarter of 2013.
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North Ocean 105
Oceanteam’s new Lay Vessel,
CSV North Ocean 105 has
been delivered on time and has
immediately commenced a five
year time charter. The vessel
is jointly owned with J Ray
McDermott .
The five year time charter is
with Eastern Marine Services, a
100% subsidiary of McDermott.
The vessel has been built and
delivered by Metalships in Vigo,
Spain.
Lay Vessel North Ocean 105
is the second vessel within the
McDermott fleet of the North
Ocean Series which is jointly
owned.
CSV North Ocean 102, with its
7,000 tons horizontal lay system,
has been working successfully
on numerous McDermott projects

Damen Shiprepair
since August 2010. Before delivery
to McDermott the vesselwith
successfully performed the Statoil
Gjoia Power Cable installation
and the BritNed interconnector
powercable for ABB.
The North Ocean 105 has an
advanced 440 tons top tension
vertical reel system for rigid and
flexible pipelay for depths of up to
3,000 meters. The reel pay load
will be a maximum of 2,975 tons in
combination with a pipelay tower
with 440 tons tensioner. In addition
comes two A&R winch systems with
capacity of 496 tons and 165 tons
respectively.
The vessel has a length (LOA) of
145m, a beam of 27m, and has over
10,000 tons of deadweight with two
portside AHC cranes installed of 440
tons and 110 tons for subsea lifts
and construction support.

Damen Shiprepair Brest (France)
has announced the first shiprepair
order. The first vessel is booked
under the new management and
comes in the second week after the
acquisition of the former Sobrena
Yard in Brest by the Damen
Shipyards Group.
The order was granted by the
French offshore and subsea
service provider Bourbon Offshore
Surf, specialised in Subsea
Umbilicals Risers Flowlines
(SURF) services and concerns
the docking of the Alcyon, one of
Bourbon’s Anchor Handling Tug
Supply vessels.
The docking consists of the
30-years survey, including all
normal items, a complete external
paint program, repairs of tank
coatings and major steel renewal in
fore peak area.
CSV North Ocean 105
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Greater Stella
The Offshore business stream of the
Penspen Group, Andrew Palmer and
Associates, has been contracted to
provide detailed design services to
EPC Offshore in support of Ithaca
Energy’s Greater Stella Area (GSA)
development.
The contract follows on from
Penspen’s recent work for EPC on
the front end engineering design
(FEED) .
Under the terms of agreement,
Penspen will provide Detailed
Design services for the Phase 1
subsea structures and associated
tie-in infrastructure, consisting of
the Stella main drill centre manifold,
Northern drill centre manifold, export
riser base, and the oil and gas
export tee assemblies.
The Stella field is located in the
Central North Sea within UKCS
Block 30/6a, 280 kilometres eastsoutheast of Aberdeen in a water
depth of approximately 85m.
Ithaca Energy has contracted
EPC Offshore to provide project
management of the subsea
and pipelines elements of the
development last year, who in turn,
contracted Penspen.

Reservoirs of the Greater Stella Area

This area lies in the heart of the
prolific Central Graben of the North
Sea and is surrounded by numerous
producing fields and undeveloped
discoveries. Major companies
including Total, Shell, ExxonMobil,
BG, BP, Maersk and ConocoPhillips
operate platforms and pipelines
in the area which provide
several options for the export of
hydrocarbons from the development.
The development scheme is likely
to involve up to 5 production wells
drilled from a sub-sea drilling centre
on Stella and 2 further production
wells drilled on Harrier. The Harrier
centre will be tied back to the Stella
where the hydrocarbons from both
fields (oil and gas) will be combined.

Diagram of the Greater Stella Area
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Subsea Connection
Aker Solutions has been awarded a
contract by Norske Shell, to deliver
subsea connection systems for the
Draugen field on the Norwegian
continental shelf. Contract value is
approximately NOK 105 million.
Tie-in connection systems
Aker Solutions has more than 20
years experience in delivering
reliable and cost effective tie in
connection systems and tools.
Our tie-in systems are based
on standard components and
interfaces which provide maximum
flexibility during installation.
Read more
Scope of work includes the delivery
of complete tie-in connection
systems for production flowlines
and umbilicals for the expansion of
the Draugen field.
Aker Solutions has supplied
connection systems for the subsea
installations on the Draugen field
since 2002.

Installation scenario

Nautronix
Nautronix has been awarded
a three year contract by the
Norwegian SURF contractor,
Ocean Installer, for the supply of
survey services to support their
offshore construction activities.
The contract includes the
provision of onshore and offshore
survey services in support of
tendering and project activities.
Nautronix will initially mobilise
survey personnel and equipment
onto the Normand Clipper, Ocean
Installer’s long term chartered
construction vessel due to
commence offshore operations in
May 2012.
Ocean Installer AS was founded in
early 2011 and are headquartered
in Stavanger, Norway.
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Largest Actuator
The National Gas Company of
Trinidad and Tobago Limited
is using the largest Dantorque
actuator ever produced by
Emerson to help expand its
gas distribution network on the
Caribbean nation of Trinidad and
Tobago.
The actuator, which is 2.4m tall
and 1.64m in diameter, will be
used to isolate the gas being
supplied from Trinidad’s northern
offshore gas fields in the event of
an emergency situation.
The multi-million dollar project
covers a range of valve
automation products from
Emerson, including a Dantorque
subsea gear operator and
one smaller spring return
actuator, three Shafer subsea
actuators and 11 Shafer gasover-oil actuators installed on
the offshore-platform and land
portions of the pipeline.
The development of new gas
fields off the northeast shores of
Trinidad required new pipelines
to be connected to the existing
pipeline infrastructure, which is
all in the south.
The tie-in to the large 91 cm
diameter existing pipeline
required a spring return actuator
with ROV (Remote Operated
Vehicle) override capability. To
meet this requirement, Emerson
supplied a DTUS 171/1350
Dantorque actuator which has a
spring ending torque of 102 500
Nm (907 800 in-lbs) and weighs
nine metric tons.
The National Gas Company of
Trinidad and Tobago Limited
(NGC) has been a long-time user
of Shafer rotary vane actuators
and gas-over-oil actuators. The
Dantorque actuator met all of

Dantorque actuator ever produced by Emerson
the requirements for optimum
envelope dimensions and diverassisted installation and retrieval
capability.
The Dantorque DTUS actuator
converts the linear motion of a
spring into rotation through helical
spline gearing technology. The
mechanical spring return package
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is based on the Belleville (disc)
spring principle, which is well
proven. Through this unique
combination of the helical
gearing mechanism and the
Belelville disc spring principle,
the Dantorque DTUS provides
an extremely compact package
for the amount of torque being
produced.
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Depressurised Wave Basin
MARIN’s new depressurised
wave basin (DWB) was officially
inaugurated in March. The DWB
combines a depressurised towing
tank with a wave maker – creating
a world first. It has never been
possible before to test ships and
offshore structures in such realistic
operational conditions. MARIN
is confident that the DWB will
make an important contribution to
improving safety and the efficiency
of propulsion, as well as reducing
resistance and improving energy
efficiency.
This huge project, representing an
investment of euro 17m, started in
February 2010.
The basin is fitted with wave
generators and the air pressure
in the entire basin can be
decreased to as low as 2.5% of
the atmospheric pressure. This
way many important aspects can
be studied using a properly-scaled
condition for both water and air:
Research aspects

Cavitation
An entire self-propelled ship
model up to 12 m in length can
be tested for its cavitation and
noise behaviour in still water and
waves or even while manoeuvring.
The propellers operate at the
correctly scaled cavitation number
everywhere in the flow and the
free surface gives the correct wave
pattern .

Wave Forces and Flooding
The correct scaling of air cavities
e.g. air chambers and air cushions
enables the measurement of loads
exerted on offshore structures, piles
and on the insides of tanks.
The forces on wave energy
converters can also be measured,
either as part of the aimed
energy recovery process or as an
assessment of the extreme loads.
The modelling of the flooding
process as part of an installation or
of a damaged ship assessment is
enabled through the correct scaling
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of the ambient pressure for the
trapped air.

Seakeeping
With wave generators installed at
the side and end of the wave basin,
ships and offshore structures can be
tested in a wide range of operational
conditions. With the ambient air
pressure being scaled, the behaviour
of trapped air for slamming and wave
impacts is correctly modelled.

Resistance and Propulsion
The facility can also be used as
a multi-purpose model basin for
hydrodynamic research related to the
resistance and propulsion of ships,
current forces and dynamics relevant
for offshore structures.
The basin dimensions are 240 by
18 by 8m. The basin contains 35
million litres of water and took an
extraordinary two weeks to fill. The
preparation harbour is 26m long and
4.2m wide.
Up to 100 measurement channels
can be acquired up to 100 kHz. A
hydrophone array of two is fitted
to the DWB, either fixed or moving
along with the carriage, with a
measurement range from 30Hz
to 100kHz and sensitivity of -186
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dB (at 1 m distance). The basin can be
depressurised to a minimum of 2500 Pa.
Waves
Dry-back multi-flap wave generators are
positioned along the full width
of the short side and along 120m of the long
adjacent side of the basin.
They can be used to realize long and short
crested waves from various directions.
The force-feedback control compensates
possible reflections from the model and
the beaches, which are facing the wave
generators.
The long side wave generators can generate
waves with wave heights of 0.4m at a 3s
wave period, the short side generators can
create waves with a wave height of 0.75 m
at a 4 s wave period.
Model size range
Due to the scaling issues at hand, the facility
is designed to perform tests with freerunning self-propelled large scale models in
calm water as well as in waves. The models
range from 2–12 m in length, up to
4 m beam and a maximum draught of 1 m.
Observation systems
Remote-controlled high-speed cameras
and high-powered LEDs can be positioned
anywhere within the model or in submerged
housings fixed to the carriage, offering

great flexibility in illumination and an
excellent view of the cavitation behaviour at
a minimum frame rate of 4000 frames per
second.
Carriages
The basin is equipped with: a towing
carriage for hydrodynamic tests on ship
models and a second silent carriage
measuring radiated noise from ship models
and propellers.
Towing carriage
The models are fitted to a subframe of the
main carriage and prepared in the harbour
outside the DWB. The model enters through
a pressure lock and is then connected to the
main carriage for testing.
The subcarriage can be fitted with four
dedicated modules:
l A resistance and propulsion dynamometer
test frame for towed
models
l An observation module that carries
all equipment required for cavitation
observation and hull-pressure fluctuation
tests
lA seakeeping test frame for free sailing
models
l A test frame that is fitted with a six degreeof-freedom forced oscillation
The carriage can reach a speed of 6m/s
and is fitted with an optical 3D position
measuring system used for measuring
model motions.

Test Capabilities
l Ventilation and cavitation inception and
observation
lHull pressure, pressure fluctuation
measurements corrected for the
model’s own noise
l Radiated noise measurements in the
near and far field
l Wakefield measurements
l Resistance and propulsion tests
l Motions and loads of fixed, moored, and
dynamically positioned
floating structures
lSeakeeping tests in waves from arbitrary
directions
l Forced oscillation tests using a hexapod
l Flooding and damage stability tests
(scaled ambient pressure)
l Vortex-Induced Motion Tests

Cavitation of the propeller(s) operating behind the complete ship
model either in still water or waves or manoeuvring is possible.
Cavitation and hull pressure tests are carried out in depressurised
conditions, with the propeller(s) in Froude-scaled condition and the
model in free surface conditions (free to trim and thus creating the
proper propeller inflow).
Seakeeping tests at scaled ambient pressure to model the correct
behaviour of wave impacts and slamming using the wave makers
along the short and long side of the basin. The same wave makers
can also be used for testing offshore structures and wave energy
devices.
The facility can also be used as a multi-purpose model basin for
hydrodynamic research related to the resistance and propulsion of
ships and current loads and dynamics on offshore structures.
Technical data
Tank dimensions are 240 x 18 x 8 m. The harbour (preparation)
area is 26 m long and 4.2 m wide. The instrumentation allows for
measuring up 100 channels at 20 kHz. The noise measurement
system is able to test frequencies of 2 – 100 kHz.
Depressurisation
According to the laws of similarity which apply to cavitation, the
ambient air pressure in the tank must be reduced to the inverse of
model scale. Through three vacuum pumps it can be lowered to a
minimum of 2500 Pa.
Waves
Wave generators are positioned at two adjacent sides of the basin
and consist of hinged flaps. The wave generators are able to
simulate various wave types, such as short-crested wave patterns.
The system is equipped with compensation of wave reflection from
the model and the wave absorbers. Opposite this wave generator,
passive wave absorbers are installed. The short side wave maker
has a capacity of 0.75 m waves at 4s wave period and the long
side wave maker 0.45 m waves, 3s wave period.

Observation Systems
The observation systems (both inside and outside the model)
offer much operational flexibility through the remote control of
camera position, camera settings (zoom and focus), lighting
and stroboscope positions and intensity. Normal and high speed
cameras are available.
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DWB

The Depressurised Wave Basin is a unique research facility for the
testing of ships and offshore structures in most realistic (scaled)
operational conditions. Due to the capability to reduce the ambient
air pressure, it allows investigations in three important areas:
Cavitation (in waves)
Air chambers
Wave impacts with air entrapment

News
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107-Year Old Submarine To Be Turned Into A Museum
A submarine of Russian Imperial
Navy lying at the depth of 76 meters
near Cape Fiolent (Sevastopol,
Ukraine) will be lifted soon. As is
planned, the sub is to be turned into
museum.
Submarine Skat was built in 1905.
She was responsible for protection
of Sevastopol and was sunken in
1919 as overaged asset, writes
Segodnya. Since the sub is in good
condition, it was decided to use her
as a museum. “There were several
variants to memorialize the sub’s
crew, and we’ve settle upon this
one”, said Sergei Voronov, Institute
of Archeology, Ukrainian Academy
of Science.
“We asked Russia’s Black Sea
Fleet for assistance, since they

Photo: Sunken submarine Skat. apxeo.info

have appropriate salvage vessels
to lift the sub. She is almost safe;
armament, munitions, and crew’s
personal property remained in
good condition”, he added. “There
is a project under consideration
of Ukrainian president. Now we’re

waiting when all technical issues
are settled, and, hopefully, in March
the work would start. This will need
about one million grivnas [Ukrainian
currency]. We plan to set the
museum submarine in Balaklava,
near Sevastopol”, Voronov said.

Ukraine Puts Afloat Its Submarine
Ukrainian Navy’s diesel electric
submarine (SSK) Zaporizhzhia
yesterday, on March 20, took the
sea after the 20-year long repair
at Russia’s Black Sea Fleet (BSF)
13-th Ship Repair Plant; the sub
entered Sevastopol harbor, and
the crew began to train “routine
activities at anchorage”, reported
Ukrainian Navy Press Center.
SSK Zaporizhzhia will start sea
trials on Apr 17, 2012. Her safety
will be provided by BSF rescue
ship Kommuna and experts of
BSF Rescue Ship Brigade, reports
ITAR-TASS. The sub’s first sortie
was planned back in May 2011
but postponed due to malfunctions
found.
Diesel submarine Zaporizhzhia
was built in Leningrad in 1970. At
first, she was stationed at Northern
Fleet, then since 1990 – at Black
Sea Fleet. On Aug 1, 1997 the sub
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The SSK Zaporizhzhia. Photo: chessmaniac.livejournal.com

was handed over to Ukrainian Navy.
However, the submarine was in need
of complete overhaul. Due to lack of
funds in Ukraine’s budget, she has
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been staying idle at the shipyard
for 20 years. Earlier on, a source
in Ukrainian Navy HQ stated there
were no specialists in Ukraine to
serve in the submarine.

News

Submarine Rescue
OceanWorks International has been
awarded a contract by the Canadian
Department of National Defence
for another key piece of equipment
which will enable submarine rescue
cooperation and interoperability with
the U.S. Navy.
The A-Frame Template Kit is
designed to work along with
the Ship Interface Template Set
(SITS) previously delivered to the
Department of National Defence by
OceanWorks International in March
of 2010.

The A-Frame Template Kit

Together the A-Frame Template
Kits and SITS will allow the Royal
Canadian Navy to host the U.S.
Navy’s Submarine Rescue Diving
and Recompression System’s
(SRDRS) Pressurized Rescue
Module System (PRMS) rescue
vehicle and associated Launch
& Recovery System, also built
and supplied to the U.S. Navy by
OceanWorks International.

Military Sales (FMS) Case between
the two governments.

The SITS design, which consists
of metallic support structures that
weld onto a vessel’s deck, enables
installation of the U.S. Navy’s
SRDRS, including the PRMS, onto a
Vessel Of Opportunity (VOO), which
can drastically reduce the response
time required to reach a Disabled
Submarine (DISSUB).

“We are very happy to be involved
in this project, which highlights
the close relationship between the

The Concept of Operations involves
mobilising the SRDRS via air
transport, installing it onto the VOO
equipped with the SITS and A-Frame
Template Kits, and rushing to the
scene of a DISSUB to attempt a
rescue of the crew members on
board.
The Royal Canadian Navy intends
to house the SITS and A-Framekit
on the East coast of Canada. This
will significantly improve submarine
rescue response times for both
Canada and the U.S. on the East
Coast, under a related Foreign

The East coast location is significant
since the U.S. SRDRS is based in
San Diego and with the Canadian
SITS and A-frame templates
located in the East, the VOO can
be prepared while the SRDRS is
in transit to respond to an Eastern
DISSUB incident.

Royal Canadian Navy and their
counterparts in the U.S.” stated
Rod Stanley, CEO of OceanWorks
International.
“The approach of using VOOs
and SITS is a growing trend which
enables nations with full rescue
capabilities to both expand their
global reach and make their rescue
logistics easier, as well as to
give countries without full rescue
capabilities the ability to host foreign
rescue systems in their waters in
the event of an emergency ”

Safety Software
The Aberdeen-based National
Hyperbaric Centre (NHC), has
created a certification management
system called DiveCert as a full
proof method for ensuring all diving
system equipment is regularly
tested and recertified to the current
industry requirements.
DiveCert controls air diving, mixed
gas and saturation diving system
certification. The software allows
companies to create, control, store
and synchronise entire diving
system certification from one portal.
DiveCert has been developed
to assist with the discipline and
organisation for audits and quality
control purposes and the software
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has more than 500 certificate
templates.
The system maintains all
certification and identifies when
they are due to expire or overdue,
ensuring that the user has full
control and awareness of the status
of the diving system certification
and maintenance.
Consulting Manager of the
NHC, Alexander Harper, said:
“We recognised there was a
requirement for this software
after carrying out audits on diving
systems within the industry and
realised that there was no common
standard or structure for diving
system certification.
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Cut Resistant Rope Jacket Research
Lankhorst Ropes Offshore Division
is undertaking a research project
into the development of cut resistant
jackets for mooring ropes in the
Norwegian and Barents Seas.
The project will be used to assess
materials needed to reduce the effects
of fishing trawler lines on synthetic
fibre mooring lines.
Deepwater moorings, beyond 800m,
in the Norwegian and Barents Seas
are subject to extreme weather
and wave conditions. The synthetic
mooring ropes must provide high
abrasion resistance and be immune to
the effects of external damage arising
from trawler activities. In addition,
the limited good weather windows in

the area mean the ropes should be
capable of being stored on the sea bed
ahead of mooring deployment.
The cut-resistant jacket research
involves simulating the effect of
trawler wires coming into contact with
synthetic fibre mooring lies, quantifying
the damage and assessing the rope’s
residual strength after the event. It is
part of a broader deepwater synthetic
rope development programme for
moorings in the North Atlantic Ocean
and Arctic, at Lankhorst Ropes
Offshore Division’s rope development
and test facility in Portugal.
The Norwegian and Barents Seas
are particularly challenging in the

Cut resistant jackets for mooring ropes

physical demands on the mooring
rope, following what maybe many
months storage on the sea bed. Our
research will enable us to work with
operators and naval architects to
devise the most effective mooring
systems for floating production
systems in this area,” says Chris
Johnson, sales director, Lankhorst
Ropes Offshore Division.
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Mooring Connector
Deepwater mooring specialist, First
Subsea has been awarded a contract
by Technip to supply the mooring line
connectors for a new spar platform
moored in 2134m (7000ft) of water
in the Lucius field, Keathley Canyon
block 875 in the Gulf of Mexico.
The Lucius spar will be moored by
nine Ballgrab ball and taper mooring
connectors attached to polyester
mooring lines.
The Ballgrab connector comprises
a male connector and female
receptacle. The Series III male
connectors will comply with the new
ABS Mooring Guide 2009.

OPERATING CRITICAL SUBSEA EQUIPMENT
UNDER ARDUOUS AND DIVERSE CONDITIONS,
WHILST MINIMISING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT,
DEMANDS SUBSEA CONTROL FLUIDS WITH THE
HIGHEST LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE. CASTROL
OFFSHORE BRINGS TOGETHER EXCELLENCE
IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, TECHNICAL
ASSURANCE AND GLOBAL SERVICE TO DELIVER
MAXIMUM OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY.

www.castrol.com/offshore

PLEASE SCAN THIS QR CODE
INTO YOUR MOBILE DEVICE
FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON
CASTROL
SUBSEA

VISIT US AT: OTC 2012 HOUSTON, 30 APRIL - 3 MAY, STAND 2241-A
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Laggan-Tormore
Total’s £2.5 billion Laggan-Tormore
development is on schedule for a
2014 start up. The project represents
a strategic investment, opening up the
West of Shetland for future expansion.
The incorporation of preinstalled tees
to enable this, however, necessitates
the development of novel installation
technologies.
Laggan and Tormore are located
125km northwest of the Shetland
Islands. Laggan lies 16km northeast
of Tormore and both sit on the edge of
the continental shelf in a water depth
of 600m.
The whole area is regarded
as particularly environmentally
challenging with maximum wave
heights of over 24m (70ft) experienced
for 6 months of the year.
The project calls for imaginative
and pioneering subsea engineering,
particularly to cope with flow
assurance associated with the long
distances and deep waters involved.
Once successful, however, the
development will unlock 17% of the
UK’s remaining oil and gas reserves.

1 Western Approaches
“The development can be
conveniently described as three
interconnected parts,” said Deputy
project director, Bernie Neal. “The
first is the subsea production system
and pipeline tying the seabed facilities
back to Shetland.”
Each field will be developed using

a 6-slot template and manifold.
A pair of 18in lines will connect
these templates with Shetland,
125km away.
FMC was awarded the contract
to supply nine subsea trees, two
6-slot templates and manifolds.
The company will also provide
12 multiphase meters, 10 subsea
control modules and associated
control systems.
“In 600m water depth, this marks
the deepest production system
in UK waters,” said Neal. “The
low temperatures associated
with these depths (around 5°C)
and the long distances that the
gas has to pass while exposed
to these temperatures, means
that hydration may become a
problem.”
The engineers, therefore,
specified an 8in monoethylene
glycol (MEG) pipeline to run
alongside the flowline pair.
In addition there will be a 2in
service line which can be used for
additional chemical injection or
decompression of the line should
this be required.
“When we start up, we anticipate
there will be issues of waxing of
the line,” said Neal, “especially
during the dewatering stage.
When building up pressure, the
line will temporarily be outside the
phase enveloped but once the line
is pressurised, this should not be
a problem.
“It is very important, therefore,
that we have sufficient MEG
supplies and that the system is
commissioned in such a way that
hydrate formation is minimised.”

2 Crossing Shetland

Western
approaches
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Laggan-Tormore
layout

Some of the largest challenges
concern the pipelines passing
through the Islands themselves.
The landfall and route is
characterised by peat beds, which
have to be cleared down to the
bedrock for the line to be installed.
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Eastern approaches

But what to do with this overlying
peat? The material is 80% water and
if it dries out, it releases CO2. If it
was removed from site, how could it
be reinstated at the end of the field
life as part of the project’s ecological
commitment?
The proposal put forward by Total
was to purpose-build two storage
facilities with a capacity to hold
750 000m3 of peat. The irrigated peat
would be housed for 30 years after
which it could will be returned to site
at the end of the field life.

Tormore

Satellite well
6 slot template manifold

8in MEG line

In-line tee

Two 18in flowlines
Pigging loop

Subsea Equipment

3 Export Line
Around 500 million ft3 of gas will pass
through the line every day. The gas
will then be evacuated in a new 30in
export pipeline called the Shetland
Island Regional Gas Export (SIRGE)
line which will tee into the existing
32in FUKA line at the site of the
decomissioned MCP01 platform, via a
PLEM (pipeline end manifold).
The FUKA line terminates at St Fergus.
“The MCP01 was an intermediate
compression platform built to boost the
pressure of gas coming further north
from Norway,” said Neal. “This became
obsolete some years ago.”
Both the import line and the
234km SIRGE export pipeline are
designed with sufficient capacity to
accommodate future developments
such as Edradour, Glenlivet on the
west and Rosebank and Clair Ridge
on the east, as well as potentially
undiscovered fields.
“With this in mind, several hot tap tees

will be installed during the pipelay.
Thus, should a third party come along
at a later date with a development, it
will reduce their capital expenditure by
connecting their field to the pipeline
rather than having to go through the
process of laying a complete pipeline
from shore,” said Neal.
To facilitate this, the export pipeline
design incorporates a number of preinstalled valves.
“Because we’ve done a lot of work
in West Africa on other projects in
deep water, we were able to call upon
a considerable amount of expertise
in engineering practices involved in
adding subsea infrastructure,” said
Neal.
The flowline end terminal (FLET) and
in-line tee (ILT) installation process
involves installing a base structure,
laying the pipeline over it, incorporating
the valves and then installing a
protection structure.
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As the pipe is laid, the line forms a
catenary at the end of the vessel,
keeping the line in tension. The
difficulty is ensuring the line isn’t
slightly or severely buckled during
the pipe lay process, particuarly in
600m water depth.
In the event the line was buckled
slightly and not detected during the
lay, the outcome could be a delay
to start up and, in a worse case,
replacement of the line.
To avoid such a scenario and give
real-time feedback of damage to the
line during lay operations, a ‘buckle’
detector tool is inserted inside the
pipe, which is connected to the
Audacia by a wire and positioned
just after the point where the pipe
touches the seabed.
Should a buckle occur, the tool will
will jam inside the pipe, with the
tension on the wire increasing. At
this point the Audacia would stop
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Laggan-Tormore

Laggan

Tormore
laying pipe to recover the damage
section of pipe and replace it. While
new pipe lengths are added as part of
the pipelay process, another vessel
will lay the bottom half of the FLT and
ILT and ensure that the pipe is guided
over it.
At present, Allseas are considering
using its Audacia vessel to install
the FLT and ILT bases and install
the pipe, although this has yet to be
confirmed as it depends on many
factors.
In any event, the line must be picked
up, ensuring it is always in tension,
and placed over the lower half of the
preinstalled tee.
Total is aware that this type of
operation has been done before.
Simply picking up the pipe is not
uncommon, but installing onto a base
in 600m of water is challenging.
Imagine laying pipe in 600m of water;
the lay vessel itself will be about 2km

away forward maintaining the tension of
the pipe catenary and guiding it onto the
base frame, without buckling the pipe.
The tie-ins at Laggan-Tormore will be
achieved remotely by ROVs. The tie-ins
on the SIRGE line will be achieved using
divers.

Pipe
The 30in and 2in pipelines were coated
by Bredro Shaw and the 8in and 2in
were coated by BSLI. The contract for
the supply of 18in and 30in pipelines
was awarded to Tata in Hartlepool, with
the 2in service pipeline to be supplied by
Salzgitter Manesmann in France and the
8in pipeline awarded to Vallourec and
Manesmann in Germany.
The installation of the 30in pipe will be
carried out by the Allseas pipe vessel,
Solitaire, later this year.
The 8in, 2in lines and control umbilical
installation contract was awarded to
Subsea 7, which will be carrying out

the reel lay work on the western
approaches imminently. Subsea 7 will
also be responsible for the subsea
connectors and tie-ins.
As much as 75% of the 18in line was
laid in 2009, with the exception of
the in-line tees and the flowline end
terminations.
“Although most of the line has
been laid, the FLET and in-line
tees suffered from late fabrication
schedules,” said Neal. “The
environmental conditions are
notoriously difficult with a weather
window between May–September.”
“We considered it prudent not to work
in October–November and suffer
from downtime, waiting on weather.
“We also had an agreement with
Shetland Islands Council that we
would not lay pipe inshore at certain
times of year as part of the project’s
ongoing respect for the environment.

Subsea Manifold
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THE ΩMEGA ADVANTAGE
Kongsberg Maritime’s innovative new OE14-522
HD Pan and Tilt Zoom (PATZ) dome camera with
compact Omega dome design now offers beyond
hemispherical viewing and excellent optical
performance in the deepest waters. An all new belt
driven PTZ mechanism provides smooth, accurate
and infinitely variable speed controlled head
movement. The proven colour zoom inspection
camera can provide high definition (HD) or high
quality standard definition (SD) signal output.

• Wide 220° Pan x 220° Tilt Optical Coverage,
10:1 Zoom
• 1920 x 1080 High Definition Pixel Resolution
• 4500m Standard Depth Rating (1000m,
6000m Options)
• Analogue (Composite or Component) or
Digital/HDSDI (Coaxial or Fibre-Optic) Video
Signal Outputs

The all new OE14-522 Omega
HD PTZ dome camera.

Kongsberg Maritime Ltd Telephone: +44 1224 226500
Email: km.camsales.uk@kongsberg.com www.km.kongsberg.com/cameras

THE FULL PICTURE
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Pipelay Construction
IHC Offshore and Marine,
and SapuraCrest have signed
two contracts for the design,
engineering and construction of
two new 550t pipelaying vessels.
A third contract has been signed
with OSX Construção of Brazil
for the design and engineering
of a 300t pipelaying vessel.
The contract includes a large
equipment package supplied
by IHC Engineering Business,
among others. The orders have a
total value of €450million.
All three ships will install flexible
pipelines in Brazilian waters,
pursuant to Petrobras’ contracts
for the charter and operation of
pipelaying support vessels, which
were awarded to SapuraCrest.
IHC Merwede will build the two
identical 550t pipelaying vessels
at the Krimpen aan den IJssel
yard. These vessels are the first
fully integrated offshore vessels
completely designed, engineered
and built by IHC Merwede with a
pipelay spread supplied by IHC
Engineering Business.
The third vessel – with a top
tension capacity of 300t – will also
be designed and engineered by
IHC Merwede. The vessel will be
built in Brazil, at the OSX yard in
Açu, Rio de Janeiro. The delivery
dates for the vessels to be built
in the Netherlands have been
set for May and August 2014,
respectively.

Pipelaying vessel
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Mast Crane for Allseas
Huisman, the specialist in lifting,
drilling and subsea solutions,
has secured a new contract
from Allseas for the design and
manufacturing of an 850mt
Offshore Mast Crane. The crane
will replace the current 300mt
Offshore Mast Crane onboard
Allseas’ pipelaying vessel Solitaire
. The delivery is scheduled for
1 October 2012 at the Huisman
production facility in Fujian, China.
The 850mt Offshore Mast Crane
– up to 1600m hook travel single
fall – is equipped with an active

heave compensation system on the
main and whip hoist to counter-act
the vessel’s heave motion when
landing a load on the seabed. The
use of a splittable block on the
main hoist allows the number of
falls to be adjusted from 8 to 4 falls
without re-reeving.
The adjustment of falls is beneficial
to optimize the lift with the required
load and speed. These features
will make the crane an efficient tool
for the installation of heavy loads
required for deepwater subsea
production systems.

RR Equip UT 737 for Island
Rolls-Royce has been selected by
Island Offshore to design, power
and equip an advanced subsea
construction vessel.
The versatile UT 737 CD vessel
will support the most demanding
subsea projects, including
constructing and servicing oil and
gas wells on the sea bed, up to
3000m below sea level.
In order to support such

challenging missions the vessel
will include special features. This
includes two independent systems
for launching and recovering
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV),
as well as a 125t offshore crane that
compensates for wave movements.
There is also an advanced offshore
tower which handles subsea
equipment through a large opening
in the hull of the vessel, called a
moon pool.

RR Equip UT 737 for Island
Red7Marine’s newly-acquired
offshore support vessel DP Reel
has sailed into Great Yarmouth port
to mark a milestone moment for
the rapidly growing company.
The major investment means
the highly versatile vessel will be
available to support work for clients
in the renewable energy and oil &
gas sectors.
It comes less than three years after
Red7Marine (R7M) was created
by Norfolk-based Anglian Marine
Services and Haven Ports (Marine
and Constructions Management),
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of Manningtree, joining forces.
And it’s the latest feather in the cap of
a company which saw turnover leap
from £6m to £24m in the three years
to 2010 with its workforce growing
from 45 to 125-strong, plus 60 subcontract divers.
“The acquisition means we have
achieved our primary objective to
own and operate a fully-mobilised
UK-based DPII offshore support
vessel,” said R7M’s director Mike
Jones, at the company’s diving and
subsea division base at Lefevre Way,
Great Yarmouth.
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Reef Operator
Reef Subsea has announced
that one of its new inspection,
maintenance and repair and
subsea construction vessel,
the Reef Larissa, which will be
operated soon by its specialised
company Specialist Subsea
Services Ltd (S³)
The Reef Larissa was one of two
ships chartered by Reef Subsea for
five year from Neptune Subsea AS
in November 2011. The Neptune
Larissa and Neptune Despina are
now both renamed as Reef Larissa
and Reef Despina.
Measuring 98.6m x 19m in size,
the Reef Larissa is a DP2 class,
suitable for deepwater, and sleeps
up to 78 people. Two of S³’s Triton
XLX work class ROVs are installed
on board along with a suite of
survey equipment.
The vessel is equipped with a
150 tonne SWL crane with active
heave compensation, an enclosed
ROV hangar with two integrated
LARS for the deployment of work
class ROVs on both sides of the
vessel, a large moonpool and up
to 935m² of deck area. On its own,

the 150 tonne crane is able to work
in depths of over 2,000m, and when
combined with the work class ROVs,
the vessel will operate in depths of
up to 3,000m.
As the sister ship of the Despina,
the Larissa has been designed to
produce a faster transit speed in
head seas, and is environmentally
efficient due to its reduced fuel
consumption and streamlined design.

Skandi Atlantic
DOF has signed a contract with
Apache Energy Limited (Apache)
for Skandi Atlantic for operations
in Australia. The firm period of the
contract is 900 days commencing in
May 2012. The value of this 900 days
contract is approximately NOK 225
million.
Skandi Atlantic is owned by Aker DOF
Deepwater AS (ADD) and is the last
vessel of 6 sister vessels built at the
STX OSV yard in Vietnam.
Mons S. Aase CEO in DOF says:
“The contract with Apache is a
strategic important contract for both

Neptune Larissa
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DOF and ADD. It is the first long term
contract we win in the Australian
market for AHTS vessels.
DOF presently operates 8 vessels
in the region. We expect a growing
demand for our vessels and services
in the region and our ambition is to
grow our fleet and organisation out of
our Perth office.
The ADD vessels have proven to be
well suited for operations world wide.
Two vessels are now operating in
Asia Pacific on long term contracts,
two in the North Sea spot market and
one on long term contract in Brazil.
We expect a good market for these
vessels in all three regions.”
l Subsea 7 has exercised an
option to extend the contract on the
construction vessel Skandi Seven...
Subsea 7 has exercised an option
to extend the contract on the
construction vessel Skandi Seven
with 1 year from 31st of March 2013.
DOF Subsea, subsidiary of DOF
ASA, has previous announced that
Subsea 7 has fixed the vessel Skandi
Skansen for a period of 100-200
days per year over the next 4 years.

Vessels

Mermaid Maritime
Subsea 7 have declared an option
and extended the contract and will
utilize the vessel Skandi Skansen
for a fixed period until July 2013.
DOF Subsea Asia Pacific has
entered into several contracts in the
Far East where the vessels Skandi
Singapore, Skandi Hercules and
Geobay will be utilized under the
contracts.
DOF Subsea Atlantic has entered
into a contract with Conoco Phillips
where the vessel Skandi Skolten will
be utilized under the contract.
The total value of the new contracts
are about NOK 520 million.

Deep Ocean
CTC Marine Projects, Trico Offshore
and DeepOcean become one
Darlington, April 30, 2012 --- CTC
Marine Projects Ltd., Trico Offshore
Ltd. and Deep Ocean AS, all
subsidiaries of DeepOcean Group
Holding AS, today announced that
they are rebranding and changing
name to DeepOcean.

Mermaid Maritime‘s Subtech
Qatar Diving and Marine Services
business unit has recently been
awarded three new contracts with
new and existing clients.
The first contract has already
started and has an estimated value
of USD 2.2 million. The second
contract will start in early June 2012
with an estimated contract value
of USD 3.6 million. Both these
contracts will be using Mermaid’s
specialized vessel M.V. Mermaid
Siam and is together scheduled
to cover a period of approximately
eight weeks.
The third contract is for air diving
and support services including
saturation diving services
and is for a period of over two years
with commencement scheduled
for May 2012. This contract has
a potential value of USD 8.2
million. The combined value of
all the above contract awards is
approximately USD 14 million.

The subsea group owns and
operates eight subsea vessels,
three of which are specialized dive
support vessels (DSVs), four
saturation diving systems and
twelve remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) systems, all of which can be
deployed to any region.
Through an international
commercial office in
Singapore, the subsea group
serves clients across South
East Asia, India, China, the
Mediterranean, West Africa the
Middle East and Brazil.
Mermaid’s drilling division
comprises Mermaid Drilling, which
provides tender-assist drilling and
accommodation barge services
through its ownership of two
tender rigs, and its investments
with Seadrill. In Asia, Offshore
Drilling, has three high specification
premium jack-up drilling rigs under
construction in Singapore with
deliveries scheduled for 2013.

“The move is more than a name
change,” says DeepOcean Group
CEO Bart Heijermans. “We will
operate as one company offering our
customers a unique integrated suite
of subsea services”.
“There are few companies in the
offshore industry that perform
survey, ROV, trenching and
marine operations to the extent
that DeepOcean does and
even fewer companies have the
extensive project management and
engineering capabilities to plan and
support the offshore operations”.
As the company launches its new
brand, it will also look to build upon
its current number of employees
across the group including both
onshore and offshore positions.

M.V. Mermaid Siam
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Jumbo confirms order for second K-3000 heavy lift vessel
Jumbo Shipping has confirmed the
order for a second new K-class
vessel, with an option on a third, to
complement its existing fleet.
After careful consideration and
engineering study, Jumbo has
decided to upgrade the lifting
capacity of the vessels from 1300
to 1500mt, enabling tandem lifts
of 3000mt. These vessels will
comfortably surpass the capability
of other vessels in their class.
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This latest investment underlines
Jumbo’s long-term commitment
to its existing and new clients.
The company’s strategy of
continuing re-investment, renewal
and development of its fleet is
proceeding,
The K-class vessels are being built
at the Brodosplit shipyard in Split,
Croatia. The design incorporates
Finnish-Swedish ice class 1A (thus
ideal for projects in Arctic regions)
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and each vessel will be prepared for
DP2 installation which, when fitted,
will provide multi-facet installation
support in the offshore sector
enabling large and heavy structures to
be loaded, transported and installed
by a single vessel optimizing project
scheduling, safety and efficiency.
The first vessel will be in active
service in the autumn of 2013. The
sister-ship will follow some six months
later.

Dyneema Mooring Rope
Deepwater mooring rope
specialist, Lankhorst Ropes
Offshore Division has announced
a new improved creep HMPE
mooring rope made with
Dyneema for a new generation of
permanent deepwater moorings
beyond 2000m water depth.
Based on the Lankhorst Gama
98 rope construction, the High
Modulus Polyethylene (HMPE)
rope made with Dyneema has

been engineered to meet the
mechanical demands of 30 year
deepwater offshore moorings.
“Beyond 2,000m, platforms moored
with polyester lines can experience
high horizontal offsets which may
exceed the limits of risers,” says
Chris Johnson, sales director,
Lankhorst Ropes Offshore Division.

the optimum station-keeping
conditions for permanent
moorings at ultra-deepwater
depths.”

“The new rope’s improved creep,
and higher stiffness, will provide
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Single Weld Nozzle Spinning Method
Damen Marine Components
(DMC) has developed a pioneering
nozzle production method bases
on a single weld seam on the inner
side of the nozzle. This makes
the process much more efficient
and environmentally friendly. The
new Nozzle Spinning Machine can
deliver nozzles up to 4.5 m at short
notice.
Based in Hardinxveld in the
Netherlands and part of the Damen
Shipyards Group, DMC has
invested in new spinning machinery
for its facility in Gdansk.
Mr Steef Staal, DMC Managing

Director, says: “The new spinning
machinery, developed in the past
two years, makes the production
of nozzles much easier and gives
an improved end product, because
there is only a single weld seam on
the inner side of the nozzle.
Manufacturing the complete inside
of a nozzle in one go is very
special. This machine can produce
any nozzle profile in every diameter
and without the need for auxiliary
tools.”

Capacity
The spinning machine can produce
nozzles with an inside diameter

ranging from 1000 mm to 4.5m.
Using a completely automated
system, the machine can handle
stainless steel, duplex, steel and
special steel materials.
The new machine is also able to
handle the demand for shorter
delivery times, emphasizes Mr.
Staal. “Uncertainty in the market
often means that companies order
equipment at the very last minute
and this means that lead times and
delivery times are getting shorter.
With this machine we adapt to that
process.”
Under the traditional construction
method, the inner side is
constructed from several small
welded parts. This is now history
and the new method results in a
much smoother surface. The new
machine is already proving very
successful with both existing and
new customers.

Emission Reduction

Propeller nozzles are a sustainable
product by definition, because
they significantly reduce fuel
consumption and thus cut down on
CO² emissions. However, the new
production method is even more
environmentally friendly.
“Because there is less welding and
grinding this method saves energy
and emissions,” Staal says. In
addition, the new machinery saves
production time and enhances our
stable price/quality ratio, making it
more cost efficient.
DMC develops, constructs and
supplies high quality propeller
nozzles. The company typically
produces 600 to 700 nozzles a
year. A whole range of profiles are
developed in-house, delivering
higher efficiency under various
operating conditions.
Propeller nozzles
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Subsea
Military, a mission-planning,
monitoring and post-processing
tool, and its additional modules ATR
(Automatic Target Recognition) and
PATT (Performance Analysis and
Training Tool), EdgeTech will be
better placed to meet the technical
requirements of their customers.

SeeByte

SeeByte has announced that an
order for fifteen software licences
of SeeTrack Military has been
confirmed through EdgeTech.
The purchase comes in support of
the Littoral Mine Countermeasure
SONAR (LMCS) system from
EdgeTech; LMCS is an advanced

mine and underwater IED hunting
system which combines EdgeTech’s
proprietary Dynamically Focused
and Multi-Pulse side scan sonar
technologies to provide exceptional
swath coverage and ultra-high
resolution imagery.
Through the purchase of SeeTrack
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The ATR module will be used to
detect specific regions in sidescan sonar data that potentially
correspond to an object previously
learned by the system. Obvious
false alarms are removed, creating
an accurate map of contacts for
operators to examine within the
surveyed area.
PATT allows users to add synthetic,
but highly realistic, images of
objects to real mission data,
providing a clear understanding of
the actual performance of the MCM
system and sensors in use.
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Seven Havila
The state-of-the art diving support
vessel, the Seven Havila, owned
by Subsea 7 and Havila Shipping,
and designed and constructed by
the Herøy-based Havyard Group
AS, has achieved a world first in
the number of divers working on
the seabed.

Gael Cailleaux, Vice President for
Offshore Resources at Subsea 7,
the seabed-to-surface engineering,
construction and services contractor
to the offshore energy industry,
confirmed the achievement that eight
divers were in action at the same
time. He said:

“To our knowledge, there have
never been so many divers on the
seabed from one single dive support
vessel simultaneously. We wanted
to test having eight divers on the
seabed at the same time. Both
diving bells were in action together.
While one diver stayed inside each
diving bell, three divers from each
diving bell worked outside.”
The diving test took place near
Stavanger, Norway, in a depth of
30m.
The diving system, provided by the
German company Dræger, includes
a 10 chamber 24 men saturation
suite, fully computerised, with
double bell handling system, able to
work down to 400m and up to
6mHs.
The Seven Havila, considered by
some as the most advanced diving
support vessel in the world, was
designed and fitted with the latest
diving systems.
It was designed by Havyard Design
and Engineering in Fosnavåg,
Norway and constructed at Havyard
Ship Technology in Leirvik, Sogn,
Norway.

Åsgard and Gudrun & Valem
Technip was awarded two subsea
contracts under the Diving Frame
Contract with Statoil, for the Åsgard
and Gudrun & Valemon projects.
The total value of the contracts is
around €45 million.
The Åsgard contract includes deep
water testing of the pipeline repair
system remote hot-tap equipment,
preparations works, installation
of protection structures and the
first remote retrofit tee hot-tap
operation ever performed. The water
depth on the Åsgard field is up to

The Seven Havila
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Bluestream

ZNT

Underwater Centre

Bluestream Diving has been
awarded the 2012 IRM contract
by GDF SUEZ Nederland for
diving and ROV services for 27
production platforms and 5 subsea
wells within the Dutch Continental
shelf. The programme covers
around 250 days per year.

The ZNT Yard has conducted
the launching ceremony for the
eighth Diving Support Vessel of
Project A160 (yard No. 809) named
Vodoloaz Sazonov.

Bluestream Diving will provide
inspection services of the GDF
Suez offshore installations.

The vessels of Project A160, funded
through the federal target program
“Development of Transport System
of Russia (2010-2015)”, were
ordered by Rosmorechflot (Federal
Marine and River Transport Agency).

The Underwater Centre in Fort
William has recently finished
training the first ever Angolans as
saturation divers. Antonio Quetes
and Antonio Njiva, who work
for Angolan oil and gas service
provider Operatec LDA, were taking
part in the three-week HSE Closed
Bell course.

These services vary from general
visual surveys, to close visual
surveys; surveys of marine
growth, risers, conductors and
caissons; CP-inspections, FMD,
NDT-inspections (both MPI and
eddy current), wall thickness
measurements, scour surveys and
debris surveys.
There are various ways to monitor
the condition of an offshore
installation. The final report
will provide the basis for trend
analysis.
All diving and ROV operations
will be coordinated and executed
from Den Helder, base-port of
Bluestream Offshore and GDF
SUEZ Nederland.

The project is made by ZNT-yard
together with “Agat Design Bureau”.

The first seven ships of the project
were delivered on time to the home
ports of St. Petersburg, Murmansk,
Novorossiysk and Astrakhan,
Vladivostok and Korsakov.
The purpose of the vessel includes
l Provision of diving works at the
depth up to 60 m
l Participation in wrecking and
ship raising operations.
l Inspection of bottom of water
areas, sunk objects, underwater part
of the vessels’ hulls and hydraulic
facilities.

The HSE Closed Bell course
teaches experienced divers the
procedures and competencies
required to dive using a saturation
system.
Saturation divers live in a chamber,
for up to 28 days, which is
pressurised to the same pressure
of the sea at the depth that they will
be working at. Living and working
at pressure means that they can be
transported quickly and efficiently
to the work site under the water
without decompression stops,
allowing divers to work to much
greater depths and for much longer
periods of time than on air.
As Operatec expands the scale and
scope of its diving service in Angola.

mon
approximately 300m. The work will
be executed in 2012.
The Gudrun & Valemon contract
includes installation and tie-in of
spools and power cable and also a
Morgrip midline tie-in, all performed
by divers. The water depth on the
fields is approximately 140 meters.
The work will be executed in 2013
and 2014.
The contracts will be executed
by Technip’s operating center in
Stavanger and Haugesund, Norway.

Vodoloaz Sazonov.
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RN/ Army find V2 Section
Royal Navy and Army bomb
disposal experts have successfully
removed the remnants of a V2
rocket which was submerged off
the English coast.
A 4ft-long section of the German
World War 2 weapon was pulled
from mudflats at low tide on the
River Stour between Harwich and
Felixstowe.
The six-man Navy team from
Southern Diving Unit 2 in
Portsmouth worked with the
Army’s 101 Engineer Regiment
bomb disposal team to lift the
section of weapon from the mud
onto a barge.
They had first excavated around
the lowest part of the V2 to
discover that the warhead section
was not there - meaning there
was no safety risk to the local
population.
The venturi section of the rocket
– named after the effect on a fluid
passing through a narrow pipe –

could now be donated to the nearby
sailing club who have passed it in
the mud for decades.
The naval divers were called to
Harwich last week – and at first
were sceptical it was a V2 because
the missiles plunged to earth at
more than twice the speed of sound
having reached heights of up to 128
miles above the earth’s surface – so
normally there was nothing left of
them.
But on closer inspection it was
identified as the German rocket. It
was submerged nose down and is
projecting about two feet out of the
mud, around 300ft from the Harwich
shoreline. It is not known whether
the explosive is still present.
Lt Dan Herridge, Officer-inCommand of SDU 2, said:
“This was a successful result to the
operation and means people using
the waterways and living locally can
have confidence that this was not a
dangerous piece of ordnance.

“Our guys had never seen anything
like this before and probably never
will again. It’s a very unusual beast
indeed.
“We are grateful for the support of
our colleagues from 101 Engineer
Regiment for helping remove this
section of the rocket.”
The V2 rocket was developed by
pioneering scientist Werner von
Braun – who went on to be a key
figure behind the American effort to
put a man on the moon.
Built by concentration camp
prisoners, more than 3,000 V-2s
were launched from the continent
at London, South-east England and
the Belgian port of Antwerp – with
the aim of demoralising the civilian
populace.
The missile attacks resulted in
the death of an estimated 7,250
people, mostly civilians. Of these,
more than 2,750 were killed in
London – and another 6,523
injured.

V2 rocket
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V2 rocket cowling
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Deepwater Lifting
The challenge of deploying heavy
loads in water depths beyond 2000m
is becoming a challenge to the
offshore industry.
For small loads, the use of steel
cable is often the method of choice.
The cable has to support its own
weight as well as the weight of the
load being carried. As water depths
increase, however, the weight of
the cable can become a significant
factor.
One solution could be to increase
the wire thickness but this would
in turn increase the weight that the
wire would have to support. At some
point, therefore, the combination of
weight and depth becomes critical,
and a different solution is required.
An attractive alternative is to use
neutrally buoyant synthetic fibre
ropes. One company looking to
apply the lessons of oceanographic
winching to heavy lift applications is
Caley Ocean Systems.
“For too long, the offshore
industry has relied exclusively on
developments in winch technology
to enable it to handle heavy loads,
at the expense of overlooking the

synthetic fibre rope,” said Gregor
McPherson, sales director, Caley
Ocean Systems.
“These fibre ropes are used with
double drum traction winches which
use friction to grip the rope. This rope
is initially under high tension as it
enters the winch, however, it leaves the
winch under low tension.”
The take-up winch is a powered reel
comprising a series of sheaves. The
size and number of sheaves on the
reels on the drum are dictated by the
rope’s wet coefficient of friction, the
amount of grip required and total load.
The rope is normally jacketed with a
low coefficient of friction yarn braid to
prevent surface abrasion damage to
the rope. Existing winch technology for
offshore heavy lift relies on a complex
system of interconnected, multi-speed
sheaves, each of which can be used
to reduce the slip-stick abrasion on the
rope.
“Low friction is a problem when the
rope is wet compared with handling
steel wire,” said McPherson. “In some
cases fibre coating has been used
to increase friction, however, this will
eventually wear off.”

Also, it has to be borne in mind that
the lower the coefficient of friction,
the more turns that are needed. In
addition, a very large storage winch
will be needed to provide back
tension. Alternatively, the rope can
be cross-laid, however, this limits the
number of layers.
“The lifting requirements for
oceanographic and offshore are
different. For oceanographic
operations, great depths are involved
up to 10 000m but the payload is
small – less than a tonne. This can
be contrasted with the oil and gas
offshore industry, where the depths
are a lot less but the payloads much
higher, typically up to 150–200
tonnes,” said McPherson.
Another issue facing any company
applying winch technology in the
offshore sector is the difference in
factors of safety. Typically, the safety
factor for oceanographic research is
2, compared with 5 or more for the
risk averse offshore industry.
Caley uses a holistic approach to
winch systems, taking into account
the characteristics of the rope and
winch as a whole rather than as
separate elements.
“Until now, the focus has been
largely on winch developments. As
a result, the winches have become
too complicated and there is a lack of
redundancy should a component fail,”
said McPherson. There has been little
development/guidance for synthetic
ropes. The Deepwater Installation of
Subsea Hardware (DISH) JIP paved
the way for new rope developments
but failed to follow through.”
Caley is reducing the requirement for
overly complex winches and instead
focusing on the rope construction
to develop a heavy lift system more
attuned to the demands of offshore
handling.
In an offshore environment active
heave compensation is needed,
therefore the winch and rope must
be scalable to accept payloads
around 150t.

Traction Winch
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Inter-M Pulse
InterMoor has recently trialled the
Inter-M Pulse in the North Sea.
Developed by InterMoor, in
conjunction with sister company,
Pulse Structural Monitoring, the
Inter-M Pulse is a long term mooring
connector that has the capability to
monitor and track the in situ tension
of each mooring line and transmit
tension data acoustically to the
topside control room.
With the introduction of various
sensors, the Inter-M Pulse can also
detail inclination of the mooring line.
Additional features include; full history
of the mooring line, acoustic data
transmission, on-demand data upload
and a traffic light alarm system.
To ensure the technology of the
Inter-M Pulse, a 76 millimeter (mm)
(800T Minimum Break Load (MBL)
unit was installed over the stern roller
of an AHV for the Ocean Nomad
Semisubmersible at Everest 22/10a in
the North Sea in winter 2012 for a six
month drilling campaign.
The unit deployed was designed for
use on all offshore units. The field
trial mooring system consisted of a
combination chain and fibre makeup
with the unit installation located at the

Rely on us.
Backed by more than 40 years of quality and service,
PMI can better serve you with a full line of high performing
products to protect your expensive cable investments.
With PMI, you have nothing to worry about
but getting the job done.

www.pmiind.com

fibre and shackle connection.
During the sea trial there were
typical sea states of around 39 feet
(12 meters). At all times the Inter-M
Pulse was able to send accurate
line tensions and inclination
readings to the control room on
board the rig.
After a successful installation, the
unit was immediately operational
and feeding line tensions and
inclination readings to the surface.

Inter-M Pulse

The data was sent back to the
topside system via the acoustic
data link once a minute for several
hours a day. The sea trial proved
that the system will communicate in
a range of sea states. The readings
have since been verified and
documented.
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Alan Duncan, managing director,
InterMoor Ltd, says: “In addition to
its valuable use in permanent and
drilling moorings worldwide, the
Inter-M Pulse could prove crucial for
operators as US regulations demand
that rig managers and production
unit operators report on the status
of their mooring systems after a
hurricane.
This technology allows full calibration
on mooring chains without losing
valuable rig time.
During a storm the Inter-M Pulse
is capable of feeding live data
from the mooring chains up to the
control room, and in the aftermath
uploading and analyzing the findings
to determine the storm’s impact and
verify the mooring system’s
dynamics.”
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Pipe Measurement
Pipe measurement technology
specialist Optical Metrology
Services (OMS) has launched
a new system for optimising
fit-up and improving the weld
productivity of oil and gas pipes.
In oil and gas pipeline projects,
the welding of fatigue-sensitive
steel catenary risers (SCR) and
flowline pipes to tight specifications
is critical. Counterboring the pipes
might not be a viable method of
controlling pipe geometry due to
cost considerations or to limitations
on pipe wall thickness.
OMS has developed its SmartFit
system – a suite of hardware and
software tools, which together
provide a powerful system for
pipeline contractors, which
ensures that pipe fit-up, welding
and pipelaying processes run as
smoothly as possible with minimal
interruptions.

Elements of SmartFit are
deployed in different ways to
suit the practicalities of different
production processes, both
onshore and offshore.
Typically, pipe end dimensioning
and fit-up involves two main
steps: measuring and fit-up.
SmartFit caters for both stages.
The measuring stage involves
the actual collection of pipe
measurement data.
Here, OMS’ suite of laser-based
measurement tools can be used
to measure the geometrical
features of pipe ends. This
process normally takes place
onshore, although sometimes
offshore on a cargo barge.
Manual or automatic laser-based
measurement tools can be used
to measure the inside diameters
(ID) and wall thickness (WT) of
pipe ends in rapid time.

Typically, using automatic
measurement tools, several
thousand IDs of a pipe can
be measured in less than 30
seconds, enabling hundreds of
pipe ends to be measured in
a single shift. This means less
time on site, minimising project
delays and costs for the pipelay
contractor.
Developed specifically for
measuring the geometrical
features of pipe ends, these
automatic laser-based
measurement tools offer high
accuracy measurements,
typically to +/- 0.05mm.
Compared with conventional
pipe measurement tools such as
caliper gauges, which measure
only at a few discrete locations
around a pipe end and therefore
cannot determine its true shape,
SmartFit automatic laser-based
end dimensioning tools can
determine the true shape of
any pipe end and are able to
measure up to 400 pipe ends in
a single day.
Pipelay contractors are therefore
able to keep project schedules
on track and because some
projects involve measuring more
than 3000 pipes, time and cost
savings are significant. For end
dimensioning of pipes, OMS’
automatic Pipe Checker laser
measurement tool, for example,
is capable of measuring more
than 2000 IDs and 2000 outside
diameters (ODs) in a single day.
After pipe end measurements
are complete, SmartFit also
provides software that uses
this measurement data to
optimise the sequencing and fit
up of pipes. Typically, SmartFit
comprises a laptop computer
system used prior to the pipe
firing line, e.g., in a ‘ready rack’
on a pipelaying vessel.

Laser-based measurement tools
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Neptune Insulation
Each pipe end is measured,
identified and entered into the
SmartFit sequencing software.
The software then analyses
the fit-up of pipes and allows
the operator to mark the best
rotational position on each pipe
end.

Dow Oil & Gas has announced
the launch of the NEPTUNE
Advanced Subsea Flow Assurance
Insulation System, a technology
specifically engineered to withstand
the increasingly harsh conditions
associated with subsea oil
production.

In the bead stall, these marks are
aligned to immediately achieve
the best rotational position so
that misalignment is minimised.
Any problem pipes that won’t
fit at a specified HiLo are also
indicated and are re-sequenced
or removed completely so that
fit-up problems do not occur in
the bead stall. Production delays
due to mismatched pipes are
therefore avoided.

The system is now commercially
available for subsea architecture
applications through Dow’s global
qualified coater network, with line
pipe and field joint applications to be
available soon.

Richard Gooch, director of
technology at OMS comments,
“With typical flowline HiLo limits
and using typical seamless
line pipe that has not been
counterbored, fit-up issues can
occur regularly depending on the
HiLo requirement.”
For a HiLo of around 1.0 to
1.2mm, problems are likely to
occur every 10 to 20 pipes,
although this varies according to
the exact project and the type of
pipe. Using SmartFit enables the
required HiLo’s to be achieved
in the bead stall without trial and
error.
But when pipes will not fit,
this will be indicated and the
problem pipe can be taken out of
sequence, therefore avoiding any
problems in the bead stall. For
a HiLo of 0.8 to 1.0mm, problem
fits will occur in 20 to 50% of
cases.
”When contractors need to
deliver pipeline welding projects
against challenging logistics,
SmartFit can help to minimise
fit-up risk.

been rigorously tested to ensure it
meets operators’ stringent design
requirements for deepwater oil
production.
Compatible with current industry
production and installation methods,
the NEPTUNE Flow Assurance
Insulation system is an easy, all-inone system with just two layers:
l NEPTUNE FBE Anti-Corrosion
Coating, a fusion-bonded epoxy
based on patented Dow resin
technology

A simple, complete system designed
for line pipe, field joint and subsea
architecture applications from the
wellhead to the delivery point,
the NEPTUNE System is claimed
to outperform existing subsea
flow assurance wet insulation
technologies, combining excellent
thermal properties with the highest
temperature performance end-toend: from -40°C (-40°F) up to 160°C
(320°F) during installation and use,
at depths of up to 4,000 meters.

l NEPTUNE Flow Assurance
Insulation Coating, a proprietary,
hybrid polyether thermoset material.

Designed in response to direct
requests from offshore operators, the
NEPTUNE System is the result of a
Dow-led multi-million-dollar, multiyear research and development
effort. It is based on an entirely new
chemistry developed by Dow for
this application: a proprietary, hybrid
polyether thermoset.

“NEPTUNE Technology builds
on 25 years of success with Dow
HYPERLAST technology, with more
than 500 references worldwide,
said general manager Larry Ryan,
but now takes a giant step forward.
The market knowledge, chemistry
expertise and innovation capabilities
of Dow – combined with the
application expertise of the coaters
with whom we have collaborated –
have enabled us to deliver a flow
assurance wet insulation solution
with the widest temperature range
available on the market today.”

It has undergone full-scale
production trials by globally
recognized and respected flow
assurance insulation system coaters
and additionally, the material has

Competitive technologies can require
up to seven layers. The dual-layer
composition of the NEPTUNE
System provides a distinct
advantage by eliminating the need
for a separate adhesive tie layer,
simplifying the entire application
process and reducing the potential
for error.

NEPTUNEAdvanced Subsea Flow
Assurance Insulation System
Installation method				
Depth rating					
Subsea service temperature, °C			
Thermal conductivity under SST conditions 		
Density (ASTM D792, 23°C)			
Heat capacity (ASTM E1269, 0 to 160°C)		
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Reel, S-lay, J-lay
at least 4,000 m
-40 to 160
0.152
1.1
1.2 to 1.7
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Lightweight Diverless Tapping
T.D. Williamson (TDW) today
announced the successful
development and field deployment
of the Subsea 1200RC Tapping
Machine, its new compact remotecontrolled subsea hot tapping
machine.
The system, which is extremely
lightweight, allows hot tapping to
be carried out from the safety of
a Diving Support Vessel (DSV) or
platform, resulting in significant
safety benefits and improvement in
operational control.
Tapping Machine

The Past
Subsea hot tapping of pipelines is
performed for a variety of reasons,
including tie-ins, pipeline repair,
insertion of instrumentation,
facilitating chemical injection or
providing access for temporary
isolation tools.
The full process – which involves
installing the hot tap assembly,
performing the tap and recovering
the hot tap machine – has invariably
necessitated diver assistance.
This has meant that the potential for
subsea hot tapping was inevitably
shaped by human factors, namely
the limits of where divers can
operate. Diver operations are limited
to those taking place in a maximum
of 300 meters (984 f) of water depth,
whereas a significant portion of
existing subsea field infrastructure,
as well as projected future
developments, are in waters down to
depths of 3000m (9,842 feet).
Furthermore, the ability of divers to
operate effectively in shallow water
can be affected by environmental
factors, such as in wave breaking
zones.

Lightweight, Direct Control Diverless
System
The demands of deep water and
the risks in shallow water have
necessitated development of a
completely diverless, remotecontrolled system. Responding to
these demands,
TDW has developed
the Subsea 1200RC
Tapping Machine, a
remote-controlled
hot tap machine.
“We are
delighted to
have
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developed this vital new technology,”
said Mike Benjamin, Vice President,
Offshore Pipeline Solutions for TDW.
“The most critical part of the hot
tapping process is the point at which
the drill penetrates the pipe, which
has now been rendered diverless
by the Subsea 1200RC Tapping
Machine.
The direct control and visibility from a
laptop will revolutionize hot tapping,
giving way to a more efficient and
safer process.”
While the installation of the hot tap
assembly and subsequent removal
of the machine will still require diver
assistance when a pre-installed tee is
not present, the performance of the
tap itself is remotely-controlled by a
TDW technician onboard the DSV or
platform.
The system is a topside-driven hot
tap machine with “passive RemotelyOperated Vehicle (ROV) interface,”
which means that it is a stationary
ROV with its hydraulics and control
system attached to the Subsea
1200RC Tapping Machine, and
operated from an on-board laptop.
The new subsea system has
demonstrated the feasibility of
conducting the critical tapping
operation entirely by remote control.
But the system offers more than just
reduction in diver activity, the safety
benefits of which are obvious.
The further benefits of the new
technology are that it offers total
control and visibility of the tapping
operation where there was none
before. Built-in sensors allow
continuous recording of actual
pressures, temperatures, rotation and
movement of the pilot drill and cutter.
They shed light on what is going on
inside the enclosed space right at the
heart of the cutting operation. The

Operating the tappng machine by ROV
laptop-based program facilitates
control remotely, rather than relying
on the divers’ manual handling of
the cutting process. The end result
is a level of accuracy and quality
that is not possible in diver-based
operations.

Benefits demonstrated in
first field operation
The Subsea 1200RC Tapping
Machine was tested and
successfully deployed in 2011 on
a tapping operation for a project
in water depths of 91 meters (298
feet). The tap size was 16-inch on
an existing 28-inch gas pipeline.
TDW performed the operation from
a DSV. The cutting operation itself
lasted approximately two hours.
The entire operation was conducted
safely, while flow through the gas
pipeline continued uninterrupted.

“We were thrilled with how well the
Subsea 1200RC Tapping Machine
performed,” said George Lim,
Business Development Manager
for TDW.
“The safety benefits and operational
control of the device resulted not
only in a satisfied customer, but it
highlighted the enormous potential
of this new technology.”

Future
The benefits of using the Subsea
1200RC Tapping Machine in
offshore projects are clear. The
experience gained with this remotecontrolled tapping machine will
inevitably enhance the development
of completely diverless systems
covering all activities involved in a
hot tapping operation.
Moreover, these benefits will
easily be extended to onshore
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operations. A remotely-operated
system automatically implies
safe operations, for instance
in emergency situations where
pipeline intervention and repair
takes place in dangerous
environments following an
incident.
TDW is especially pleased about
the successful development of
the Subsea 1200RC Tapping
Machine because of its
applicability for the Emergency
Pipeline Repair System (EPRS)
programs that the company
offers to customers.
EPRS involves planning
emergency repair solutions
before a failure occurs. Since
the Subsea 1200RC Tapping
Machine promises safer, faster
and more efficient hot tapping,
its value to EPRS is obvious.
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Ichthys
Boskalis has received a letter of
award from Saipem in relation to
the offshore project for the Ichthys
gas export pipeline development
near Darwin, Northern Australia.
The project value to Boskalis
amounts to approximately EUR
200 million. INPEX is the main
developer of the Ichthys project
and Boskalis will work on behalf
of Saipem (Portugal) Comércio
Marítimo.
The Ichthys development
revolves around the construction
of a new 42in deep sea natural
gas pipeline from the Ichthys field
in the Browse Basin 880km to
Darwin onshore. The pipeline will
run through the Darwin harbour,
requiring dredging services in the
near shore area, rock installation
and the construction of a landfall.
For Boskalis, the contract entails
dredging an 18 kilometers pipeline
trench in which the gas pipeline will
be laid, a pipe-pull over a distance
of approximately 3,000 meters
and the installation of a protective
layer of rock after the pipeline has
been laid. A cofferdam and winch
platform will be constructed at the
waterline edge to build the landfall.
Work is set to commence mid 2013
and is expected to be completed by
mid 2015.
For the pipeline trenching and
landfall construction, Boskalis will
deploy two large backhoe dredging
vessels. The rock for the post-lay
installation will be sourced from
a local quarry and will be placed
using side stone dumping vessels.
The services of SMIT Subsea as
well as miscellaneous ancillary
equipment will be used during the
course of the project.
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Pipeline
Hydratight has launched an updated
Emergency Pipeline Repair System
to offer better disaster planning and
contingency services to operators and
contractors.
Following the dramatic reaction
to the Gulf disaster in early 2011,
ever-increasing demands are being
placed on oil and gas operators
to provide safer, faster and more
effective contingency plans to react
to major accidents. The potential for
environmental damage of subsea
pipelines requires a critical level of risk
management and repair planning.
For over 20 years, Hydratight’s
MORGRIP mechanical connector
has provided the world standard for
weldless pipeline tie-in, repair and
emergency contingencies both topside
and subsea.

Once assessment of the member’s
needs is completed, Hydratight
ensures the steel stock, machining
and engineering teams are allocated
and always in readiness. To prove
system readiness, the EPRS team
provides regular paper exercises
with the client to ensure the service
will run exactly as intended should a
genuine emergency arise.
The service already numbers
several very large operators
among its club members and even
companies offering complementary
emergency services, where Morgrip
is an integral part of a larger repair.
“Even as few as five years ago,
Hydratight would need to quote up
to two months to deliver one of the

The tailored Emergency Pipeline
Repair System (EPRS) provides a
way for operators and installation
contractors to meet their pipeline
contingency needs with greater
urgency.
By joining the EPRS “club”, operators
and contractors gain guaranteed
highest-priority treatment and fast
delivery of the required MORGRIP
device and expert installation
assistance, if required.
Hydratight joins member-companies
in preparing a full list of MORGRIP
and associated engineering needs,
offers designs for type approval and
regularly updates this infor-mation.
Members also get advance knowledge
of the likely cost of instituting the full
repair.
“This means much of the delay at
the front end of the repair — the
design specification, the approvals
procedure, costings, and all the
other associated advance work — is
largely eradicated,” said Hydratight’s
connector product manager Paul
Hughes.
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larger Morgrip connectors — even
in an emergency — because of the
need to get approvals and costings
and to assemble the many
parts and order the machining
necessary,” said Hughes.
“These days, club members
can look forward to receiving
the finished connector in as few
as two or three weeks — well
within even the sort of shrunken
timescales forced on companies
by environmental and political
expediency.
This sort of emergency response
means a major accident can
be cleared much more quickly
yet with the same dedication to
safety.”

Saipem awarded new E&C Offshore contracts worth $700 million
In Brazil, Saipem has been awarded
by Petrobras the EPCI contract
for the gas export trunkline Rota
Cabiúnas, situated in the Santos
Basin Pre-Salt Region, approximately
300 kilometres off the coast of the
State of São Paulo.
The development comprises the
engineering and procurement
of subsea equipment, and the
installation of a 380 kilometre long
pipeline with a 24-inch diameter, in a
maximum water depth of 2200m.

Offshore activities will be mainly
carried out by the pipelay vessel
Castorone and the deepwater field
development ship FDS2, and will be
completed by the second quarter
of 2014. Saipem will utilize the new
yard under development in Guarujá
for pipe logistics.

The pipeline will connect the Central
Gathering Manifold in the Lula field,
in the Santos Basin, to the onshore
Processing Plant of Cabiúnas,
located in the Macaé district, in the
State of Rio de Janeiro.

In Saudi Arabia, within the
framework of the Long Term
Agreement signed with Saudi
Aramco, Saipem has been awarded
a contract for the fabrication,
transportation and installation of

The Rota Cabiúnas gas export
trunkline is the first high volume gas
evacuation system for the new PreSalt Fields.

offshore structures in the Marjan
and Manifa fields, located in the
Arabian Gulf, off the eastern coast
of the Kingdom.
The contract comprises the
fabrication, transportation and
installation of four jackets and one
observation platform, which will
weigh a total of 3,300 tons.
The offshore activities will mainly
be performed by the derrick lay
barge Castoro II, during the fourth
quarter of 2012.
Furthermore, Saipem has agreed
to various changes in the scope of
its work on existing E&C Offshore
contracts in North and West Africa.

WaveWalker 1
The innovative large walking jack-up barge,
WaveWalker 1, is being developed by Fugro
and Van Oord to move and operate in rough
seas, surf zones, beaches and other intertidal
locations.
The two companies are working together on
the design, construction and operation of the
jack-up which is set to begin operating in the field
later in 2012 on drilling and blasting works for
the Brazilian Suape Outer Channel, a contract
recently won by Van Oord.
WaveWalker is an innovative jack-up that can
be operated in conventional 4-legged mode,
or as an 8‑legged self-contained walking
jack-up platform, capable of safely operating
and bi-directional movement whilst elevated.
Undertaking geotechnical site investigations,
drilling and other underwater activity from
a stable platform with the added benefit of
relocation without floating will reduce the impact
of sea conditions on the operational hours
required for the Brazilian operations and other
harsh coastal zones.
On 4 April 2012 the keel was laid and assembly
of the different sections is in full progress.

WaveWalker 1
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GMC Pride Delivered
The NJSC Chornomornaftogaz
Modular Pipelay Barge GMC Pride
recently departed the Hidrodinamik
Shipyard (Turkey), following
pipelay conversion, and is currently
en route to the Black Sea to
commence work on its first pipelay
project.

The conversion of a flat deck
barge into a modern pipelayer was
completed over a period of eight
months. Its design is based on
GMC’s innovative modular pipelay
barge concept – all equipment is
standardised in construction with
“Plug and Play” electrical systems
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to allow rapid mobilisation and
demobilisation.
The GMC Pride’s first project is
the installation of a pipeline from
an existing platform to a new build
jacket in the Odessa gas field in the
North Western part of the Black Sea.
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Leak

Detection
Hydrocarbon Leaks
According to work carried out
by DNV, statistics and reported
experience place the majority of
subsea leaks at or near templates
and manifolds.
Critical components include
connectors, flanges, seals, valves
and welds, and small-bore piping.
The first subsea leak detectors in the
North Sea were installed in the early
nineties with around 40 systems
currently installed to date.

About two-thirds of the leak detection
systems installed are based on
capacitance technology. For 40% of
all installed systems, the operator
has claimed that false alarms have
occurred. 5–6 of the installed systems
have positively identified a leak, but
only one has provided a case history.
Further developments and experience
on integration and operation of the
various technologies is required to get
an acceptable level of confidence.

A number of technologies have been
developed for subsea leak detection.
Some are point sensing systems
which are placed in high risk
areas. These incude bio-sensors,
capacitance, fluorescence detectors
and Methane sniffers. Others
are designed with a more spatial
coverage. These include active
acoustic, optical cameras and passive
acoustic. Fibre-optic methods are also
being examined.

TSS Melds
Teledyne TSS is bringing advanced
hydrocarbon detection technology
to the offshore sector with the
introduction of the new TSS mobile
early leak detection system (MELDS).
The instrument is capable of quickly
detecting leakages of dissolved
methane and combustible gases from
pipelines and subsea structures at
depths down to 3000m. The MELDS
has been developed to provide
a versatile and sensitive tool that
can be ROV-mounted and used
in conjunction with Teledyne TSS
subsea pipe trackers.
The MELDS unit includes a
methane sniffer and a flowhead,
a PAH (hydrocarbon) fluorometer,
conductivity, temperature and density
(CTD) sensor and a pump and
T-handle with suction tube rated to
3000m.
It has been designed for easy
integration and operation and
includes an intelligent sensor suite

that can quickly provide precise results
cost effectively.
MELDS is available as a flow-through
version with a submersible pump that
can be directed accurately and easily
by a ROV manipulator. It can also be
supplied with a wide range of sensor
options to meet specific customer
requirements.
The new leak sniffer weighs 12.3kg
in air and 9.3kg in water, and has a
measuring range for CH4 at 0.1–50
± 0.3 μmol/ L and PAH 0–500 μg/L .
With a reaction time of less than 10
seconds, it uses specialist software
that provides a graphical ROV operator
display and interface for the easy
location of leaks.
The export option offers integration into
user navigation software and supports
standard oceanographic sensors for
full coverage of any kind of anomaly,
with automated detection of any oil
or gas leaks presented through a
graphical display with simplified status
flags. This permits the easy location
of anomalies that can be shown as
graphs with raw data presented for
further reporting and analysis.

range of subsea pipe and cable survey
products. The TSS product range
also includes motion sensors, gyro
compasses and inertial navigation
systems.

Sonardyne ALDS
Sonardyne International has launched
its Automatic Leak Detection Sonar
(ALDS). It is an active sonar capable
of detecting and localising deepwater
hydrocarbon leaks around offshore
installations and pipelines soon after
they develop, allowing operators to
respond immediately and accurately in
the case of a leak.
ALDS is designed to detect oil and gas
leaks at significant ranges, allowing
coverage of wide areas from
a single sensor. Typically,
in deep water, the system
will detect gas leaks of
1b/d at a range of 500m
and live oil leaks of 10b/d
at the same range.
The system’s single
subsea sensor offers
360° continuous coverage

The system is available for integration
with a variety of sensors capable of
detecting a wide range of substances
and specific chemicals.

The MELDS
unit
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The new leak detection system is
being introduced as a valuable addition
to Teledyne TSS capabilities that can
be incorporated with the company’s
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Automatic Leak
Detection
Sonar (ALDS)

S-Boom Geophysical
Systems
By harnessing the combined power of three of their
AA202 Boomer Plates to provide a single pulse, the
Applied Acoustics’ S-Boom System is re-defining
the boundaries of shallow seismic surveying. Already
recognised for producing high resolution seabed
profiles, the fusion of these three transducers delivers
a source level high enough to significantly increase
sub-bottom penetration without loss of data quality.
Shallow water seismic reflection surveys
Deep penetration >200mtr
Ultra high resolution <0.25mtr
Clean, stable, repeatable pulse signature
Single and multi channel streamer compatible

+44 (0)1493 440355

:

general@appliedacoustics.com

:

S-Boom ad_UT2.indd 1

providing automatic, robust detection
and localisation of any leak, followed
by an alert after only tens of seconds
of a leak developing.
The deepwater sonar works by
projecting an optimised ultrasonic
pulse of sound into the water and then
listening for returns from the target, in
this case hydrocarbons entering the
water column.
The algorithms used by the system to

www.appliedacoustics.com
08/02/2012 16:58:28

automatically detect a leak are based
on the proven architecture processes
used in Sonardyne’s maritime security
sonars, which are field proven and best
in class.
The product has already has been
demonstrated several times in shallow
water and Sonardyne is in the process
of undertaking deepwater trials with an
operator in the Gulf of Mexico.
The sonar is linked to the surface

platform via a fibre-optic cable.
Data is processed in real time at the
surface using advanced software
capable of discriminating and
localising leaks from other potential
sonar targets.
ALDS does not require an
expensive trained operator to adjust
the sonar parameters, as it has
been designed to provide robust,
reliable detection in all conditions
without constant fine tuning.

Chelsea
Chelsea Technologies has increased
sale and rental contracts for the
2011 Model Sub-Sea pipeline leak
detection (PLD) system. This now
includes the provision of digital output
on all fluorimeters that operate these
systems, and alignment of power
requirements allowing easy integration
to common ROV platforms.
Systems are now on offer for both
shallow (ROV mounted and diver held)
and full ocean depth operations.
The new software package, UNIplot,
has been developed to allow real-

time graphical display and robust
recording of data on supplied laptop
PCs.
The Chelsea Pipeline Leak Detection
system can be used for pipeline
commissioning and pipeline leak
detection using many products that
are used in the offshore industry
as well as direct detection of
hydrocarbons.
The systems can also be used to
detect leaks from many control fluids
also used within this industry.
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Pipeline leak detection system
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Oil

SPILL
Oil Spill Recovery Vessel

Polaris Ice Skimmer
Framo has developed an ice skimmer
to recover oil spills in ice infested water
conditions.
The operating principle is a pair of brush
drums with aluminium discs that can
be easily adapted to different emulsion
conditions. They are 1450m in length and
move at a speed of 0–10 revs/min. There
are 11 discs per drum.
The OP Skimmer Vessel

Skimmer Technology has designed
a new fast response oil spill
recovery vessel. It is large enough
to collect up to 17 tons (126bbl) of
oil from the sea with or without oil
booms. The OP Skimmer Vessel,
designed to be operated by a
single person, can respond rapidly,
covering 40km (25 miles) in
only 3hrs.

Designed in cooperation with
Statoil, the vessel collects oil of all
viscosities and even debris soaked
in the oil. It can be operated in
currents up to 6ft.
The vessel can transport 17 tons of
equipment, oil and debris and has
a maximum capacity of 350m3/hr
(2200bbl/hr).
The vessel effectively floats on a
par of adjustable pontoons from
2.5cm(10in) under the surface to
140cm (55in) over the surface.
The oil skimming device lies in
the bow. Across the 2.25m (7.5ft)
width is a 4mm (.15in) slot. Water
is pressed through the slot into a
separation tank.
“By placing the slot just below the
surface,” said a spokesman, “this
allows the water and debris to be
drawin into the vessel.”

NOFI Skimmer
NOFI has developed the Current Buster
oil spill contingency system. It has a
unique ability to collect and concentrate
oil in waters exposed to current as well as
when towing the system at high speeds.
Normal booms are towed between two
ships dragging the floating oil across
the water’s surface to prevent it from
spreading. The concentrated volumes
can be removed by other means. In high
volumes or fast towing speeds, however,
the oil passes under the boom and
escapes.
The NOFI design funnels the oil into a
central point where a device is located to
separate the water from the oil. The water
is allowed to retain the oil in the system’s
separator. The process results in a thicker
layer of oil, which in turn offers great
advantages when pumping the collected
oil into storage tanks.

Skimmer Technology says that the
process is reliable because there are
no movable parts in contact with the
oil and other floating materials.
In the separation tank, the oil is first
separated from water and then the
debris is separated from the oil. It
takes ony a few minutes to empty
the vessel of oil and debris.
The OP
Skimmer Vessel
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Current Buster Skimmer

Polaris 150
It can operate in temperatures down to -40o.
The unit weighs 900kg, supported by a
flotation system based on Divinycell 60. The
Polaris 150 has a pair of 15kW thrusters for
manoeuvring around the spill.
The device has a maximum cargo flow
capacity of 115m³/hr and an estimated oil
recovery rate of up to 70m3/hr depending on
ice conditions.

The NOFI Current Buster systems are
capable of collecting and separating oil at
up to 5kts towing speed. These systems are
currently available in different sizes.
The Current Buster 2 is aimed at oil collection
in harbours and fjords. It can operate in
water currents of up to 3 knots. Even at this
relatively high speed the system can collect
both high and low viscosity oils, including
diesel.
The Current Buster 4 has been developed
for use in coastal areas, particularly in ocean
currents. It can collect and retain oil at towing
speeds of up to 4kts and in short period
waves.
The Current Buster 8 is the largest system,
developed for oil spill operations in open
ocean areas. It can be towed at operational
speeds of up to 5 kts and easily manoeuvred
and towed from one oil spill slick to another.
The system incorporates a high-capacity
separator and temporary storage unit. Due to
the system’s ability to separate oil from water,
a skimmer pump can pump out almost pure
oil, thus greatly increasing efficiency.

Elastec grooved disc
skimmer

Grooved Disc
Elastec recently won a competition
which saw them $1 million richer, for
their grooved disc skimmer.
The device averaged an oil recovery
rate (ORR) of 4670 gallons per minute
and an oil recovery efficiency (ORE) of
89.5% oil to water recovered.
The new skimmer incorporates 64
rotating discs spaced evenly along
several axles. One disc, with concentric
grooves on both sides, captures more
oil than that of a single drum.
The grooved discs were mounted
in a sea-worthy frame specially
designed by Glosten Associates, a
marine architectural firm in Seattle,
Washington. The aluminum U-shaped
hull outfitted with Elastec/American
Marine’s collection and separation
system, remained intact while being
towed through waves at a minimum
speed of 1kt.
In the competition, Elastec/American
Marine reached more than four
times the industry’s previous best
oil recovery rate tested in controlled
conditions.

Elastec/American Marine’s
award-winning patented
grooved disc technology
evolved from the work of a
graduate student at the Bren
School of Environmental
Science and Management at
the University of California,
Santa Barbara.
The student, a Russian-born
physicist with an interest in oil
spill recovery, redesigned the
standard drum skimmer by
adding grooves to the surface,
enhancing oil adhesion.
Licensee of the grooved drum
patent, Elastec/American
Marine, took the technology
a step further and designed a
grooved disc skimmer.
Elastec/American Marine and
Glosten Associates are currently
developing this into a compact,
easily deployable, oil-recovery
package, working towards a
commercially-available product
ready for market in the first
quarter of 2012.

Grooved discs

Current Buster Separator
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Cables
Nexans Offer Third Party Installation
Nexans has been traditionally
involved in providing a turnkey
service to the subsea cable industry.
It has manufactured subsea cables,
notably in its Halden plant in Norway,
and owns a number of vessels able to
install them in various water depths.
In previous years, this has been
shared by the telecommunications
and offshore industries, with the
occasional power cable. Offshore
companies are looking at the
advantages of supplying platform
power from land.
In recent years, however, the market
has changed substantially. The huge
investments in offshore wind energy
has radically changed the supply
market.
According to market analysts
Douglas Westwood, over the period
of 2010– 2015 more than 11GW
of new capacity will be installed.
Offshore wind is forecast to see €38
billion of Capex in the coming fiveyear period. By 2015 annual Capex
will be in excess of €12 billion. In
its 2012 report, the European Wind
Energy Association said that 246
turbines were erected during 2011, an
average of 2.6MW per day.
Importantly, it said that 81 of these

turbines are awaiting grid connection.
This reveals the problem. There is not
enough capacity within the existing
cable installation fleet to meet this
sudden demand.
This has led Nexans to announce
that it intends to use its installation
equipment to provide third-party
services for other companies. While its
turnkey commitments will take priority,
the company will use its installation
equipment on other projects.
Nexans has nearly 100 years of cable
installation expertise, since the cable
manufacturing company SKG began
work in 1915. It installed the first high
voltage subsea cable in 1936 and
since then, has been responsible
for a majority of high voltage cable
installations on the Norwegian coast.
It established a section specifically
responsible for cable lay in late 2006.
“The installation section has
engineering, equipment and
maintenance, laying and trenching
operations departments. We employ a
total of 50 permanent staff, expandable
to around 100 as required,” said Trond
Steinskog, sales & marketing manager,
Trenching and Offshore Wind.
Out main cable lay vessle is the 118mlong Nexans Skagerrak. The important

Capjet

feature of this vessel is that it can lay
7000t of cable or umbilical. With a
typical cable weighing 70k/m, it can lay
over 100km of cable in one operation.
It has a 50t pull which governs the
back tension required to lay the cable.
This gives a total installation water
depth of around 1483m. It can lay
cable at 20m/min and has a speed of
10kts. Its size allows it to lay in wave
heights of 6km.
“One of the main limitations in the
maximum wave height that the
vessel can operate in is the ability to
deploy ROVs necessary to monitor
the touchdown point. The problem
is getting the relatively light weight
buoyant vehicle through the splash
zone,” said Steinskog.
For smaller applications, Nexans uses
its M/C Elektron. This has a total pull of
12t and a maximum laying capacity of
20m/min.
For much shallower water installations,
Nexans uses the Eide Barge 32. This
91m-long barge has a 2600t turntable
and has a deck load of 10 000t. It can
lay cable in extremely shallow water
depths, up to 1m.
Laying cables and umbilicals is very
similar to laying small diameter pipe.
Both leave the vessel under tension
although pipe can extend 100–200m
from the vessel before it sinks.
One of the most important parts of
the operation is the touchdown. This
is normally monitored by an Argus
Mariner CL work-class ROV which
can carry out additional work such as
moving obstacles.
One alternative is a remote device
through which the cable passes. This
is positioned just above the touchdown
point. It uses a combination of lighting,
cameras and sonar to ensure that the
cable is placed accurately.
In order to carry out trenching services,
Nexans can offer one of three Capjet
trenching systems.
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Contracts
Nexans captured an €87 million contract for
the Skagerrak 4 (SK 4) subsea high voltage
direct current (HVDC) power cable between
Denmark and Norway. This will create a fourth
interconnector between Denmark and Norway,
providing an additional 700MW of capacity to
increase the exchange of environmentally-friendly
power with other countries through the common
Nordic electric power market.
The contract was awarded by Energinet and
Statnett, the state-owned Transmission Systems
Operators (TSOs) in Denmark and Norway. SK 4
is scheduled for completion by the end of 2014.
In combination with SK 1-3, also delivered
by Nexans, the new cable will raise the total
capacity of the Skagerrak interconnector to 1700
MW, facilitating the export of renewable energy
(especially hydro-electric generation) produced
in Norway as well as helping to stimulate an
increase in wind power production in Denmark.
Nexans will design, manufacture and install the
new 140km subsea cable across the Skagerrak
strait between the Jutland peninsula of Denmark
and Norway. The 500kV HVDC cable, to be
produced by the Nexans facility in Halden,
Norway will be of the MIND (Mass-Impregnated
Non-Draining) type and will be laid at sea-depths
of up to 530m by the C/S Nexans Skagerrak. At
the same time, Nexans will also install a separate
fibre-optic subsea cable produced by its factory in
Rognan, Norway.

The Nexans Skagerrak
“The Capjet is a purpose-designed cable trenching device.
Originally developed in 2002, these vehicles have undergone
considerable upgrading over the years,” said Steinskog. “The
cable trenchers are employed after the cable has been laid on
the seabed. They are lowered down with the trusters used to
manoeuvre the vehicle into position, straddling the cable.
“The ‘swords’ – pipes through which the water jets are directed
– are lowered down either side of the cable. The water jetting
is provided by a pair of 420kW water pumps which can achieve
jetting pressures of 10–16bar. Depending on the type of soils,
they can trench at up to 10m/min.”
Twin jetting swords can lower into the sand and achieve burial
depths of up to 3m, although most states only require a depth
of 1.2m. Germany requires a 1.8m depth. For harder soils, the
device can be fitted with rock cutting heads. These are twin
rotating heads arranged in single file, which can cut a deep
sided trench in the compacted sediment and rock. The fluidised
sediment normally falls back down to provide a covering to the
cable.
The Capjet often contains a cable tracker such as a TSS 350 or a
TSS440. This detects the metal on the shielding or armouring and
is used to determine the precise position of the cable.

Capjet
Projects that Nexans have targeted for its CAPJET spread
include:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l Nexans has signed a €180 million turnkey
contract with Fingrid Oyj and Elering OÜ, the
electricity transmission system operators in
Finland and Estonia, respectively, to construct a
second DC power link, EstLink 2, between the
two countries.
The EstLink 2 DC connection will deliver an
additional bi-directional transmission capacity of
650MW between Finland and Estonia to provide
one of the key reinforcements in the electricity
transmission system as requested by the TSOs in
the Baltic Sea region.
Together with the 350MW Estlink 1 connection,
the total electricity transmission capacity between
Finland and Estonia will rise to 1000MW.
The Commission of the European Union also
considers EstLink 2 to be very important in view
of market development and security of supply
in the region, which is why it has granted an
investment subsidy of €100 million for the project.
Nexans will design, manufacture and install
the new 145km DC subsea cable between
Finland and Estonia, as well as a 12km section
of underground cable in Estonia. The turnkey
contract includes civil works as well as the
protection of the subsea cables by burying them
into the seabed.

Gunfleet Sands
Lincs
London Array
Sheringham Shoal
Teeside
West Duddon Sands
Westermost Rough
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Flexible Pipe

Carbon Fibre Armouring
Fatigue performance is a key factor
driving the design of deepwater
dynamic risers. Light weight /high
strength materials are suited to this
challenge. This has prompted Technip
to look at carbon fibre composites as
an alternative to steel armour flexible
pipe.
“Flexible pipe is the transport solution
of choice for many deepwater and
ultra-deepwater developments,”
said Anh Tuan Do, research and
development (R&D) project manager
at Technip.
Beyond 2000m water depth, the
weight of conventional rigid steel pipe
or flexible pipe becomes critical – not
only for the pipelay equipment and
vessel, but also for the production
floater.
The long riser lengths can impose
considerable stresses on the steel
components of the pipe. This has
led researchers to look to lighter
composite alternatives in an effort to
reduce the suspended weight.
“In a number of industries, carbon
fibre composite (CFC) materials
have demonstrated significant weight
savings, outstanding corrosion and
fatigue damage resistance. This
prompted us to look at potential
applications of materials such as
this in the manufacture of flexible
pipelines,” he said.
The high loading conditions imposed
by the suspended weight requires
axial resistance. The main component
within the flexible pipe designed
to provide this is the steel armour
layer. Technip recognised that this
steel would be the main candidate
structure for replacement by carbon
fibre composite. One of the first

Riser Weight Reduction
There are a number of advantages
to be gained by using lighter weight
structures in deeper waters, most of
which result in direct cost savings.
These include:
l Reduced installation vessel
capacities
l Simpler and less expensive riser
configuration
l Reduction of quantity or size of
supportive buoyancy
l Smaller demand on the production
platform’s total available payload for
the riser system.
tasks, therefore, was to look at the
best combination of fibre, resin and
manufacturing process.
“By properly selecting the most suitable
fibre, matrix and process, it is possible
to achieve typical tensile strengths in
excess of 3000MPa (435ksi),” said Dr
Frédéric Demanze, head of Polymer
Materials.
“These sorts of composite materials
exhibit the highest specific strength
(measured as the ratio of ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) to density) when
compared with conventional carbon
steel and in particular steel grades
suitable for sour service. The smaller
dimensions, combined with lower
density required to withstand the same
loadings, mean that the overall weight
is reduced while still allowing the line to
withstand internal pressures.”
The resistance of CFC is twice higher
than high strength carbon steel and its

Armour wire laying in Flexifrance, Le Trait
weight is five times lighter. The specific
resistance of CFC is much higher
than both high strength carbon steel
and sour service steels. An additional
benefit from this approach is that the
design of auxiliary devices such as
stiffeners, connectors, etc., is simplified.
“In most ultra-deepwater
developments,” said Anh Tuan Do, “it
is common to support the mechanical
loading on the flexible risers by adding
some form of buoyancy modules and
changing the catenary into a lazy wave
configuration. The net submerged
weight of a CFA riser, however, can be

				2-Section Steel Armour Flexible Riser		
2-Section Optimised Riser
Comparison
of 11in structures
				
Top section: 1700 m WD 			
CFA riser top section: 1940m WD
2500m
(8200ft) water depth
									Bottom
section: Steel armour
Design pressure 			
Weight in sea water full
of sea water			
Static tension pipe empty 		
Service dynamic tension 		
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210bar (3046psi)

			210bar (3046psi)

249kg/m (167lb/ft)/289kg/m (194lb/ft) 		
108kg/m (72lb/ft)/289kg/m (194lb/ft)
607t					250t (468 tons full)
1000t
				600t
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The polymer material used for the
composite matrix can be affected by
movement and corrosion. A primary
task in qualifying the composite
armour, therefore, was the selection
of suitable thermoset resins based on
accelerated aging tests and
the verification of their fatigue
performance by 3-point bending
fatigue testing.
The tests included:
l Tensile fatigue tests in order to
establish the design curves for
dynamic life prediction in riser
applications. This was carried out for
1.2 million cycles
l Bending testing for selection of
the best armour material
l Compression
l Torsion
l Glass transition temperature
l Wear and friction.
The programme also included impact
test on large diameter flexible pipe to
prove performance of the armour and
the contribution of external sheath
for the protection of the carbon fibre
composite armour.
effectively halved when compared with
a steel armour riser equivalent, which
can lead to a significant reduction of
the top tension. This allows a freehanging design which is cheaper than
the traditional steel solution because
of the cost and manufacture savings
on the buoyancy. CFA flexible pipe is
also a good candidate for large export
offloading riser, thanks to its light
weight.
Fatigue performance is another
key challenge driving the design of
deepwater dynamic risers and the
light weight and high strength of CFC
materials contribute to extended
component fatigue lives.
The manufacture of the deepwater
flexible pipe must be based on long
single lengths of armour with few or no
connections. Technip has selected
and invested in specific technology to
produce unidirectional (UD) carbon
fibre composite in 3000m lengths.

One practical advantage of the
composite armours’ low thickness,
when compared with steel wire, is
that it allows the storage of very long
single length on the bobbins of the
armouring machine. This will greatly
reduce or even remove the need for
reloading the armouring machine.
Importantly, CFA can be laid on the
flexible pipe with the same armouring
machine as for steel armour, with only
a few specific tools being required to
adapt the manufacturing.
“Introducing carbon composite armour
for flexible risers is considered as
a major technology step change,”
said Anh Tuan Do, “providing very
significant weight savings in ultradeep water of up to 50%. This
increases the range of water depth,
pressure or pipe diameters available.
There are a number of advantages
to be gained by using lighter weight
structures in deeper waters, most of
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In total, the prototype successfully
passed 1 800 000 cycles in
conditions representative of a
typical ultra-deepwater application.
The test programme and extension
phases, severe in terms of combined
tension and curvature variations,
are representative of UDW field
environments in all regions, including
Brazil, the Gulf of Mexico and West
Africa.
which result in direct cost savings.
These include:
l Reduced installation vessel
capacities
l Simpler and less expensive riser
configuration
l Reduction of quantity or size of
supportive buoyancy
l Smaller demand on the
production platform’s total available
payload for the riser system.
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Cables

Cables
Australia Japan Cable
Ciena Corporation, the network
specialist was selected by
Australia Japan Cable (AJC) to
expand its subsea cable route
spanning approximately
12 700km between Sydney,
Guam and Japan.
Ciena’s market-leading
coherent 40 Gigabits
per second (40G) optical
networking solutions will equip
AJC to address exponential
growth in demand being fueled
by high-bandwidth services and
applications in the Asia-Pacific
region.

US Australia study
Pacific Fibre and TE SubCom,
has announced the completion of
their Californian and Australian
landings Desk Top Study (DTS)
and Californian permitting study
for the 12,950km two-cable Pacific
Fibre undersea cable system that
will link Australia, New Zealand
and the United States.
The permitting study identified
all necessary permits needed
along the route for the Californian
landing as well as appropriate
agencies, timetables and
dependencies required for
approvals.

The upgraded network
will also play an important
role supporting Australia’s
international connectivity
benefiting businesses and
consumers across Australia.

During the study, TE SubCom’s
permitting experts met with
permitting authorities and affected
fisheries to introduce the project,
gain preliminary approvals and
obtain input on the route.

Humber Gateway

With initial approvals attained, the
project is now set to move forward
with the marine route study.

ABB has won an order worth
around $15 million from E.ON
UK, to supply the power
export cables for the Humber
Gateway offshore wind farm.
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Vodafone has offered to acquire
Cable & Wireless Worldwide (CWW)
for £1.04 billion (US$1.68 billion).
The deal would make Vodafone
the operator of the second-largest
telecommunications network in the
UK, based on revenue.
CWW owns the UK’s largest fibre
network for business users, and an
international cable network spanning
approximately 425,000 km.
Vodafone expects the deal will be
approved during the third quarter.

Brazil Angola Cable
Brazil’s state-run provider Telebras
has agreed with Angola Cables to
build a 6000km cable from South
America to Africa.
The cable, connecting Fortaleza,
Brazil with the Angolan capital,
Luanda, will provide a faster route
between Brazil and southern Africa
for data and phone calls, which
currently has to go via the US and
Europe.
The new cable is likely to cut
data traffic costs between South
America, Africa and onwards to
Asia by 80%.

ABB will design and supply
2x14 kilometer (km) circuits
of 132 kilovolts (kV) threecore AC submarine cable,
with integrated fiber optics,
to connect Humber Gateway,
one of the UK’s largest
offshore wind farms, to the
mainland grid. Delivery of the
cable is scheduled for 2013.
When completed, in 2015,
Humber Gateway will consist
of a 73 wind turbine array
that will generate up to 219
MW of electricity, enough to
power up to 170,000 homes.
The wind farm will be located
8 km off the East Yorkshire
coast, just north of the mouth
of the river Humber.

Vodafone CWW

Brazil US Cable

Humber Gateway
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Seaborn Networks, will deploy
Seabras-1, the first-ever submarine
cable system to provide a direct route
between the United States and Sao
Paulo, Brazil.

Fast, agile and powerful
Introducing the Tomahawk™ ROV

You asked for it. We built it.
Introducing the Tomahawk – the latest Sub-Atlantic™
ROV from Forum Subsea Technologies.
The compact Tomahawk has unbeatable speed and agility for fastflowing subsea environments and is rated for deepwater operations.
The Tomahawk can be easily monitored and controlled using our
SubCAN™ system. Its efficient design allows a wide range of
intervention tooling, manipulators or camera arrangements to be
fitted.
To learn about the game changing Tomahawk
email: tomahawk@f-e-t.com
or visit: http://f-e-t.com/subsea
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Deepwater Vehicles
Twelve men have walked on the
moon but until this month, only
two had travelled to the deepest
part of the ocean. In January
1960, Jacques Piccard (son of the
bathyscape inventor Prof Augustine
Piccard) and Don Walsh reached
the bottom of the Marianas Trench
in the Trieste.
Soon after the historic dive, the pair
conjectured how long it would take
for the next such dive. They agreed
on a figure of ‘around 5 years.’ Half
a century later, and the task had still
not been repeated.
Like the proverbial bus, however,
‘you wait 50 years and then four
come at once.’ In the next few

years, a number of attempts will be
made on the record.

Deepsea Challenger
In March the Deepsea Challenger
successfully spent six hours at the
bottom of tha for research in marine
biology, microbiology, astrobiology,
marine geology and geophysics.
The expedition leader, co-designer
and pilot is the film director James
Cameron. He prepared for the dive
by a number of deep ocean field
tests off the coast of Papua New
Guinea. They included untethered
deepwater dives in waters of more
than 8km (5mi) depth.

Marianas Trench
The lowest point in the Marianas
trench, the ‘Challenger Deep,’
is 10.99km below the ocean
surface. The depths of the
Mariana Trench were recorded
in 1875 by HMS Challenger
as part of the first global
oceanographic cruise.
The scientists recorded a depth
of 4475 fathoms (8km) using
a weighted sounding rope.
In 1951, HMS Challenger II
returned to the spot with an
echo-sounder and measured a
depth of nearly 11km.

Photo by Mark Thiessen/National Geographic
DEEPSEA CHALLENGER, the submersible designed by explorer and filmmaker James Cameron and his engineering team to travel to the
bottom of the Marianas Trench, is lowered into the water for testing off the coast of Australia. The vessel is the centrepiece of DEEPSEA
CHALLENGE, a joint scientific project by Cameron, the National Geographic Society and Rolex to conduct deep ocean research.
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Photo by Mark Thiessen/National
Geographic
The DEEPSEA CHALLENGER
submersible begins its first 2.5
mile (4km) test dive off the coast
of Papua New Guinea. The sub
is the centrepiece of DEEPSEA
CHALLENGE, a joint scientific project
by explorer and filmmaker James
Cameron, the National Geographic
Society and Rolex to conduct deep
ocean research.
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The sumbersible stands 25ft tall
and weighs 12t. It accommodates
a single passenger in a spherical
compartment only 109cm (43in)
wide. Any pilot would have to
keep their knees bent and barely
move during the journey as it dives
vertically down on a 90 minute
journey.
The submarine has a hydraulic arm
and sample collectors. It is also
equipped with high definition video
cameras.
The Deepsea Challenger has
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a steel pressure hull with Isofloat
syntactic foam for buoyancy and
thermoregulation.
The syntactic foam shrinks about
2.5in (6.4cms) under the water
pressure at the ocean’s bottom.
While the bathyscape appears to
be a single streamlined vessel, the
accommodation sphere is attached to
the foam beam by polyester straps. It
has 500kg (1100lbs) of ballast weight.
If this fails, a back-up galvanic
release will corrode in the seawater
within a fixed period of time, freeing
the sub to rise to the surface. The
submarine has life support systems
to allow for a 56 hour dive. The
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Deepflight Challenger
In 2005, adventurer Steve Fossett and
designer Graham Hawkes discussed
the development of a submersible able
to carry out a solo dive to the bottom of
the Marianas Trench.
The prototype, Deep Flight Challenger,
is based on Hawkes’ patented concept
of underwater flight and two previous
generations of winged craft. It uses
hydrodynamic force to propel the craft
down. It is planned to ‘fly’ the vehicle
to the bottom of the trench at an angle
of 45° which will take a journey time of
around 2.5hrs.

Deep Flight Challenger Front and rear view

Sadly, Steve Fosset died and Chris
Welsh bought the submersible from
the estate. Chris Welsh, in conjunction
with Sir Richard Branson and Virgin
Oceanic, will now be carrying on Steve
Fossett’s legacy to use the craft in
a historic role for ocean exploration,
conservation and science.
This 18ft-long vehicle is made of
carbon fibre and titanium with a quartz
viewing dome. It weighs 8000lbs. It
houses a single person lying inside a
body-length compartment.
The Deep Flight Challenger is notable
in that it does not require a dedicated
mothership. It has a range of 15
miles, a speed of 6kts, and has 3 axis
manoeuvrability.
Although a one-person sub, the design
is modular, so future models can
accommodate more crew.
The Deep Flight Challenger’s dome
affords 180° panoramic viewing, and
the submersible can be equipped
with cameras, lights, a full range of
electronic sensors and water sampling
capabilities. Its unique characteristics
make the sub best suited for longer
range sampling tasks.

Deepsearch
Deepsearch is a project
being carried out by Deep
Ocean Engineering Research
(DOER), aimed at advancing
designs and using materials to
ultimately develop an innovative
submersible hull.
This will help provide full working
access to the world’s oceans as
part of a general project to further
investigate scientific exploration
of the deep ocean.
For this reason, there is no hard
time line per se. However, as
funding goals are achieved,
submersible build time is
approximately 24 months.
The Deepsearch project is
funded wholly by philanthropic
sources. Thus far, donations
have come via the SEAlliance
and Eric Schmidt’s Marine
Science Technology Foundation
along with anonymous gifts.

The Deepsearch project is
estimated at over $40 million
and will result in the construction
of two vehicles.
They will accommodate three
passengers. The company
has carried out the research
phase and is currently doing the
development/design with the
dives maybe 5 years away.
DOER has been funded
to research five areas of
innovation:
l Platform and dive profile:
reduce transit times and
eliminate drop ballast
l Floatation alternatives to
conventional syntactic foam
including SiO2 and Al2O3 ceramic
spheres
l Viewports/personnel sphere:
increase visibility
l Battery/fuel cell technologies
l Testing/classification.

The vessel has been designed with
the environment in mind. Instead of
using massive arc lights, typical of
conventional submersibles, which
undoubtedly blind most of the deepwater species, the Deep Flight
Challenger uses low wattage LED
lights and laser ‘feeler’ beams to
aid the pilot’s navigation.
Additionally, the sub
emits minimal noise and
electrical currents so as
not to disturb the marine
life/environment it works
in.

Deepsearch vessel
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Triton 36000
The Triton 36000 submersible
design is the result of a
partnership between Triton
Submarines and the high
pressure glass fabrication
company Rayotek Scientific.
It has a vertical profile that
affords a high rate of descent and
ascent. A journey to the bottom of
the Marianas Trench would take
around two hours at around 90m/
min.
The oxygen suply system comes
from four 2litre tanks with twelve

2litre tanks in reserve. There is a CO2
scrubber and O2, CO2, temperature,
humidity, barometric pressure, depth
and gas pressures are monitored.
A key to the design is the pressure
hull. Proprietary technology is
capable of overcoming previous
manufacturing limitations and
producing spheres of sufficient
diameter to accommodate three
people.
By incoporating no metallic elements
or through-hull penetrations in the
pressure boundary, the design takes
advantge of the face of the glass

which becomes stronger with greater
compression. The submarine has
a height and width of 4.1m (13.5ft)
high. It has a breadth of 2.21m
(7.25ft) and weighs 9000kg (19
800lbs).
The pressure hull has a 2.03m
(80in) internal diameter and a 2.29m
(90in) external diameter. The power
is provided by four electric ring
propellers with a power of 3.75kW
(5hp) each.
Triton 36000
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Triton 36000
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Deepwater Submersibles
China
Later this year, the Chinese deepsea submarine Jiaolong will attempt
diving to a depth of 22 966ft (7000m). This will mark a new record for the
submarine. During 2011, the three-man Jiaolong carried out test dives in
the northeastern Pacific Ocean, at a depth of 17 021ft (5188m).
This year’s programme will be preceded by a series
of tests in the South China Sea at around 3000m
following technical changes made to the vessel.
China plans to accelerate its oceanographic
research and possibly mineral exploitation, including
fabricating a vessel able to transport Jiaolong to
dive sites around the world and building more
research vessels. The 22 ton, 8.2m-long vessel
is named after an aquatic dragon in Chinese
mythology. It can carry up to three researchers.

Japan
For two decades, the Japanese research
submersible Shinkai 6500 has carried out the
majority of manned underwater research. It
completed its 100th dive in 2007. Able to work at a depth of 6500m, the
Shinkai 6500 is owned and run by the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth
Science and Technology (JAMSTEC). It is launched from the support
vessel Yokosuka.
The three-manned team operate within a 73.5mm-thick titanium pressure
hull with an internal diameter of 2m. Three 14cm methacrylate resin view
ports are arranged at the front and on each
side of the vehicle. Buoyancy is provided by
syntactic foam.

Russia
Russia has taken delivery of a submersible
capable of diving to 19 685ft (6000m). It was
designed and built for the Russian Navy
by the JSC Admiralteyskie Verfi shipyard
in Kaliningrad. The submersible is 8m 26ft
long, 3.5m 11.5ft high, and weighs 25t. It
has Titanium alloys sample collectors. The
bathyscaph travels at a speed of 3kts.
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Deepwater Buoyancy
In deep waters, conventional buoyancy
systems may be ineffective. Deep
Sea Power and Light has developed
SeaSpheres which are engineered to be
the highest performance buoyancy product
available for missions to
11 000m.
The spheres’ unique combination of
light weight and high strength allow for
larger ROV payloads and longer AUV
survey missions in the world’s deepest
diving vehicles and scientific instrument
platforms.
SeaSpheres are cast from high purity
alumina (Al2O3), an incredibly strong and
lightweight ceramic. In fact, the spheres
are so strong and incompressible that their
buoyancy actually increases with depth.
Alumina is also an excellent electrical
insulator, transparent to radio frequencies
and virtually inert in caustic environments.
SeaSpheres can be manufactured in
90mm, 128mm, 152mm and 216mm
diameter with varying wall thicknesses in
order to tailor their weight and strength
to mission requirements. They are also
engineered with a seamless design,
eliminating the potential for failure at bond
or weld joints to insure a long and reliable
service life. The spheres will not corrode
in seawater or break down with ultraviolet
light.
Each SeaSphere is individually pressure
tested in an acoustic test chamber in
addition to multiple pressure tests up to 30
000psi.
SeaSpheres can be used as high pressure
flotation for ROVs and AUVs, deep
submergence buoys, for suspending
oceanographic equipment, and many
other applications limited only by your
imagination.
These spheres have successfully taken
Woods Hole’s hybrid ROV Nereus to the
deepest part of the ocean as her main
source of buoyancy.

SeaSpheres

Space
Trelleborg are using a technology
more commonly found in the subsea
industry, in a completely different
arena.
The small glass microspheres that
are common in providing flotation
and insulation in deep cold waters
have been employed as the basis of
the composite aeroshell system of
the recently launched Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL) Curiosity rover.
Eccospheres are hollow thin-walled
glass microspheres composed of
a chemically inert sodium-depleted
glass sodium borosilicate glass.
This gives them a highly superior
thermal performance.

interaction when compared to other
glass fillers. The removal of residual
broken material and highly regular
particle geometry result in industry
leading strength/weight ratios while
being capable of extremely high
loadings in liquid resins.
Additionally, Eccospheres glass
microspheres allow for maximum
versatility in composite formulations
due to their low impact on resin
viscosity and non-interacting chemical
purity.

They have good density/strength
ratios, clean surface chemistry,
narrow particle size distribution,
low thermal conductivity and a low
dielectric constant.
The Eccospheres also have low resin Micro Eccospheres
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AIV
Ten years ago, Subsea 7 began
work on pre-prototype planning for
its autonomous inspection vehicle
(AIV). Following field trials and
development, the first commercial
vehicle will by out by the end of the
year.
This is, however, just the first step
of a project that could see basic
intervention tasks being carried out as
part of routine inspection repair and
maintenance (IRM) programmes with
minimal surface support.
Autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUVs) have found a niche in the
offshore industry, being able to carry
out inspection tasks. These tend to
be torpedo shaped designs that can
travel fast in straight lines, which are
ideal for seabed and pipeline route
surveys.
For inspection surveys around fixed
offshore structures, the industry
normally uses less hydrodynamically
shaped remotely operated vehicles.
These have a power data umbilical
and thus require surface support.
Operating both types of vehicle,

Subsea 7 recognised the advantages
of combining the manoeuvrability of
a remotely operated vehicle (ROV),
which can work safely within close
proximity of a subsea structure, with
the independence of an autonomous
vehicle. This was the driver for the AIV
project.
“c is not linked to the surface by
physical umbilical, although it does
have virtual attachment to the surface
by means of an acoustic modem,” said
Neil Milne, vice president of Life of
Field at Subsea 7.
“This allows it to transmit basic
information about the vehicle condition
and conversely, allows the surface to
transmit positional information to the
vehicle.”
The AIV’s shape is redolent of a small
to medium observation class ROV. It
weighs around 650kg with 6 thrusters
– 4 laterals, which give it the ability
to hover and maintain its position in
the water. The vehicle has an arbitary
water depth limit of 3000m which
is driven by the demands of the
client.

The vehicle is deployed using
a launch and recovery system that has
many similarities with that used for
ROVs.
It is docked on a ‘basket’ lowered from
a traditional winch and A frame. While
this has not been built yet, Subea 7
has built so many ROV launch and
recovery systems (LARS) that the
company sees this as a low risk, but
quite expensive at a time when other
parts of the project require
investment.
There are two basic designs. The
current plans envisage a ‘dumb basket’
which will only be used for deployment
and retrieval, but foresee an intelligent
basket version which could also include

Core Subsea Development Programmes
The project has been built on
three core subsea development
programmes. Much of the work was
carried out in collaboration with
Seebyte.

1 Ocean Tracker

2 Spy Nav
The second part of the programme
translated the pipeline detection in
three dimensions. This enabled it to
navigate in a vertical plane and allowed
the vehicle to detect risers.

This project first demonstrated the
ability of an autonomous vehicle to
locate and track a pipeline.

“The sonars would lock onto the riser,
providing information to the control
system. This told the vehicle to ascend
or descend to carry out the riser
Most vehicles had some sort of
geographical point program to navigate inspection,” said Milne.
to specific points. This, however, used
sonars to provide information to detect 3 PAIV
the position of the pipeline in real time The prototype autonomous inspection
as it was being inspected, recognising vehicle (PAIV) combined this Auto
Tracker and Spy Nav capability into a
the pipeline enabled the vehicle to
continuously update its position rather sophisticated vehicle that could identify
physical structures to correspond with
than continuing on a predetermined
the three-dimensional model held in the
route. “This was a big step forward in
vehicle’s control system. This sensor
the capability autonomous vehicles,”
information could reduce navigation
said Milne.
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error, allowing it to operate in a
congested subsea environment.
But what if the detected information did
not correspond to the model held within
the vehicle’s memory? What if some
debris, say, obscured the pipeline to or
from the subsea manifold.
“If something obscures the pipeline, the
vehicle will stop and go into an obstacle
avoidance mode. It will first try and fly
over the obstacle and carry on. If it
continues seeing the seeing, however,
it will return to its original place. It will
then try going either left or right to go
around it. It performs a series of preprogrammed manoeuvres to get back
on track.
“If this is not possible, the mission
will be aborted and it will return to the
launch basket.”

The AIV
data and power transmission.
The AIV sits in the basket and held
in place with clamps securing it on
both sides. It then gets lowered to the
seafloor.
“The basket sits on the seabed, which
is novel in the industry. This gives it a
precise and stable position that does
not drift with currents.
The AIV is lowered in sleep mode,
which means that it does not use
any power. Once the basket rests
on the seabed, it sends an acoustic
confirmatory signal from a pinger. A
return command is transmitted from
the surface, activating the vehicle.
The AIV goes through diagnostic
checks to confirm that the systems
are operational, followed by preprogrammed mission reviews.
The battery feeds a hydraulic pump
on the basket to open the latches and
allows the AIV to leave. It travels by
dead reckoning to the nearest structural
pipeline and starts the inspection
programme before returning back to the
basket on completion.
“Because the scenario enables
multiple vehicles to be used, there is
the potential for another vehicle to be
secured in the basket to which another
is returning. The AIV, therefore, goes
through another set of checks to
determine that the basket is empty,”
said Milne.
The AIV then goes into docking mode,
using sonar to align itself with the

“When the vehicle is recovered to the
surface, the batteries are flat and the
hard drives are full of data,” said Milne.
“Rather than recharging, we have hot
swappable integrated hard drive/battery
packs. Each battery has the ability
to power the vehicle per 24hrs which
equates to around 40km of travel. The
battery recharge and data transfer
takes around eight hours, but by simply
swapping modules, the change around
is fast and it is possible for the AIV to
be active in 20–22hrs out of any 24
hour period.”
One idea proposed by operators is
to have a subsea base in which the
AUV can recharge its batteries and
download data without having to return
to the surface.
“This is something we are considering,
but at present, the technology is
at such a level that persuading oil
companies to incorporate something
that doesn’t exist yet is quite difficult
and quite expensive.”
However, the industry is currently
developing standards for autonomous
vehicle interfacing so that clients can
have confidence that any docking port
will be used by any autonomous vehicle
operators.
“I think it is a little early to concentrate
on this area. It is likely that the
dominant players in the market will
drive the standards. Writing standards
for something that does not exist yet is
quite difficult,” said Milne.
Subsea 7, however, has envisaged a
development pathway for the AIV. It
is colloquially known as ‘See Sense
Touch Do.’

See

The first is the ‘See’ phase. This is the
arrangement of the vehicle to carry
out general visual inspection tasks. It
means getting to a subject and either
remaining steady in a moving current of
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manoeuvring the vehicle in order for
the camera to record an image of the
illuminated subject. This is the most
important operation – over 80% of all
underwater work will be inspection
duties.

Sense

This phase will incorporate
augmented sensor packages. “We are
getting continual requests from the
market to incorporate various types
of sensors. One such is hydrocarbon
monitoring,” said Milne.
Hydrocarbon surveys are often
carried out before an installation
is brought to the field, to measure
the natural hydrocarbons in the
water. This will form the baseline
for environmental authorities to
determine how much the drilling has
affected the background hydrocarbon
levels.
“One of the biggest parts of this
project is video surveying,” said Milne.
“Currently, we can operate an
inspection vehicle between 1.5 to
3m from the subject, using sonar for
guidance. If we want to get closer, we
need to use the video image as part
of the total navigation system. This
will be fed into a video control system.
We have already done work on this
with universities around the world.”

Touch
“The next phase is the touch
phase, where we start interacting
with the environment,” said Milne.
“This produces a different level
of challenges.” Touching involves
positioning the AIV precisely, in such
a way that the pressure of contact is
consistent and not excessive.
One of the main drivers for this is
cathodic protection (CP) monitoring.
“A lot of our inspection work requires
measuring cathodic protection levels
on subsea infrastructure and taking
readings from those. By perfecting
‘sense’ and ‘touch,’ we want to get a
vehicle capable of touching an anode
or a flange and recording a reading, ”
said Milne.
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basket. Once it is safely landed, this
mechanically activates a lever which
springs the latch and secures that
vehicle.

Vehicles

Do
The final stage, probably some way
in the future, is a true intervention
vehicle which will be bigger, and bigger
batteries mean more power. “The real
key to an intervention vessel is power,”
said Milne.
“The oil and gas industry can’t develop
battery technology on its own and
will have to wait for larger users such
as the car industry to bring market
pressure. One area that shows
promise is fuel cell technology.
“The way that subsea intervention
is carried out will also have to be
revisited. When divers were first
employed underwater, the subsea
trees had large handles which the diver
could physically turn. When ROVs
started to be put into that environment,
a more suitable way of turning these
had to be designed, which is how the
torque tools were developed.
“Keeping a vehicle stationary in three
dimensions and moving a manipulator

PANDORA

The Ocean Systems Laboratory
(OSL) team at Heriot-Watt University
is designing a new approach to
independently motivated autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs), with
the aim of significantly improving the
inspection, repair and maintenance
reliability of vehicles used for
underwater monitoring.
Named Pandora, an awkwardly
contrived acronym for Persistent
Autonomy through learNing,
aDaptation, Observation and ReplAnning, the system will trial three
different AUVs in Scotland and Spain.

The AIV being recovered
in a slot is a very difficult task. It is likely
that in future, ports may have to be
redesigned to satisfy the limitations of
the vehicle, but these are early days.
This sort of technology is likely to
make routine inspection operations
considerably easier and cheaper, but
could the system be adopted by the
military, and in doing so, offset some of
the development costs?
“The problem is that the military is very
mission specific, so unless our work
programme happens to match exactly, it
is difficult to get crossover,” said Milne.
“We are in discussion with various
companies about licensing technology.
The main possible use is in mine
countermeasures and hull inspection.”

intervention, to reduce the opportunity
for events of that scale to reoccur.
Identifying the opportunity to put
their expertise to the test, the team
of scientists, headed up by Professor
David Lane, founder of Heriot-Watt
spin out company SeeByte, applied to
the Commission with a comprehensive,
three-year research plan to create and
develop Pandora for global commercial
use.
Professor Lane explained the
background to the project:

It will test and monitor the ability of
vehicle systems to operate in ‘real’
environments, overcome challenges,
accommodate hardware failures and
seek alternative missions when idle.

“Autonomous robots have produced
tremendous benefits but currently still
face limitations. They often get stuck or
ask for help and generally only succeed
in familiar environments, when carrying
out simple tasks.

Following the Deep Water Horizon
crisis in 2010, calls were made
to dramatically improve the type
and intelligence of vehicles used
for underwater inspection and

“Over the next three years, our
challenge is to develop a computational
programme which will enable robots
to recognise failure and have the
intelligence to respond to it.
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Timeframe
Subsea 7 is presently at the stage
where the vehicle is built and tested
and has been proven in the tank. It
has undertaken enclosed water trials
and two sets of open water trials,
as well as tracked pipelines and
inspected subsea structures.
The vehicle has one more factory
test which will be done in the second
quarter of this year and then the
company will be commercially ready
to sell the vehicle. It hopes to have
commercial operations by the end of
2012.
“We are actively discussing new
projects with clients right now,”
concluded Mine.

“We will develop and evaluate new
computational methods to make
human-built robots persistently
autonomous, significantly reducing
the frequency of assistance
requests.
Three core themes will be explored
over the course of the project,
working synergistically together,
that are tailored for the underwater
environment. These are:
l Structure inspection using sonar
and video
l Cleaning marine growth using
water jets
l Finding, grasping and turning
valves
The project is being run in
partnership with five universities
across Europe – Instituto Italiano
di Tecnologia, University of Girona,
King’s College London and National
Technical University of Athens, with
steering committee members from
BP and SubSea7.

Black Falcon
Algae that colonise the underside
of the Antarctic sea ice play a
big part in the health of Southern
Ocean ecosystems. These absorb
large amounts of carbon dioxide by
converting it into sugars and oxygen,
using the energy of sunlight.
They also kick-start the Southern
Ocean food chain as the staple diet of
krill – a shrimp-like crustacean – that
is itself an important food source for
many creatures, including whales,
seals, squid, penguins and sea birds.
Checking out the distribution of the
sea ice algae is a task of the Antarctic
Climate and Ecosystems Cooperative
Research Centre (ACE) sea ice
research group, with the help of a
Saab Seaeye Fibre Optic Falcon ROV
in black livery fitted with camera and
LED lights.

and representative data can be
gathered, and collection will be much
faster than the usual coring method,
thereby saving valuable ship time in
difficult conditions.
The under-ice krill population will also
be filmed by the ROV’s onboard video
camera to help better understand the
relationships between the sea ice, ice
algae and this key Antarctic species.
High quality filming and light
measurements are possible due to
five powerful thrusters that hold the
Falcon steady in strong cross currents
and make it highly manoeuvrable in all
directions.

The Saab Seaeye Falcon has a long
record of working at difficult tasks in
hostile conditions using highly complex
instrumentation and tooling. It was
supplied and will be supported by
Saab Seaeye’s Australian distributor,
ATSA Defence Services.
Its role will be vital in helping the
Antarctic team understand the marine
ecological processes of the sea ice,
which forms a vast skin across the
ocean. The sea ice ranges from a
centimetre to a metre or two thick
and plays a pivotal role in the global
climate whilst acting as an important
floating habitat for marine birds,
mammals and microalgae.

Black was chosen for the casing,
rather than the usual yellow, to avoid
reflected sunlight affecting the biooptical measurements taken by an
upward facing light sensor that will be
fitted to the vehicle.
The Black
Falcon
in the
Antarctic

The sensor measures the effect of the
pigmented algae on the underwater
colour spectrum and reveals the
amount of algae present in the ice.
By using an ROV for such data
gathering, rather than traditional ice
core sampling, the ACE scientists
expect to collect more accurate data
about changes in the algal population
than has previously been possible.
Until now, core sampling has restricted
data collection to a single narrow point
where the sample was extracted.
This has led to Antarctic sea ice algae
being poorly understood, despite being
an important early season food source
at the base of the Antarctic marine food
web. Using the easily deployed Falcon
ROV to roam under the ice in 300m
sectors means that more widespread

MMT Awarded HVDC Survey
Statnett and National Grid are jointly
developing a project to construct a
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
electrical interconnector between
Norway and Great Britain.

For the offshore part, MMT will
provide geophysical and benthic
surveys from MV Franklin.

MMT will be performing the route
survey for this project between Hylen,
Norway and Blyth, UK. The survey will
be performed April – August 2012.

The offshore survey vessel Stril
Explorer is assigned for the ROV and
geotechnical investigations. MMT’s
vibrocorer and CPT will be launched
from Stril Explorer for seabed
sampling.

The length of the cable route is
approximately 711 km and the
assignment includes geophysical,
geotechnical, benthic, archaeological
and ROV operations.

MMT will use the survey vessels
SeaBeam and Askholmen for the
nearshore survey. Once installed,
this will be the longest marine HVDC
link in the world.
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LARS for Forland
Kongsberg Evotec has been
selected to supply its sophisticated
new Launch and Recovery System
(E-LARS) for Remotely Operated
Vehicles (ROV), for installation on
a new Forland Shipping AS subsea
vessel currently under construction
at Havyard Leirvik, Norway.
The Kongsberg Evotec’s E-LARS
installation for Forland Shipping’s
new 110 meters long, 22 meters
wide subsea vessel, which is due
for delivery in 2013, consists of
both an ‘overboard’ system and a
‘moon pool’ system.

Smart ROV Tooling
we have experienced very positive
feedback to the solutions presented.
Kongsberg Evotec are confident
in the potential of E-LARS in this
expanding market and we are
delighted that Forland Shipping
has chosen our solution based on
the many benefits it offers,” says
Jon Olav Kopperstad, VP Offshore
Supply & Subsea.
Kongsberg Evotec AS was acquired
by Kongsberg Maritime in October
2011 and is an established supplier
of marine handling systems.

The system is designed to handle
work class ROVs with or without a
Tether Management System (TMS)
to depths below 4000m.

Checking for residual fuel in a 70
year-old sunken wreck without
opening the tanks and risking an
environmental catastrophe needed
a clever solution.
The ingenious answer came from
Global Diving and Salvage who
created a unique sampling system
that is mounted on a Saab Seaeye
Cougar XT ROV and can penetrate
a sealed container and extract a
sample without creating a leak point.
They were contracted by the United
States Coastguard to determine
if oil was present aboard the S.S.
Montebello, a tanker torpedoed in
1941 off the coast of California.
During their investigations Global
fitted-out the Cougar with a range
of tools to perform 3D modelling,
sonar inspection, thickness gauging,
a backscatter investigation, the
physical sampling of the ship’s fuel
tanks and sediment sampling of the
general area.

Kongsberg Evotec designed
E-LARS in close cooperation with
end users, umbilical manufacturers
and ship designers in order to
provide improved ROV handling
capabilities, with emphasis on
operational environment and safety
for both operator and equipment.
Based on this, the innovative
design and application of
technology results in better
personnel safety and optimal ROV
uptime, in addition to simplified
system maintenance and longer
service intervals.
Technical highlights of the
new system include the use of
Permanent Magnet Motor (PM)
technology and an innovative
control system designed to achieve
significant operational benefits
by providing the operator with
continuous real-time information
about capacity, and umbilical
status and history.
E-LARS also features Kongsberg
Evotec developed Active Heave
Compensation that operates on
minimal power consumption.
“The market expects an increase in
Subsea activity ahead, and so far
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The system is designed to handle work
class ROVs with or without a Tether
Management System to depths below
4000m.
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Global’s unique sampling tool system with suction cups

Vehicles

To prepare for the assessment,
Global first had to clean off areas of
the surface, which meant removing
over 70 years of debris. For this
process they used the Cougar’s
power and tooling capability to
clear the tank with a wire wheel
and barnacle buster fitted to the
manipulator arms.
A Tracerco neutron backscatter
system was used to help determine
the likelihood of oil in the wreck’s
cargo holds. This backscatter tool
is a non-invasive contents-sensing
device, something like an x-ray that
emits neutron particles capable of
passing through insulation material
and carbon steel to determine the
presence of content.

Due to depth of water - 275 metres
(900 feet) - and the potential risk of
leakage of the tank contents, the
development of Global’s unique
sampling tool system to extract
a sample was paramount to the
success of the operation.
The innovative feature meant that
when the hole was drilled through
the tank and a sample taken, the
hole was then sealed - all in one
leak-proof operation without fittings
or valves.

Neutron back-scatter tool fitted on
Global’s specially developed skid
The success of this procedure
required the reliability and capability
of the Cougar’s hydraulic tooling
package; for once the sampling
operation is underway, a breakdown
or glitch can be disastrous.
It was essential that the sampling
system was held steady by the
ROV’s responsive power and
suction cups whilst the sample was
taken and the surface sealed.

It was mounted on a skid attached
to the ROV and integrated with the
vehicle’s control package. The ROV’s
powerful and responsive thrusters
held the system steady whilst the
backscatter operation was carried
out.

fitted to the Cougar
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Decommissioning Survey
Coastline Surveys has successfully
completed a pre-decommissioning
environmental survey on behalf of
Energy Resource Technology, a
division of Helix.

beam/ROV debris survey, prior
to arrival of the Seafox7 jack-up
platform. The work was completed
on MV Flatholm during February
2012.

The programme is in preparation
for the decommissioning of the
Camelot CA production platform and
associated subsea infrastructure,
which is located in Block 53/1a of
the southern North Sea.

l Coastline has also completed
a major contract for a geotechnical
survey and laboratory analysis in
support of the MoD’s capital dredge
campaign in Portsmouth Harbour.
The programme is to support the
extensive upgrade and deepening
of the channel.

The work involved geophysical
survey using high-resolution Reson
8125 Multi-beam and Edgetech
sidescan sonar equipment, followed
by grab sampling, video and stills
camera work at predetermined
sites selected, as required
under the guidance notes on the
Decommissioning of Offshore Oil
and Gas Installations and Pipelines
under the Petroleum Act 1998,
and drill cuttings pile assessment
under the OSPAR Recommendation
2006/5.
In addition to this, Coastline has
successfully completed a multi-

The pre-dredge geotechnical
survey involved the acquisition
of 174 Vibrocore samples up to
a maximum of 6m penetration
depth. Coastline’s multi-role survey
vessel, MV FlatHolm, mobilised in
early December and completed all
field work activities in early 2012.
Coastline’s soils laboratory in
Lowestoft will undertake analysis,
description, sub sampling and
advanced testing of the samples.
Flatholm is available to third parties
for charter.

VideoRay, Teledyne RDI, and
VideoRay, Teledyne RDI, and
SeeByte, have successfully
combined their three leading
technologies to bring breakthrough
capabilities to the inspection
class Remotely Operated Vehicle
market.
By combining the industry
leading navigation capabilities
of Teledyne’s Doppler Velocity
Log (DVL) sonar with the direct
interactive control capabilities of
SeeByte’s CoPilot software, the
VideoRay Pro 4 ROV can now
deliver geo-referenced underwater
imagery and other sensor data
from a one-man portable and easily
deployable platform.
Teledyne RDI’s DVL is a Doppler
sonar used to measure velocity
over ground while submerged.
For 30 years, Teledyne RDI have
been supplying the ROV, AUV,
and surface vessel market with
the world’s most reliable DVL’s
in order to enable the ability to
not only determine instantaneous
velocity but also maintain location
information while submerged. By
doing so, an underwater vehicle
and its operator can determine
the geo-referenced position of a
vehicle throughout its journey.
Classically, the inspection ROV
market has focused on obtaining
video or imagery data, but without
a DVL would not be able to pinpoint
the location of any object of interest
once it were found.

Coastline Surveys baseline decommissioning survey on Camelot CA
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By adding the DVL technology to
the VideoRay mini ROV, imagery
and video information can now
be geo-located, significantly
enhancing the value of the small
ROV platform.

SeeByte Integrate Technology for Autonomous Small ROV Control
VideoRay’s Pro 4 Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) system is widely
used by law enforcement, military,
scientific research, and offshore
energy clients for the purpose of
inspection, survey, and visualisation
in underwater environments.
The Pro 4 ROV system is an
exceptionally portable and lightweight system that allows for quick
and easy deployment. It is commonly
used in forensic and security
applications, as well as for inspection
of offshore platforms, dams, and
other maritime infrastructure.
Until now, understanding precise
locations of objects and imagery
delivered by small ROV’s has been a
challenging task.
Chris Gibson, Director of Sales and
Marketing for VideoRay states, “Up
to this point, VideoRay Pro 4 ROV
operators have relied on high quality

video and 2D High Definition Imaging
Sonars like the BlueView P900 line to
gather their mission data sets.
While these items are important
for search and recovery or survey
applications, they are missing a critical
data point – precise geo-referenced
location information.
The open platform of the VideoRay
Pro 4 and the flexibility of the
VideoRay Cockpit Software employed
with the Teledyne RDI Doppler Velocity
Log and SeeByte CoPilot Software
have allowed us to greatly expand
the capabilities of our ROV to include
the ability of gathering this location
data without which, could mean an
extensive, costly, and time-consuming
search to reacquire targets of interest.
This exciting combination of
technology will not only enhance,
but greatly simplify the operator
experience.”
Thanks to SeeByte’s CoPilot control
software, in addition to providing

location information the control
of the mini-ROV is drastically
improved, particularly in difficult
to access environments, such
as caves, under piers, along
ship hulls, and in ship-wrecks.
Performing organised search
patterns can also be automated.
According to Ioseba Tena of
SeeByte, “Integrating the CoPilot
software with the Teledyne RDI
DVL revolutionizes the control
ability for the VideoRay Pro 4
mini-ROV, allowing the operator
of this vehicle to perform tasks
similar to those classically
performed with larger work class
and mid-size ROV’s.
The user can also automate the
control of the ROV and provide
mission-critical geo-referencing
information, something that is not
available on most small inspection
class ROV’s.”

VideoRay Pro 4 ROV
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Offshore Vessel Crane and ROV Simulator
Superior Energy Services of Houston, has taken
delivery of one of the most advanced maritime training
simulators ever developed. The next-generation
simulator from Kongsberg Maritime will be used to
provide integrated, real-time training for Superior’s
offshore marine personnel at its new facility in
Anchorage, Alaska.
Kongsberg Maritime supplied Superior Energy Marine
Technical Services with a full mission trainer in support
of critical operations including ship bridge maneuvering
and navigation, anchor handling, ROV operations,
crane operations, process control, containment, and
controlled pumping and flaring of hydrocarbons.
The system supports the full spectrum of offshore
Simultaneous Operations (SIMOPS) activities in
support of developing best practices for both surface
and sub-sea marine practices – all conducted in real
time and in the safety of a simulated environment.
The simulator features two full offshore service vessel
bridges, with 360 degree field of view, an offshore
crane simulator, supplied by KONGSBERG company,
GlobalSim, a DeepWorks ROV simulator, supplied
to KONGSBERG by Fugro Subsea Services Ltd and
a separate Process Simulator, for operator training
and control system checkout in addition to multiphase
flow simulation, supplied by Kongsberg Oil & Gas
Technologies.
Superior’s working relationship with Shell Offshore
was a primary motivator in establishing this state-ofthe-art facility. Superior is committed to achieving a
safe work environment and these core objectives were
incorporated in the system design: “At Superior Energy
Services, we believe in ensuring our people are as
prepared and properly trained as possible. It makes
sense from a safety perspective, from an environmental
perspective and from a business perspective – it is
simply the right thing to do,” said Captain Scott Powell.
“Partnering with Kongsberg Maritime provided a depth
of engineering capability that allowed us to mirror a
physical model-based simulation solution. This is the
closest we can come to creating realistic scenarios
without facing these circumstances first hand.”
The KONGSBERG Offshore Vessel Simulator allows
companies to train employees for the highly technical
and often hazardous operations they will encounter
in the offshore environment. Kongsberg Maritime
simulators are designed to provide realistic scenarios
for a wide variety of environmental applications.
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Kongsberg Maritime’s, Erik Bentley provides an overview of
the Barge Control simulator.
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Hydroid launches the new Remus 100 S AUV
Hydroid has introduced its new AUV,
the REMUS 100-S. The 100-S is an
evolution of the highly successful,
man portable REMUS 100
system configured specifically for
hydrographic and offshore surveys.

System, which includes a
Honeywell Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU), the NavP navigation
processing suite, and a payload
processor, which is used to
initialize and control all sensors.

The Remus 100-S is an evolution of
the highly successful, man portable
REMUS 100 system configured
specifically for hydrographic and
offshore surveys.

The 100-S also features a
brand new Vx Works Operating
System, updated version 7.0 of
VIP software, a field-replaceable
antenna, a precision GPS sensor
and 1 GBit Ethernet, allowing
users to download data at high
speeds.

The REMUS 100-S features the
Kongsberg Inertial Navigation
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The REMUS 100-S is compatible
with industry standard postprocessing software packages
including KONGSBERG’s
Reflection and NavLab. Reflection
is available to process data
from the vehicle’s core module,
side scan sonar and GeoSwath
interferometric sonar. NavLab is
used with NavP to post-process
navigation data to deliver higher
accuracy position data. To
differentiate the 100-S from the
standard REMUS 100, the entire
body of the AUV is painted yellow.
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AUVs in Oceanographic Research

Scientific Echo Sounder

Hydroidhas delivered a REMUS
6000 AUV system to the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI), to be used by the Navy in
deep ocean operations.

testing prior to delivery to the Navy,”
said Tom Austin, principal engineer
at WHOI. “Once the vehicle is
delivered, we will continue to provide
operational support.”

Simrad has expanded its market leading
scientific echo sounder portfolio with the
introduction of the new multi-transceiver
Simrad EK15.

The REMUS 6000 AUV is the
deepest member of Hydroid’s
growing family of AUVs. It was
designed under a cooperative
program involving the Naval
Oceanographic Office
(NAVOCEANO), the Office of Naval
Research (ONR) and WHOI in
support of deep-water autonomous
operations. The vehicle boasts
the same proven software and
electronic subsystems found in
Hydroid’s highly successful REMUS
100 AUV, with a depth rating,
endurance and payload that allow
for operations in up to 6,000 meters
of water.

Although the vehicle was purchased
by WHOI as the primary AUV
platform for new sensor and system
integration enhancing NAVOCEANO
capability for Navy missions, the
ultimate end user for this REMUS
6000 is NAVOCEANO, which
acquires and analyzes global
ocean and littoral data and provides
specialized and operationally
significant products and services to
all elements within the Department
of Defense.

“Our engineers and technicians
will develop and install system
enhancements to the standard
vehicle, as well as perform system

This most recent vehicle
procurement by WHOI will
eventually operate as part of the
existing fleet of REMUS 6000
vehicles that the Navy utilizes
for deep ocean operations, thus
increasing their overall operational
capabilities.

With the ability to connect up to 15 fixed
or mobile transceivers by cable or over a
wireless network, the new Simrad EK15
is suitable for a wide range of applications
from fish stock assessment and fish
protection to river surveys, environmental
monitoring and offshore oil & gas
operations.
The Simrad EK15 is based on a small and
ruggedised single beam transceiver and
a dedicated transducer. The operational
frequency is 200 kHz, which ensures
very high resolution and accuracy, with
easy built in, in situ calibration. By using
multiple transceivers in parallel with either
simultaneous or sequential pinging it is
possible to monitor large areas with only a
single echo sounder system.
The Simrad EK15 has also been tested
and proven suitable for a number of other
critical applications:
Hydropower dams – Fish protection at
hydropower dams is critical and an array of
EK15 transceivers can create an acoustic
fence to monitor fish approaching inlets.
River surveys – Multiple Simrad EK15
transducers can be used to monitor fish
migration and due to the compact size of
the system, transport for applications in
remote areas is easy.
Traditional lake surveys – The wide opening
angle of the EK15 transducer offers a large
sampling volume, which enables increased
coverage in shallow water environments.
Habitat mapping – The Simrad EK15 can
monitor the distribution of vegetation and
determine the height of marine growth. In
combination with sampling, a vegetation
biomass index can be established.

REMUS 6000
AUV
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Subsea platforms – The Simrad EK15 due
to its small size and low power consumption
is well suited for installation into gliders,
AUVs, ROVs and ocean observatories.

Integrated Trenching Spread

CTC Marine Projects has
introduced an integrated trenching
spread. CTC will mobilise the
DeepOcean Group owned
Northern Wave vessel for
trenching support operations.
The vessel will be equipped with
CTC’s 1.5 Mega Watt jet trencher
PT-1 and mechanical trencher T2.
This complete trenching package,

comprising of the North Sea’s
most powerful jet trencher and
a track-based mechanical cutter
from a company owned vessel
with in-house survey crew, will
provide the ideal cost-effective
trenching solution from a single
platform.
With the added advantage of a
pre-mobilised spread, CTC is
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ideally positioned to undertake short
lead-time projects and other spot
market activities.
CTC is in the process of adding
jetting capabilities and 3m swords to
T2 making this track- base vehicle
the ideal trencher to operate in high
current areas that predominate
in shallow water regions where
offshore wind projects are planned.
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Surveying in Venice
Bathymetry in front of St Mark’s Square, Venice

Natural salt marsh channel near Scanello, imaged in highresolution bathymetry and co-registered sidescan data using
GeoSwath Plus Compact. The bathymetry shows coverage from
the waterline down to maximum of 7m depth, which was achieved
with only two passes in the 80m-wide channel.
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The world’s best known estuarine
lagoon not only has historical
importance for sheltering the City
of Venice but is a fascinating, everchanging environment with only 8%
covered by land, 12% by open water
and the remaining 80% by mud flats,
tidal shallows and salt marshes. This
geographical setting, hosting complex
ecosystems, is influenced by tidal cycles
entering through three sea inlets and
freshwater and sediment supplied by
river influx.

Japanese Navy

Monitoring of changes to the
environment is becoming ever more
important with changing sea levels and
the human impact increases from the
MOSE flood protection project, enabling
the closing of the sea inlets and
dredging activities.
The Venice Institute of Marine Science
(ISMAR-CNR) is engaged in research
and monitoring projects of the lagoon.
Kongsberg Geoacoustics was invited
recently by the institute to demonstrate
its technology for gathering highresolution bathymetry data with the
aim of effectively covering large, very
shallow-water areas with a portable
installation, providing highly repeatable
data to allow monitoring of even the
smallest changes through time.
GeoSwath Plus Compact was chosen
due to its capabilities to gather data
up to the waterline with coverage
of up to 12 times the water depth in
shallow-water environment. Repeat
surveys were carried out and shown
to be consistent; albeit the difficult
hydrological conditions with large tidal
currents and fresh water mixing did
lead to high temporal and lateral sound
speed variations.
In addition the system offers true coregistered and geo-referenced sidescan
data that can be used for seabed
classification and textural mapping.

The Alpha Portable USBL System from Applied Acoustics is ideally suited
for small subsea vehicle operations

The Japan Maritime Self Defence
Force (JMSDF) has awarded a
major contract to Applied Acoustic
Engineering (AAE) for the supply
of a number of ultra short base
line (USBL_ tracking systems and
associated equipment.
Following sea trials in Japan,
JMSDF took the decision to
invest in seven of AAE’s Alpha
Portable systems, after witnessing
and accepting the key criteria
of tracking stability, portability
and ease of use. Predominantly

intended for use with their naval
search and rescue dive teams,
JMSDF have also specified AAE’s
210 Micro/Remote transponders
as the ideal beacon to attach to its
divers.
The contract award, issued in
conjunction with Toyo Corporation,
AAE’s exclusive representatives
for Japan, reaffirms the company’s
position as a leading manufacturer
of subsea acoustic systems
for commercial and military
applications.

Statoil Seismic Survey
Fugro Geoteam has signed a letter of award with Statoil Canada for a
3-D seismic survey offshore Newfoundland worth over USD 40 million.
The survey will be undertaken using one of Fugro Geoteam’s industry
leading C-Class seismic vessels during the second and third quarter of
this year.
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Z-Boat
For hydrographic surveys in
shallow inshore waters such as
rivers, canals, lakes and ponds,
access to the site can sometimes
be the biggest headache of the
entire survey.
Driving a boat trailer to the survey
site requires a wide access point
and a convenient place to launch
the boat. The boat launch site
may be miles from the actual
survey location. In extreme cases,
the survey boat may have to be
delivered to the survey site from
underneath a helicopter. For very
shallow water there is the added
problem of ensuring the boat draft
is enough to reach all of the survey
area and obtain the specified
coverage.
To address these challenges, The
Oceanscience Group has recently
launched the Z-Boat 1800 portable
remotely-operated survey boat
that brings high quality positioning
and depth sounder instruments
together on a convenient remote

platform that can be launched
and operated from practically
anywhere. The Z-Boat 1800
represents Oceanscience’s continued
investment in new products for the
hydrographic survey industry, and
is the first in a new line of remote
survey systems to be released in this
year.
Early adopters of the Oceanscience
system include surveyors from
Shafer, Kline & Warren. The SKW
team was faced with performing
multiple cable route surveys in rivers
with little or no access for a manned
boat.
For the relatively short river crosssections, mobilizing a conventional
survey boat was an expensive
proposition that would have made the
job impossible to perform in a costeffective manner.
Instead, the Z-Boat 1800 was
deployed from the shore between the
fallen trees and logs. High quality
survey data obtained using the

Oceanscience has been developing
remote boats for nearly a decade.
According to Adrian McDonald,
Senior Sales Executive “the
Z-Boat is the latest in a line of high
performance instrumentation boats.
Previous Oceanscience remote
boats were used almost exclusively
for current profiling and river
discharge measurements; adding
the capability to perform high
quality bathymetry was a natural
progression for us and opens up a
significant number of opportunities
for surveyors.

Quadrans

iXBlue has won a contract to
supply the French Navy with 35
QUADRANS gyrocompass and
attitude reference systems. The navy
will take delivery of the units over
a three-year period starting later
this year. They will replace obsolete
navigation aids on a number of
smaller ships, notably including the
Navy’s first Aviso class
vessel, the Commandant Bouan,
built in 1984.
Benoit Kerouanton, Product
Manager, says, “iXBlue enjoys a
very strong relationship with the
French Navy, which values our ability
to supply class-leading navigation
equipment plus the necessary
technical support to ensure its
perfect integration with other key
systems aboard its vessels.”

The Z-Boat 1800
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Seafloor Systems SonarM8 single
beam depth sounder and Trimble
R8 RTK GPS were recorded on the
shore without setting foot on the
water.
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Ashtead Oceanscience

Seatooth

WFS has launched the Seatooth
S100, a mobile, compact, low
power, wireless modem suitable
for a variety of underwater
applications with an optional 8MB
integrated memory for use as a
datalogger
It can transmit data and video
through water and through the
water-air boundary.
Available as a standard sized
modem, as a hybrid solution
or in compact form, Seatooth
transmits data and compressed
video reliably in challenging
environments where traditional
underwater communications
methods can suffer poor
performance, such as in littoral
or shallow waters, in congested
environments (ports & harbours)
or in water with high turbidity
levels.

solid material (seabed, ground,
harbour walls, ice) to allow twoway, reliable communications
and data transfer at high data
rates and with low latency.
Compact, low power radio
modem. Seatooth S100 delivers
communication and location data
wirelessly through through-water
in a low power, compact form
factor.
Due to its compact size, ease
of deployment and low power
consumption, S100 is ideally
suited for a wide variety of
applications including radio
frequency identification (RFID),
remote sensing, networks and
wireless SCADA applications.

Seatooth signal can penetrate
water, air, across the air/water
interface and even through

The QUADRANS units, which are
IMO and IMO-HSC certified, are
based on iXBlue’s highly regarded
fiberoptic gyroscope (FOG)
technology and offer a series of
advantages. They are fully strapdown units, small and lightweight
with low power requirements;
and can be quickly set under all
conditions to provide accurate data
at a rapid rate with precise time
stamping.

Ashtead Technology – Offshore
Division, has formed an exclusive
agreement with The Oceanscience
Group, to offer the UnderwayCTD
and UnderwaySV systems for the
rental market.
For the first time, the revolutionary
profiler is available for short or long
term hire with systems supplied
out of Ashtead Technology’s three
regional bases - Houston, Aberdeen,
and Singapore. This agreement
is exclusive within the Oil and Gas
industry.
The UnderwayCTD/SV is a free fall
profiling system that offers research
quality conductivity, temperature,
depth (CTD) or sound velocity (SV)
profiles from a vessel moving at
up to 14kts. Profiles over 1000m
are achievable at 4-5kts and with
a turnaround time of only about 30
minutes for a full depth cast, there
is no faster way to gather affordable
and high quality data.
Mark Derry, Ashtead Technology
Offshore Division Managing Director
commented “Ashtead Technology
endeavours to meet our customer’s
demands for the very latest subsea
equipment. This agreement with The
Oceanscience Group for the rental of
their innovative profilers will provide

1Cam Live HD-SDI
The 1Cam HD-SDI has all the great features as the
original 1Cam, the only difference is the 1Cam HD-SDI
outputs live 1080 60p over a single coax. This ultra high
quality digital signal is easily transmitted over distances
up to 100m, and can be easily converted to Fiber Optics
to extend its range even further. Some benefits HD-SDI
have over Analog Component HD are:
Loss-less digital transmission
1080p capable
Longer transmission
Easily integrated in to
existing infrastructure
1Cam
HD-SDI

QUADRANS
gyrocompass
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SeaBotix’s Containerised Delivery System

CDS
SeaBotix has recorded the initial
sale of its SeaBotix Containerised
Delivery System (CDS). The
system was delivered to the
Advanced Technologies Division of
Oceaneering International.

fully self-contained, single-point
pick system capable of operating
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs),
marine sampling devices, sonar
systems and many other marine
technologies up to 4000m deep.

The SeaBotix CDS platform is
the world’s first rapid response,

As part of the total CDS solution,
a complete control room is

incorporated into the container
with multiple monitors, workspace,
ample storage, redundant HVAC
and a power distribution system.
This allows the system to be safely
and easily operated by two persons
from vessels of opportunity as small
as 40m.

Scanfish III
Eiva has developed the new
Scanfish III based on the proven
design it has delivered in different
configurations over the years. The
single wing towed vehicle has
proven robust, easy to operate and
offers flexibility due to the wide
choice of sensors.
The new version retains the same
proven shape, which has been
rigorously tested, but Eiva has made
changes to the internal design.
The changes include:

been redesigned and the control
motors have bene upgraded. The
result is faster regulation and hence
higher possible mission speed,
improved stability and navigation.

environments and handling at sea.

The new design is even more durable.
The construction is redesigned
allowing for a modern production
method and using the later material
technologies. The result is that
the new Scanfish is even more
durable and suitable for both tough

l The new design also allows a
larger internal payload, now up to
3x2 internal sensor inside the wing.

The Eiva monowing

l Higher mission speed. The
internal control electronics have
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l The hatches on the new design
are larger, and there are fully
replaceable components.

The company is giving tradein options for existing scanfish
customers.

RRC Robotica Adds Schilling
Brazilian operator RRC Robotics
Submarina has ordered a work-class
ROV from Schilling Robotics.
The order was for two 150hp,
3000m-rated HD ROV systems
that are scheduled for delivery in
the second quarter of 2012. These
ROVs will be installed on two
separate vessels for work offshore
Brazil.
José Ramos, general manager for
RRC-Robotica Submarina stated,
“RRC Robotica’s expanding local
presence in Brazil is indicative of the
growth in this region. Schilling has
partnered with FMC Technologies
to provide the same high standards
of training, spares and technical
support that our customers expect
when operating worldwide.”
“This includes a dedicated new
training and support facility in
Macaé, Brazil, which will be a
great resource for RRC,” said Tyler
Schilling, chief executive officer of
Schilling Robotics.

A new Schilling HD ROV fo RRC
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OSIL unveils new Tern buoy

Cyclops 7

OSIL recently launched their new 1.2m Tern
buoy. The platform was greeted with enthusiastic
interest from visitors to the Oceanology
International exhibition in London.

Turner Designs has introduced
a 6000m version of its popular
Cyclops-7 Submersible
Fluorometer.

The Tern buoy is designed for extended
deployment in harsh coastal environments in
deeper water depths, and is suitable for all
applications, including scientific studies, water
quality monitoring, coastal engineering projects,
harbour and coastal monitoring, and maritime
traffic control.

The Cyclops-6K is presently
available for Chlorophyll, Crude
Oil, and CDOM detection with more
optical configurations available
soon.

The system is extremely robust, with all
instrumentation and cables held internally,
protected by the rugged enclosed top section,
which has been designed to minimise damage
from the elements or interference. All sensors are
secured within a central structure which offers
good water flow for water quality sensors,
while also providing a very high degree of
protection for valuable, sensitive, or delicate
equipment. The platform also offers a higher
visibility profile, easily seen in high-traffic
areas.
The versatile 1.2m platform has
approximately 400kg net buoyancy, and
is supplied with a range of sensors
that can be specified by the customer
(including CTD, DO, pH/ORP, Turbidity,
Chlorophyll, Rhodamine, current
speed/direction, and meteorological
sensors including wind speed/
direction, air temperature, humidity,
pressure, solar radiation, as well as
a GPS locator) .

The reinforced Titanium housing
and specialised optical head allow
the Cyclops-6K to reach abyssal
depths.
Offering the same low power
requirements, high performance,
and long-term stability as the
Cyclops-7, the Cyclops-6K is
designed with system integration
in mind.
The Cyclops-6K analogue output is
easily integrated into CTDs, ROVs,
or AUVs to monitor the deepest
parts of the ocean. Similar to the
Cyclops-7’s optoelectronics and
circuitry, the Cyclops-6K provides
an easy-to-use output format over
the same connector type.

All buoys are fitted with solar
panels, battery back up, navigation/
warning lights (IALA Standard
Lamp) and other markings as
necessary (St Andrews cross,
Internal Radar Reflector etc.).
A range of telemetry options are available (UHF/
VHF, GSM, GPRS, Satellite), selected to suit
both the location and application requirements.
OSIL provide a complete data telemetry solution,
including either desk top or web-based software
packages to access the data.
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Cyclops-7 Submersible
Fluorometer
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Pies
Sonardyne International has
retrieved its first Pressure Inverted
Echo Sounder (PIES) off the coast of
Hawaii.
This new long life sensor logging
node is designed to accurately
measure the average sound velocity
through a column of water from the
seabed to the sea surface.
The information gathered will help
oceanographers to better understand
the dynamics of the ocean and
atmosphere-ocean coupling.
On the 24th of September, the
Sonardyne PIES was free-fall
deployed into a 960 metre deep
water channel close to the big island

of Hawaii, and commanded to log
average sound velocity readings
every seven minutes.
Now engineers have returned to
the site and recovered the unit by
acoustically commanding it to float to
the surface under its own buoyancy.
Pressure inverted echo sounding is a
technique that works by transmitting
an acoustic pulse from a PIES
instrument on the seabed upwards.
The pulse is reflected off the waterair boundary at the sea surface and
returns back down to the seabed
where it is detected by the PIES.
This enables an exact measurement
of the two way signal travel time to
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be calculated. At the same instant,
an accurate measurement of
depth is made using highly precise
internal pressure sensors. Average
water column velocity can then be
calculated directly from the depth
(i.e. distance) and travel time data.
“We were keen to evaluate the
performance of PIES so our team
began the analysis of its data
as soon as it was recovered,”
said Shaun Dunn, Engineering
Business Development Manager
at Sonardyne speaking on the
first day of the Oceanology
International exhibition and
conference in London where
the Hawaii PIES data is being
presented for the first time.
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WHOI Researchers, Collaborators Receive $1.4 M
Information – Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Scientists from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI), University of Hawaii,
Whitman College and international
colleagues will conduct the first
systematic study of life in the
deepest marine habitat on Earth—
ocean trenches.
The team was awarded a $1.4
million collaborative grant from the
National Science Foundation for
a three-year program of studies
in ocean trenches whose depths
range from 19,685 to 36,089 ft
(6,000 to 11,000 m), known as the
hadal zone.
The program takes advantage
of recent advances in imaging
and collecting technology, and
the sampling and exploration
capabilities of the deep-diving
Hybrid Remotely Operated Vehicle
Nereus, which explored Earth’s
deepest trench—the Mariana—
in 2009, to provide new and
unprecedented access to the
deepest parts of the ocean floor.
The Hadal Ecosystem Studies
(HADES) programme includes
international collaborators at the
University of Aberdeen (UA) in
Scotland, National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research
(NIWA) in New Zealand and
The National Oceanography
Centre (NOC) at the University of
Southampton.
“The program is global in scope.
The goal is to conduct detailed
studies of the composition,
diversity, and adaptations of life
in the major deep ocean trenches
and then compare these findings
between the trenches around the
world,” said Tim Shank, a deepsea biologist at WHOI and lead
investigator on the project. “No
single trench has been biologically
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characterized in this detail.”
The work will begin in 2013 at
the Kermedec Trench, off the
northeastern tip of New Zealand’s
North Island, and will later include
expeditions to the Mariana Trench
near the island of Guam in the west
Pacific.
At 750 miles long and 32,963 feet
(10,047 meters) deep at its deepest,
Kermedec is one of the coldest
trenches in the world due to the
inflow of deep-water originating from
Antarctica.
The 2013 expedition will build on
recent studies of the Kermadec
Trench by HADES program
collaborator Alan Jamieson at
UA’s Oceanlab and colleagues at
NIWA and the University of Tokyo.
Using a state of the art, free-falling
autonomous baited camera system,
the research team documented
many new species of animals in
the Kermadec and other trenches
around the Pacific Rim in the past
few years.
Prior to that work, what little is
known about life in ocean trenches
came from grab samples and
trawling done by scientists in the
1950s. When scientists first dredged
and cored the trenches, they were
able to create lists of the species
present. At that time it wasn’t
possible to determine from where
in the trench the various animals
came, exactly what depths, or
whether they were living on the
sides or right in the trench axis—the
deepest point.
“We know from earlier work what
species of animals we’re likely to
find there,” Shank said. “But we
have no idea how these animals
make up trench ecosystems or how
they are organized. This will be a
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first-order look at community structure,
adaptation, and evolution—how life exists
in the trenches.”

Life in the Trenches
With icy temperatures, no sunlight, and
intense pressures, ocean trenches provide
a hostile environment for living things.
Once thought to be devoid of life, trenches
may actually be home to many unique
species. For one reason, food is plentiful
there. Organic material in the ocean gets
moved by currents and pulled down into
the trenches.
“We know there’s an excess food supply in
the trenches, which means it can support
more and potentially highly-diverse life
forms,” Shank said. “Through systematic
imaging and sampling we are looking to
discover how trench ecosystems are put
together and through analysing their DNA,
how species have evolved to be specific to
trenches from what we see in other parts of
the ocean.”
In addition to looking at how food supply
varies at different depths both in the trench
and in the abyssal plain—flat areas of the
seafloor usually found at depths between
3,000 and 6,000m—the research team will
be investigating the role energy demand
and metabolic rates of trench organisms
plays in the community structure and how it
differs from shallow water relatives.
“The energy requirements of hadal
animals have never been measured
before,” said Jeffrey Drazen from the
University of Hawaii, who will lead the
efforts to study distribution of food supply
and the energetic demands of the trench
organisms. “Metabolism is the process
of energy partitioning and utilization
and can give us an estimate. Some
deep-sea animal groups have 10-fold
lower metabolic rates than shallow living
species.”
Scientists aren’t sure if the animals adjust
their requirements strictly to match the
food supply or if other factors are at work.

The hadal zone, comprised primarily of deep ocean trenches and troughs, represents the deepest marine habitat
on Earth (6000 to 11,000 meters or 3.7 to 6.8 miles), accounting for the deepest 45% of the global ocean. Learn
more about the Hadal Ecosystems Studies (HADES) (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution)
Some studies, by Drazen and others,
suggest the declines in metabolism
stop below about 1,000 meters
while food supply (phytoplankton in
surface waters) continues to decline
with depth.
“Instead the declines in metabolism
may be related to light levels and
the animals abilities to see predators
and prey and react to them,” Drazen
said. “Brightly lit surface water
makes predators and prey visible
over longer distances, resulting in
species with robust locomotion to
chase or evade, and hence high
metabolism. In the dark deep sea,
the distances over which eyed
predators and prey interact shrinks,
and with it locomotory ability and
metabolism.”
The animals that have been
previously studied were almost all

from depths less than 2,000 meters
and in areas where both food supply
and light decline with depth.
“In the trenches, we suspect food
supply increases with depth but, of
course, it will be dark throughout.
We can test the competing theories,”
Drazen said. “We will measure
metabolism by placing the animals
into small chambers using the HROV
Nereus and measuring how fast they
consume oxygen. Our experiments
will be some of the first manipulative
experiments in the hadal zone.
Regardless of which hypothesis is
correct, the metabolism data will
help us understand how food supply
regulates the distribution and density
of hadal animals, which can help us
put together a picture of the flow of
energy throughout the food web.”
Exactly how animals in the trench
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evolved to withstand the pressures
is not completely known, but
scientists are putting together
pieces of the evolutionary puzzle.
They know that hydrostatic
pressure, which at depths found in
ocean trenches can be up to 1,100
times that at the surface, is known
to inhibit the activity of proteins.
HADES program collaborator Paul
Yancey from Whitman College
will be investigating the role that
piezolytes—small molecules that
protect proteins from pressure—
play in the adaptation of trench
animals. The use of piezolytes,
which was developed and
discovered by Yancey and his
students, is a novel hypothesis and
attempts to explain previous findings
that not all deep-sea proteins seem
to be able to evolve resistance to
pressure within their structures.
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“I am trying to discover how life
can function under the massive
pressures of the hadal zones. This
is important because pressure
might very well be the primary
factor determining what species
can live there,” Yancey said. “High
hydrostatic pressure in essence
inhibits and distorts biomolecules
like enzymes and other proteins.
One way this happens is that
pressure traps dense layers of
water molecules around proteins,
making it harder for proteins to
bind to other molecules which they
must do as part of their function.”
At more moderate depths, there
is evidence of life adapting
to pressure in two ways: by
evolutionary changes in protein
structures that make those
molecules more resistant to
pressure effects; and with
piezolytes, which seem to help
remove the dense layers of water
trapped around proteins, Yancey
said.
“What we don’t know is whether
either or both mechanisms work
at the greatest ocean depths, and
whether they work in all kinds
of organisms or only some,” he
added. “These are questions we
hope to answer.”
In addition to deep-sea life with
novel adaptations, there is also
evidence to suggest that trenches
act as carbon sinks, making the
research also relevant to climate
change studies. The V-shaped
topography along trench axes
funnels resources—including
surface-derived organic carbon—
downwards.
“Trenches are the largest
unexplored biome on Earth,”
Shank said. “The bulk of our
knowledge is only from snapshot
visits using mostly trawls and
camera landers. Only detailed
systematic studies from a team
will advance our biological
understanding of deep trenches,
and also reveal the role hadal
trenches may play as the final
location of where most of the
carbon and other chemicals
get sequestered in our ocean,
impacting the global carbon
budget and ultimately climate.”
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New Technologies
The HADES program will utilize
the deep-diving Hybrid Remotely
Operated Vehicle Nereus, which was
developed by a team of engineers
at WHOI. First conceived in 2000, it
took nine years to design and build
the vehicle.
On its first mission in May 2009,
Nereus successfully dove to
the deepest part of the ocean—
Challenger Deep in the Mariana
Trench. At about 36,000 feet (11,000
meters), the deepest part of the
trench extends farther below the sea
surface than Mount Everest reaches
into the sky.
Nereus was the first vehicle to
explore the Mariana Trench since
1998, when the Japan Agency for
Marine-Earth Science & Technology’s
remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
Kaiko made a series of dives there.
Kaiko was lost at sea in 2003,
and no other ROV was capable of
reaching full ocean depths until the
development of Nereus.
In October of 2009, researchers
successfully used Nereus to
investigate hydrothermal vents
along the Cayman Trough—the
deepest point in the Caribbean Sea
with a maximum depth of 25,217 ft
(7,686m).
“With a robot like Nereus, we can
now explore virtually anywhere in the
ocean,” said Andy Bowen, the project
manager and principal developer of
the vehicle. “It marks the start of a
new era in ocean exploration and
research.”
The deep-diving, unmanned
vehicle can operate either as an
autonomous, free-swimming robot for
wide-area surveys, or as a tethered
vehicle for close-up investigation
and sampling. The vehicle will allow
HADES program researchers to
gather high definition video along
the trench axis, as well as recover
organisms and sediment samples.
The HADES program will also
utilize technology designed at the
University of Aberdeen’s Oceanlab.
Jamieson and colleagues at NIWA
and the University of Tokyo first used
the Hadal-lander—an ultra-deep,
free-falling baited camera system—
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during a project called HADEEP (HADal
Environments and Education Programme),
a five-year collaborative effort to study
trench life.
The landers, which are equipped with
either full ocean depth rated video (HadalLander A) or still camera (Hadal-Lander
B), have amassed tens of hours of highresolution video and tens of thousands of
digital still images from five of the deep
trenches around the Pacific Rim since
2006. They are pre-programmed prior to
submergence, deployed in free-fall and
sink to the trench floor using heavy ballast
weights. Once on the seafloor, hadal
organisms are attracted to the lander
by locally sourced bait and imaged by
the cameras. At the end of the dive, the
ballast weights are jettisoned by acoustic
command from a surface vessel, and they
ascend to the surface.
“To date, this method has been successful
in observing the deepest fish ever seen
alive,” Jamieson said.
The landers are also equipped with small
invertebrate funnel traps to collect small
crustacean samples. The technology
prompted new insights into the distribution
of amphipods—crustaceans related
to shrimp—in multiple trenches. More
recently a new hadal-lander (LATIS) was
constructed as a dedicated fish trap and
successfully recovered both hadal fish
and ‘supergiant’ prawns in the Kermadec
Trench.
“By combining WHOI’s HROV Nereus with
Oceanlab’s Hadal-Lander technology, the
team have the best available technology
at their disposal,” Jamieson said. “The
HADES project is extremely exciting as
it combines a comprehensive baseline
biological survey at depths we know little
about with high profile and state of art
deep-sea technology to conduct biological
research.”
The development of the Nereus vehicle
and new discoveries from the HADEEP
project prompted scientists to hold the
first international symposium on hadal
zone studies. The Trench Connection
symposium, which was held at the
University of Tokyo’s Atmosphere and
Ocean Research Institute in November
2010, brought together deep-sea biologists
and engineers from all over the world to
discuss the latest developments in deep
submergence technology and identify
the foremost questions that remain in
understanding the deepest environments
on Earth.

HROV Nereus from the water during its
second expedition in 2009 to investigate
hydrothermal vents along Earth’s deepest
mid-ocean ridge in the Cayman Trough.
On May 31, 2009, the robotic vehicle
successfully reached the deepest part of
the world’s ocean—the Challenger Deep in
the Mariana Trench in the western Pacific
Ocean. The one-of-a-kind vehicle can
operate either as an autonomous, freeswimming robot for wide-area surveys, or as
a tethered vehicle for close-up investigation
and sampling of seafloor rocks and
organisms.
(Advanced Imaging and Visualization
Laboratory, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution)
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UTEC Acquires Second Gavia
UTEC has completed factory
acceptance tests and has taken
delivery of an additional Teledyne
Gavia AUV (#27) to expand
their AUV fleet. UTEC’s fleet of
1000m-rated AUV systems are
licensed for use in 67 countries
from UTEC’s Houston base.
“UTEC is committed to investing
in the best equipment and the
most recent technology to offer
our international customers the
highest level of service. We
continue to work closely with
Teledyne Gavia and others
to develop new modules and
enhance the capabilities of these
class leading AUVs,” said Ken
Adams, UTEC’s chief technology
officer.
Recently, UTEC formally
extended its agreement with
the University of Delaware,
which provides access to the
university’s Gavia AUV ‘DORA.’
The parties intend to build upon
the established relationship,
now in its third year, to continue
to share knowledge and benefit
from increased asset availability.

SeeByte RNN
“At the University of Delaware we are
excited to continue our collaborations
with UTEC and continue to field
cutting edge technology in the
hands of the best trained personnel,”
said University of Delaware’s
associate professor Art Trembanis,
director of the Coastal Sediments,
Hyrdrodynamics, and Engineering
Lab (CSHEL.)
The AUVs incorporate many key
features including: a noseconemounted digital stills camera and
Imagenex obstacle avoidance sonar,
the Inertial Navigation System-T-24
IMU by Kearfott DVL, which is aided
by 1200kHz Doppler Velocity Log
from Teledyne RDI.
Additionally both of UTEC’s AUVs
have a Side Scan Sonar – dualfrequency (900-1800kHZ) by Marine
Sonics Technology Ltd., and a Multibeam Echo Sounder – Geoswath
Plus by GeoAcoustics.
UTEC has offices located around
the world including: Houston,
Aberdeen, Rio de Janeiro, Calgary,
Perth, Singapore, St. John’s, Naples
and Dubai.

Teledyne Gavia AUV
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SeeByte has announced that it
will provide the Royal Netherlands
Navy with twenty new licences of
SeeTrack Military.
This significant purchase has come
after the Royal Netherlands Navy’s
successful use of SeeTrack Military
over the past six years.
The licences will be deployed to
the Diving and Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Group in Den Helder,
the BE/NL Minewarfare school
Eguermin in Ostend, Belgium and
to researchers at the Netherland’s
TNO.
Ioseba Tena, Sales Manager at
SeeByte commented: “The Royal
Netherlands Navy has always
been one of our biggest customers
and I’m exceptionally pleased
that SeeByte can offer them the
software solutions needed to
ensure safe and efficient mission
planning and execution.
We are keen to work together with
the Netherlands MOD to ensure all
of their requirements are met by
our software.”

VA500 Altimeter

a new approach to subsea
distance measurement
• 500kHz Broadband Transducer
• 0.1 - 100m range
• Digital & Analogue outputs as standard
• 9 – 28v dc power input
• High accuracy 0.01% pressure transducer option

Contact us now to improve your distance measurement.
Tel: +44 (0)1803 869292
St. Peter’s Quay, Totnes, Devon TQ9 5EW United Kingdom
sales@valeport.co.uk • www.valeport.co.uk

Multibeam Echo-sounder
Earlier this year, Teledyne Odom
Hydrographic launched a new
multibeam echo-sounder, the MB1.
Since then, Eiva has purchased the
initial one and Survey Equipment
Services bought the first two in the
USA.
Designed and manufactured within
the Teledyne Marine Group of
companies, the new 120° sonar
operates on user-selectable
frequency from 170kHz–220kHz.
The MB1 features phase and

The MB1 multibeam echo-sounder

amplitude bottom detection,
24-bit water column backscatter
data and sidescan. Their
device is light in weight,
having a Titanium and Acetal
construction. It has an optional
integrated motion sensor and
GPS heading system.
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By collaborating with Teledyne
RDI’s engineering team, Odom
says that it will now be able to
offer a state-of-the-art platform
that can support all of the features
required by today’s multibeam
users that are typically only found
in expensive high end systems.
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Warm Ocean Currents cause Antarctic Ice Loss
An international team of scientists
led by British Antarctic Survey
(BAS) has established that warm
ocean currents are the dominant
cause of recent ice loss from
Antarctica.
New techniques have been
used to differentiate, for the first
time, between the two known
causes of melting ice shelves —
warm ocean currents attacking
the underside, and warm air
melting from above. This finding
brings scientists a step closer to
providing reliable projections of
future sea-level rise.
Researchers used 4.5 million
measurements made by a laser
instrument mounted on NASA’s
ICESat satellite to map the
changing thickness of almost all
the floating ice shelves around
Antarctica, revealing the pattern
of ice-shelf melt across the
continent.
Of the 54 ice shelves mapped, 20
are being melted by warm ocean
currents, most of which are in
West Antarctica.
In every case, the inland glaciers
that flow down to the coast
and feed into these thinning
ice shelves have accelerated,
draining more ice into the sea and
contributing to sea level rise.
Lead author Dr Hamish Pritchard
from British Antarctic Survey,
which is funded by the UK’s
Natural Environment Research
Council (NERC), said:
“In most places in Antarctica, we
can’t explain the ice-shelf thinning
through melting of snow at the
surface, so it has to be driven by
warm ocean currents melting them
from below.
“We’ve looked all around the
Antarctic coast and we see a
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The Wilkins Ice Shelf on the Antarctic Peninsula
clear pattern: in all the cases where
ice shelves are being melted by
the ocean, the inland glaciers
are speeding up. It’s this glacier
acceleration that’s responsible for
most of the increase in ice loss from
the continent and this is contributing
to sea-level rise.
“What’s really interesting is just how
sensitive these glaciers seem to be.
Some ice shelves are thinning by a
few metres a year and, in response,
the glaciers drain billions of tons of
ice into the sea.
“This supports the idea that ice
shelves are important in slowing
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down the glaciers that feed them,
controlling the loss of ice from the
Antarctic ice sheet. It means that we
can lose an awful lot of ice to the sea
without ever having summers warm
enough to make the snow on top of
the glaciers melt — the oceans can
do all the work from below.
“But this does raise the question
of why this is happening now. We
think that it’s linked to changes
in wind patterns. Studies have
shown that Antarctic winds have
changed because of changes in
climate, and that this has affected
the strength and direction of ocean
currents. As a result warm water is
funnelled beneath the floating ice.

Oceanology

Discovery
These studies and our new results
therefore suggest that Antarctica’s
glaciers are responding rapidly to a
changing climate.”
A different picture is seen on the
eastern Antarctic Peninsula (the
long stretch of land pointing towards
South America). Here, the ice-shelf
thinning found by this study can be
explained by warm summer winds
directly melting the snow on the iceshelf surfaces.
Both patterns, of widespread oceandriven melting and this summer
melting on the Antarctic Peninsula,
can therefore be attributed to
Antarctica’s changing wind patterns.
This research is part of international
efforts to improve understanding
of the interactions between ice
and climate in order to improve
the reliability of sea-level rise
projections.
Professor David Vaughan is the
leader of ice2sea — a major EUfunded FP7 programme. He said,
“This study shows very clearly why
the Antarctic ice sheet is currently
losing ice, which is a major advance.
But the real significance is that it
also shows the key to predicting
how the ice sheet will change
in the future is in understanding
the oceans. Perhaps we should
not only be looking to the skies
above Antarctica, but also into the
surrounding oceans.”
The study was carried out by an
international team from British
Antarctic Survey, Utrecht University,
University of California in San Diego
and Earth & Space Research in
Corvallis, Oregon. NASA’s ICESat
— Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation
Satellite — measurements were
collected during the period 2003 –
2008 to detect changes in ice-shelf
thickness through time.

Discovery alongside an outfitting berth
The new research ship serving
UK marine science has been
successfully launched at its yard in
Vigo, Northern Spain.

2007. Both vessels were designed
by Skipsteknisk AS, a leader in
developing sophisticated and noisereduced research vessels.

The Royal Research Ship
Discovery is now alongside an
outfitting berth at the shipbuilder,
CNP Freire, SA where fitting out is
under way.

At almost 100-metres in length, with
a displacement of 6,075 tonnes,
Discovery carries a crew of 24
crew and accommodation for 28
scientists and technicians. The
multidisciplinary vessel has seismic
capability, sub-bottom profiling
and multibeam equipment. She
will be delivered to NERC in June
2013 and available for UK marine
science in late 2013.

Commissioned by the Natural
Environment Research Council the
vessel will replace the 50-year old
Royal Research Ship, also named
Discovery, and will be operated
by the NERC’s National Marine
Facilities Sea Systems, based at
the National Oceanography Centre
in Southampton.
The new Discovery will provide a
state-of-the-art platform that allows
scientists to carry out research in
the remotest and least hospitable
parts of the ocean. She will join
the RRS James Cook, which
was named in Southampton in
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Discovery will play a key role in the
scientific mission to understand
the role of the oceans in the
Earth system and to carry out
research that will deliver significant
economic and societal benefits –
particularly in areas such as climate
change, mapping earthquakes
and underwater landslides, and
investigating fascinating features
like hydrothermal vents.
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Subsea Mapping for GIS

SeaZone Solutions, developer
of a leading Marine Vector Map
product – HydroSpatial – has
released the first in a new series
of marine mapping layers to sit
within the new HydroSpatial 2
Product Family.
Resounding benefits include an
enhanced data model, allowing
for intuitive feature filtering; geoprocessing and spatial analysis
to create customised data
outputs and map views using
both real world and abstract
feature types.
Mapping is delivered in
themed tiers with improved
symbology, and licensed as a
complete package, delivering an
exceptional user experience in
both desktop, and web GIS.
SeaZone HydroSpatial Base
provides users with a definitive
worldwide marine reference
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map incorporating large-scale,
authoritatively sourced, marine
geographic datasets.
The content is processed to form
a continuous vector layer dataset,
with a well structured and defined
feature and attribute model,
providing the best possible marine
mapping experience.
SeaZone HydroSpatial Base is
ideal for use as a marine spatial
planning aid and as a primary
decision support tool. It has a
global reach and is available for
regions where content is captured
to scales greater than or equal to
1:1,500,000.
The feature attribution for
SeaZone HydroSpatial Base is
comprehensive and serves a
wide range use scenarios. For
the high end technical user,
HydroSpatial Base performs well
when interrogated by vigorous and
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complex geo-processing or spatial
analysis in GIS.
For less demanding requirements,
HydroSpatial Base represents an
excellent high-resolution selectable
back-drop with flexible filtering and
styling.
SeaZone HydroSpatial Base
was delivered as a result of an
extensive consultation with our
HydroSpatial customers about
how they would like the product to
evolve, the improvement content
they needed and the prices they
would like to pay.
SeaZone acknowledges the
support of EU Interreg IVB
Bringing Land and Sea Together
(BLAST) Project in developing
and testing the HydroSpatial
Base concept, Our existing
HydroSpatial product, originally
developed in 2006 continues to be
available as HydroSpatial One.
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BOOK TODAY!
Only limited
exhibition space
and training
sessions available

The hands-on ocean technology exhibition and training forum
National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK • 9 – 11 April 2013

Exhibition space is selling out fast!
Book your stand and hands-on training and
demonstration workshop sessions today

Find out more… www.oceanbusiness.com
• Join 4,000+ visitors from over 50 countries
• Explore an exhibition of over 300
companies representing the world’s
leading ocean technology suppliers
and service providers
• Experience hands-on training and
demonstration workshops, both
dockside and at sea

Organised by:

“

In partnership with:

For information on reserving
your exhibition stand and
training sessions contact:

T: +44 (0)1453 836363
E: info@intelligentexhibitions.com
Incorporating:

Hosted by:

A great exhibition with a wide variety of attendees from all
aspects of the marine world; both commercial and academic.
One of the friendliest exhibitions I've been to, both at the show
and at the social events. Sarah Watt, Metocean Scientist, Emu Ltd, UK
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NOAA releases new views of Earth’s
NOAA has made sea floor maps
and other data on the world’s
coasts, continental shelves and
deep ocean available for easy
viewing online.
Anyone with Internet access can
now explore undersea features
and obtain detailed depictions of
the sea floor and coasts, including
deep canyons, ripples, landslides
and likely fish habitat.
The new online data viewer
compiles sea floor data from
the near shore to the deep blue,
including the latest high-resolution
bathymetric data collected by
NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey
primarily to support nautical
charting.
“NOAA’s ocean bottom data
are critical to so many mission
requirements, including coastal
safety and resiliency, navigation,
healthy oceans and more. They
are also just plain beautiful,” said
Susan McLean, chief of NOAA’s
Marine Geology and Geophysics
Division in Boulder, Colo.
McLean’s division is part of
NOAA’s National Geophysical Data
Center, responsible for compiling,
archiving and distributing Earth
system data, including Earth
observations from space,
marine geology information and
international natural hazard data
and imagery.
NGDC’s sea floor data have long
been free and open to the public
in original science formatting,
but that often required the use of
specialized software to convert the
data into maps and other products.
“For serious scientists, the new
viewer allows an important preview
capability that will help speed
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data access and analysis. But
its real power is exposing a new
audience to NOAA data,” said
LCDR Dan Price, bathymetric
program manager at NGDC. “I
showed the new viewer to my
neighbors and they were blown
away by the detail and features
revealed.”
The new interface makes
exploration easy and intuitive,
using a “color-shaded relief”
technique to depict bathymetric
data and derived maps and
models.
For example, a user can zoom
into Delgada Canyon, one of
a series of deep canyons off
the northern California coast
between Fort Bragg and Eureka.
The sea floor descends steeply
from shallow yellows into dark
blues and purples.
“These are critical data for
modeling coastal flooding, from
tsunami to hurricane storm
surge,” said Kelly Carignan,
a digital elevation modeler at
NGDC.
NOAA’s latest sea floor
data, Office of Coast Survey
gridded bathymetry data, are
archived and displayed in the
new viewer through an open
source file format known as
BAG (Bathymetry Attributed
Grid), developed by the Open
Navigation Surface Working
Group.
Not all NOAA sea floor data
are accessible yet through the
new viewer; some datasets still
require specialized software
for generating maps. To learn
more and access the viewer,
visit: http://maps.ngdc.noaa.gov/
viewers/bathymetry.
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The US Coast Guard Cutter Healy (foreground) and
Image: University of New Hampshire/NOAA.)

Oceanology

ocean floor

d Canadian Coast Guard Ship Louis S. St-Laurent (background) work together on an Arctic Ocean survey in 2011.
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A view of Delgada Canyon offshore Northern California, as
portrayed in NOAA’s new online viewer.
(Image: NOAA)
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Hammerhead
The SeaKing Hammerhead
high-resolution, 360° mechanical
scanning imaging sonar is now
available as a package complete
with top box, tripod, cable on reel
and transit cases. The SeaKing
Hammerhead can be deployed on
the tripod for many survey tasks,
such as bridge or pier inspections,

as well as underwater engineering
projects.

mechanically scanning sonars, such
as the Super SeaKing sonar.

The SeaKing Hammerhead utilises
a wide transducer aperture, very
fine mechanical step size and
proven Digital Sonar Technology
(DST) to create even higherresolution imagery than other

To promote higher visibility of small
targets, the SeaKing Hammerhead
offers a market-leading CHIRP
(Compressed High Intensity Radar
Pulse) dual-frequency option as
standard. The 675kHz frequency
is used for large area surveys up
to 100m radius and the 935kHz
frequency performs high definition
target examination up to 40m radius.
The Hammerhead unit can also be
networked with compatible Tritech
products such as the MicronNav
UBSL Tracking System which runs
from Tritech’s standalone software,
Seanet Pro. The package also offers
the user post-processing capabilities
with an optional image tiler
programme to produce an accurate
map of the surveyed area.

SeaKing
Hammerhead
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SubConn 25 pin Power and Signal Connection
Demands placed on underwater
connectors have increased as
underwater technology projects
combine increasing numbers of
sensors and each sensor requires
multiple connections. Often
connectors need to combine power
and signal – power to supply the
sensors and signals for information.
SubConn has developed a new series
of SubConn connectors designed
to carry more power and signal
connections than previously available.
This new SubConn range has 25 pins
– 3 for power and 22 for signal.
Reliability is a crucial factor and
basing new design on existing
technology takes full advantage of

proven dependability.
The new SubConn series is based on
the existing C size series, offering the
assured quality and reliability already
proven in decades of use offshore.
Using the same dimensions as the
standard C size connector also makes
it compatible with the same locking
sleeves, nuts and other accessories.
The series is available as a circular
connector, in bulkhead version with ¾in
thread and in an attachable version that
can be moulded on. The 3 power pins
have a rating of 600 volts, 10 amps per
pin, are standard pin size and the 22
signal pins are micro pin size.
The first orders for the new SubConn25
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SubConn25 pin

pin series have already been
received. They will form part of the
infrastructure for counting fish on
spillways of dams in the USA.
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Improved Fibre Optic Cleaning Boosts Reliability
By Brennan Philips, Institute for Exploration, and Mike Jones, MicroCare

Modern work-class ROVs use fibre
optic technology to transmit large
amounts of data and video.
Fibre optic technology represents
a significant upgrade over copper
wiring. It offers the potential of
delivering enormous bandwidth in
a small package. This bandwidth
can be used to transmit video
and collect data from subsea
instrumentation, as well as control
basic vehicle functions and
manipulators.
Few ROV makers and even fewer
users, however, are aware of the
demanding maintenance and
cleaning requirements.
For all their power and capabilities,
fibre optic systems are fragile.
Even when protected in the rugged

sheathing of a subsea cable,
simply stepping on the cable can
break the fibre at the centre of
that cable. Perhaps the greatest
problem, however, is dirt on the
connector end-faces.
Today’s networks operate at
enormously faster speeds. The
pulse of light is about 2cm long
and lasts 1/100 billionth of a
second. The tiniest bit of dirt, salt
or a casual fingerprint on an endface will require the signal to be
re-sent. This can be ameliorated
by improved cleaning techniques.
Case Study
One remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) operating in the
Mediterranean Sea in 2011,
suffered down-time due to
unreliable fibre. This highly

advanced 4000m-rated work class
system was heavily instrumented for
underwater research. It was assisted
by a second supervisory vhicle to
provide observation and illumination.
The team had to control two ROVs with
one tether and provide commercialgrade, high-definition video and
broadcast compressed video and data
in real-time.
High-resolution digital stills cameras,
high-frequency multi-beam and sidescan sonars, all of which are heavy
consumers of bandwidth, made any
signal degradation critical.
The system incorporated two
manipulator arms and sampling
trays, conductivity temperature and
density (CTD) and oxygen sensors, an
OCTANS compass, ultra short base

Left: The deep-water ROV, Hercules is launched, Note the yellow fiber optic umbilical is coiled Right: The supervisory ROV follows. The
yellow fibre umbilical between the two vehicles is already in the water and trailing behind the launch ship
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line (USBL) navigation, and an
acoustic Doppler current profiler
(ADCP) bottom-tracking instrument.
The umbilical carrying the signal
between the two vehicels was an
armored undersea cable with three
fibres and three conductors. The
ROV-surface umbilical had more
than 50 individual fibre junctions.
As the research season
progressed, the team suffered slow
but continuous degradation of the
data feed, ultimately reaching 20db
of loss. To maintain the mission,
they were forced to minimise their
use of fibre junctions. The lack of
spare channels made every one of
their three fibres mission-critical.
A thorough inspection of every
end-face in the system revealed that
there were cleaning issues at almost
every location. For years leading
to their 2011 season, the team had
used alcohol and traditional lint-free
wipes that did not get the end-faces
sufficiently clean.

Fortuitously, one of the
technical crew had picked up a
new fibre optic cleaning system
ashore.
There were three parts to the
system: cleaning swabs for
cleaning inside ports; lint-free
wipes for cleaning jumpers, and
a cleaning fluid that enhanced
the mechanical cleaning of the
wipes and swabs.
This fluid was not alcohol
but instead an ultra-pure,
nonflammable fluorinated
material. It dried very quickly
so it left no residues on the
end-face. It had an extremely
low surface tension and a low
viscosity, which enabled it to
clean even the tightest spaces.
It was also extremely heavy,
almost twice the weight of
alcohol, which meant the
fluid could penetrate under
particulate and float it away.
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Most interestingly, the fluid
dissipated static bonds that
locked particulate onto endfaces, and eliminated the
triboelectric charge that turns
fibre end-faces into microscopic
magnets, attracting dust out of
the air. Two companies making
fluorinated products in this class.
The fluid was packaged in small
pump-bottles, which could not
spill or leak. Since the container
was not pressurized and the fluid
was not flammable, the pump
bottle was non-hazardous.
The results were surprising
improvements in the
performance of the system;
loss levels were at their lowest
in more than a decade of
operations, leaving a much
larger margin to work with.
Other known sources of fibre
loss, such as barrel connections
and the winch slip-ring, were no
longer a major concern.
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Spoolpiece Metrology using 3D
Subsea developments are rarely conducted in a logical chronological
order. Not only do pieces of equipment require differing lead times,
but the installation is often governed by availability of suitable
vessels. This is particularly true in remote locations, extreme
climates, great water depths and isolated inland waters where
relatively few vessels operate.
The common practice, therefore, is to pre-install subsea equipment
when schdules permit and then connect the pieces together at a later
time.
Connection is facilitated by ‘hubs’ designed as part of the subsea
equipment.The orientation and relative distance between these
hubs are calculated and the exact measurements are used to
fabricate spool-pieces or ‘jumpers’. These pipes are subsequently
lowered down, their ends engaging with the hubs, and connection is
complete.
Accurately measuring the distances between these hubs, in total
darkness and often beyond diver depth presents its own challenges.
In practice, it is necessary to record a variety of parameters. These
measurements include the pitch, roll and heading of both hubs
at either end of the jumper, the distance between the hubs, the
difference in height between the hubs and the height from the hub to
the seabed.
This has driven the development of a number of complementary
metrology (measurement) techniques which, when combined, can
provide a significant level of confidence in the measured results.
The earliest and most basic method was for divers to use a
calibrated taut wire between two subsea flange plates and use
subsea protractors to measure angles. While this approach is still
used today in certain shallow water situations, however, it has
largely been superseded by a variety of new approaches.

BlueView Technologies has pioneered a novel
underwater measurement system. Quick to
deploy and accurate enough to calculate the
required angular and range measurements,
the BlueView 3D Scanning Multibeam Sonar
produces a rich 3D point cloud with millions of
data point measurements.
This data can be rendered to provide a clear
3D picture of preinstalled assets and their
surrounding topography. From this, accurate
range and angular measurements can be
made quickly and easily. The resulting 3D
model can also be used as a full as-built/
as-found record beneficial for aiding future
intervention based work.
The principle of operation for this nonintrusive tool is similar to that of 3D
topographic laser scanning, a technology
employed for many years by the terrestrial
survey industry. Now, for the first time,
an acoustic-based counterpart has been
developed to carry out similar work
underwater. In fact, the data produced by
this acoustic system is so similar to optical
laser data that it can be processed very
successfully with optical laser software.
This enables full access to a wide range of
pre-existing software tools as well as unique
applications combining laser and acoustic
data.

Where clear line of sight occurs, one option is to employ acoustic
beacons. These use the transit time of an acoustic signal from one
beacon to another to calculate distance. Additional beacons may be
deployed to create a full network of transponders or long base line
(LBL) array.
Angular information can be provided by subsea gyroscopes. While to
date this method of using LBL and gyroscopes predominate, several
new technologies have emerged in recent years.
Inertial navigation systems (INS) in a remote vehicle flying between
two points use the angular and velocity measurements to calculate
the requisite length and angular information. For greater accuracy,
Doppler velocity log (DVL), bathymetric pressure gauges and
acoustic range meters are used.
Over short distances in clear waters, photogrammetry, becomes
a cost-effective. This optical technique allows computation of 3D
space coordinates. Importantly, combining a number of techniques
improves accuracy and confidence.
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Scanning with ROV-mounted sonar

Scanning from a tripod with targets

The BV5000
Multibeam on a
tripod

Scanning Sonar
BlueView carried out a series of
dry-dock trials in association with
global subsea electronics supplier,
Seatronics to help prove the concept
and benchmark accuracies. This
received adoptive support from
Technip and input from survey
company Star Net Geomatics. This
success led the device to be moved
quickly from the lab to open water
operations. Several successful
projects now completed with major
oil and gas companies including
Total, Talisman Energy (UK) Ltd and
Fairfield Energy.
“A terrestrial laser scanning device
works by emitting light and detecting
the reflection,” said Greg Hammond,
of Star Net Geomatics. “From this, it
is possible to accurately determine
the distance between two points.
If optical pulses are variously
transmitted slightly to the horizontal
or vertical of this, the numerous
reflected points result in a ‘cloud’ of
angular range measurements. This
point cloud can then be processed
to calculate ranges and angles or
be used as a direct input to CAD
drawings or 3D models.”

Top: Pipe and flange pieces. Below: Scan taken during the drydock tests.

ROV with sonar

Scanned manifold
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BlueView applied the same
general principles to underwater
applications. Instead of using light
to make the measurements, the
company has developed a system
to use high frequency sound in the
same manner.
“Originally fuelled by funding from
the defence sector, the patented
technology employed in BlueView’s
multibeam sonar produces
extremely high fidelity data owing
to the low side-lobes exhibited
in the sonar returns” said Lee
Thompson, CEO of BlueView.
Mounted on a mechanical
scanning pan and tilt system, the
Multibeam sonar known as the
BV5000, can be bolted onto a
tripod, instrumented frame or ROV
depending on water depth.
The vehicle parks at various
locations on the seabed while the
sonar sweeps through an area of
interest emitting high frequency
pulses to build up a high resolution
3D point cloud.

By relocating the scanning position
and repeating the operation, the
overlapping scans can create a 3D
mosaic of large structures or areas.
As the maximum range on the
BV5000 is 30m, registration targets
are used to register together
multiple scans and create larger
mosaics borrowing from software
techniques taken straight from the
terrestrial survey market.
These spherical reference targets
(SRTs) model very well due to
the symmetry of their shape from
any vantage point. For accurate
measurements, it is necessary to
also know the speed of sound in
water for which a discrete sound
velocity probe (SVP) is used.
Several groups became particularly
interested in exploring the
advantages that this technique
might offer over traditional methods
and important contributions towards
proving trials in dry-docks in
Peterhead and Fraserburgh were
made by the Research Partnership
to Secure Energy for America

(RPSEA), Seatronics Ltd and
Technip UK Ltd.
“Sample pipe assemblies and
reference targets were initially
measured using a terrestrial laser
scanner with millimetric accuracy”
said Trevor Pugh, Chief Surveyor at
Technip.
“The dock was then flooded and
the BV5000 used to collect multiple
scans. It quickly became clear that
the technology would be suitable for
accurate subsea measurement as
the BV5000 produced results which
were extremely close to the results
produced by the laser.”
At ranges less than 20m, typical
range accuracies were on the order
of 3cm (translational) and 1deg
(angular) and over a 40m baseline,
the BV5000 measurement agreed
with the laser scanned data to within
10cm.”
“Because the dry-dock trials went so
well,” said Pugh, “we felt confident
to field trial the system offshore first
on a small project with taut wire as
backup and again, on a much more
rigorous application on the Islay field
for Total.
“The day rate costs of LBL and
acoustic scanning are probably very
similar but where the sonar system
does become appealing is reducing
vessel time. This is one of the major
offshore costs and any time savings
can be significant in reducing costs.”
Independently of Technip, Talisman
Energy (UK) Ltd have also used
the BlueView system via a separate
contract with Subsea 7 and Star
Net Geomatics, to conduct a spool
piece metrology survey between an
existing manifold and a well soon to
be brought online in the Auk North
field, North Sea.
The BlueView BV5000 was to
capture suitable data on and around
the manifold structures to provide

Cross sectional view of a subsea manifold
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The combined BlueView scan with a laser scan plus the model of the Talisman Auk North spool piece. Using the BlueView scan with
the terrestrial laser scan service, providers can pre-test the fit of the spool piece prior to installation, minimising reworks and returnto-site visits

precise positioning and alignment
for a 12 meter spool piece. The
acoustic 3D scans were made
over an 8 hour process, capturing
imagery and data from 14 separate
locations using a tripod positioned
with a vessel deck winch while
being monitored by an ROV which
could intervene as required.
Due to the configuration of the
existing manifold the tie-in flange
location could not be easily
accessed. This was a critical issue
since the location, angle, size,
and distance between the flanges
were the objective of the metrology
project.
To overcome this challenge the
acoustic BlueView surveys were
enhanced with terrestrial laser
data from each of the structures
collected on completion of onshore
fabrication prior to installation. The
laser data could provide accurate
location of the flanges, while the
BlueView acoustic data was used

to accurately position and align the
laser data within the site. As backup an LBL array was also deployed
and used as a QC check on the
BlueView results with agreement
between the two measurement
methods to within 14mm.
The combined data provided
unparalleled accuracy, and enabled
a first time fit for the manufacture

and installation of the spool
piece.
“No doubt contractors will look
at this solution with interest, as
it provides a very precise and
efficient method for obtaining
metrology data in challenging
operational conditions” said
Pieter Jansen Talisman’s Senior
Survey Representative.

Talisman manifold prior to installation on the sea floor
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EdgeTech Sonar
EdgeTech has introduced a new
sonar specifically designed for AUVs,
ROVs, USVs and other hosted
platforms.
The new 2205 Series is the latest
generation of electronics, transducers
and software specifically optimised
for the demanding size, power and
cost constraints present in hosted
platform systems.
The new system runs the full
range of EdgeTech sidescan sonar
frequencies from 100kHz–1600kHz,
sub-bottom profiler frequencies from
500Hz–24kHz and swath bathymetry

at 230kHz or 540kHz, making it a
versatile sonar imaging solution.
Additionally, the new 2205 is available
with EdgeTech’s unique Dynamic
Focusing (DF) and Multi-Pulse (MP)
technologies. EdgeTech has also
introduced new Powered Arrays
designed to provide better ranges and
noise immunity.
l ORE Offshore is adopting the
EdgeTech brand name. The two
divisions have been operating
successfully under one roof for many
years and the company will progress
under one common name.

EdgeTech sidescan sonar output

Ashted Gets Reson

Coda Octopus

With demand for multibeam echo-sounders on the
increase, Ashtead Technology has invested in six new
Reson SeaBat 7125ROV2 high-resolution multibeam
echo-sounders.

The survey department of Rijkswaterstaat (RWS)
in Holland has taken receipt of its first integrated
Underwater Inspection System (UIS) from
CodaOctopus.

SeaBat multibeam sonars are designed to meet
surveyors’ need for fast and reliable operation with ultrawide swathe coverage and outstanding submarine data
collection, even in the most challenging waters, and can
be mounted on an ROV or a vessel.

Purchased through the agent, Nautikaris, RWS has
already scheduled a full programme of survey and
inspection work for their state-of-the-art UIS which
incorporates the Echoscope Real-Time 3D sonar.

The new generation SeaBat 7125ROV2, now available
to rent from Ashtead Technology, builds on the field
experience from many users around the world and brings
unparalleled resolution and installation flexibility. Special
emphasis has been put on maximising operational
efficiency and features such as variable swath width
and roll stabilisation combined with a high ping rate and
excellent data quality.
The SeaBat 7125ROV2 is the latest evolution of the
SeaBat 7125 Series, and is specifically aimed at the oil,
gas and renewable market. The 7125 ROV2 systems are
supplied with Reson’s new FP2.0 software as well as the
FlexMode option.
The new FP2.0 software offers variable swath width from
45 to 165 degrees, with electronic beam steering (head
tilt). The FlexMode beam forms equidistant beams across
the full cross profile to a user-defined grid distance.
The remaining beams are formed as equiangular beams
in a user-defined high-resolution sector. This highresolution sector provides the user with a very detailed
profile of the pipeline with a very clean dataset, which is
fast to process.
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The delivery included commissioning, Sea Acceptance
Tests, and training on board their survey vessel MV
Houtvliet, which was all successfully complete by the
end of January this year.
Data ICT Dienst, the RWS division who purchased the
system, previously performed an extensive trial and
evaluation of the high definition Echoscope before
making its final decision. Dealing mainly with inshore
rivers and canals it now plans to put its new UIS to a
diverse range of marine applications including lock and
dam inspections and canal floor debris evaluation work.
Another critical application for RWS is to exploit the
unique characteristics of the Echoscope 3D sonar for
performing minimum clearance investigations above
shipwrecks sited around shipping channels.
Unlike conventional sonars, the Echoscope will hit very
small targets, like protruding shipwreck masts or objects
on the seafloor, with 20 or 30 more pings than any
other multibeam sonar, giving thousands of returns at
hundreds of different bearing angles.
Whereas other sonars may remove these objects as
noise, the Echoscope will clearly show them as targets

Sonar

Smallest 2D Multibeam

Interferometric Sidescan

BlueView Technologies, has introduced the new M Series,
its smallest full-featured 2D Multibeam Imaging Sonar.

The new WideView 3D sidescan sonar has been
launched by Marine Electronics. It employs the latest
interferometric acoustic technology to provide highresolution images over a 120° field-of-view.

The M Series is 30% smaller than BlueView’s popular
P900 Series and is engineered to deliver crisp, real-time
high resolution sonar imagery for underwater navigation,
monitoring, target tracking, and more.
Available with 45deg, 90deg, or 130deg field-of-view
options and in a unique “split-head” configuration
that separates the sonar’s acoustic sensor from the
electronics package for an even smaller footprint.
Additionally, each new M Series 2D Multibeam Imaging
Sonar includes BlueView’s new ProViewer Plus software
with the industry’s most advanced target tracking
capabilities through exclusive data analytics developed by
SeeByte.

M Series 2D
Multibeam
Imaging Sonar

and as such potential shipping hazards. Not only will this
reduce running costs for RWS by minimising mechanical
‘bar-sweeping’ above wrecks, it will provide them with
added confidence and a repeatable solution for this
necessary work scope.

The new sonar is a particularly valuable tool for shallowwater surveys where its wide field-of-view can save time
and operating costs by reducing the number of passes
needed to scan a specific area.
The WideView sonar can be supplied as a complete
system integrated into a tow fish, that can include
additional options of a forward-looking sonar, downwardlooking altimeter, pressure sensor and emergency
relocation beacon.
It can also be supplied mounted on a V-plate for side
pole deployment or aboard a client’s own vehicle or
towed body. Because WideView is a survey tool aimed at
the shallow-water market, it can be supplied to operate
at one of two frequencies. The 250KHz version will range
up to 200m whereas the 500KHz version will range up to
100m.
As an interferometric device, WideView uses phase
measurement to calculate the range and angle
of the reflected acoustic beam. This enables it to
simultaneously acquire sidescan and swath bathymetry
for each ping.
The range and angle measurements obtained by the
transducer elements are combined to give a depth
measurement for the received signals. These are used to
produce the bathymetric image and many thousands of
range-angle pairs are collected for each ping, giving the
high data density which marks the performance of the
WideView Sonar.
The algorithm used to measure the phase of the reflected
sonar beam can calculate the angle to a fraction of a
degree (less than 0.1°) with the range being measured
to millimeter accuracy. Up to 4000 amplitude, angle and
range samples are collected for each slant range which
allows the sonar to exceed the accuracy required by the
latest IHO standards for bathymetric surveying.
When four transducers are operated at different
frequencies a wide swath can be achieved which can
significantly reduce survey
time. This is particularly
valuable in difficult shallowwater surveys where weather and
tidal windows of opportunity may
be restricted.
WideView Sonar
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Anholt
Jumbo’s DP2 heavy lift vessel Jumbo
Javelin has successfully installed the first
Transition Pieces (TPs) for the Anholt
Offshore Wind Farm in Denmark. The
operation was performed as planned
with respect to every detail: transport,
installation, accessibility of the TP, grouting
and safety. Once again Jumbo proved to
have an efficient concept for the transport
and installation of wind farm foundations
with the use of only one free floating vessel
on DP.
After loading the first nine Transition
Pieces in Aalborg, Denmark, they were
transported to the offshore location. There,
the Jumbo Javelin positioned itself on
DP next to the pre-installed monopiles
and lifted the TPs from her hold onto the
monopiles. After leveling the TPs to their
final position, the grouting procedure was
executed.
Anholt Offshore Wind Farm is being built
by DONG Energy. Jumbo is working for the
Danish contractor MT Højgaard, who is in
charge of installation of the foundations.
The Jumbo Javelin is able to carry 9 TPs
at a time, each with weights up to 200t. All
TPs can be stowed vertically in the hold
of the vessel for transport to the offshore
location. The ship is free floating and uses
its DP2 system to create a stable working
environment in which TPs can be installed.
With two cranes and a high transit speed
of up to 17 knots, the vessel is wellequipped for efficient wind farm installation
work.
Using a DP positioned heavy lift vessel
compared to the conventional method
of installing TPs brings the following
advantages.
l The vessel is used for transporting a
considerable load.
l Fast transit to the installation site and
fast installation.
l The relocation from one position to the
next is a relatively fast one, as the vessel
does not need to reposition anchors or
jack up and down again.
l The need of only one vessel for
transport and installation.
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A 50-50 joint venture has been
formed between Eneco Wind UK Ltd
(Eneco) and EDF Energy to hold the
exclusive development rights to the
Navitus Bay Offshore Wind Project,
which is part of The Crown Estate
Round 3 Offshore Wind Programme.
The Crown Estate, owner of the
seabed and a partner in the project,
awarded the area (known as Zone
7), which is to the west of the Isle of
Wight, to Eneco in 2009.
This followed a tendering process
designed to allow around 32GW of
offshore wind power generation to
be developed in UK waters by 2020.
Projects of this size and complexity
require many different skills and
resources; therefore Eneco has
chosen to partner with EDF Energy
to develop the Navitus Bay Offshore
Wind Project.
Eneco and EDF Energy share a
commitment to investing in the UK
renewables market. Both believe
that renewable projects of this
nature are vital to ensuring a secure,
affordable and sustainable future
energy supply in the UK.
EDF Energy has a strong track
record of delivering nationally
significant energy projects in the UK,
complementing Eneco’s expertise in
developing renewables projects in
both the Netherlands and the UK.

The proposed development of Navitus
Bay could deliver between 900MW
and 1200MW of capacity in the
northern part of the awarded area, a
site which covers 76 sq miles. This
is enough power to supply between
615,000 and 820,000 homes,
and will prevent the production of
approximately 1186,000 tonnes of
CO2 each year.
Eneco and EDF Energy will now work
together to carry out a programme
of onshore and offshore consultation
with the local community. They plan to
submit a Development Consent Order
(the wind farm’s planning application)
to the Infrastructure Planning
Commission (IPC) at the end of 2013.
Huub den Rooijen, Head of Offshore
Wind, The Crown Estate, said: “We
welcome today’s announcement that
EDF Energy is forming a joint venture
with Eneco for the Navitus Bay
Offshore Wind Project.
The arrival of one of Europe’s biggest
utility companies into the Round
3 programme provides another
boost for the offshore wind industry,
bringing new expertise and skills into
the UK market to help drive forward
the world’s largest offshore wind
programme.”
Guy Madgwick, Director Eneco Wind
UK said: “We are pleased to be
working alongside EDF Energy to

develop the Navitus Bay Offshore
Wind Project.
They bring strong credentials in
developing nationally significant
infrastructure projects of this
nature and importantly share our
view that investment in renewable
energy projects, such as Navitus
Bay, is vital to securing an
affordable and sustainable future
UK energy supply.
It is through strategic partnerships
such as this that we hope to
accelerate progress towards
Eneco’s goal of providing
‘sustainable energy for everyone.”
Martin Lawrence, Director of
EDF Energy’s Energy Sourcing
and Customer Supply business
today said: “We are delighted to
be partnering with Eneco to help
deliver this exciting project.
EDF Energy is committed
to investment in low carbon
technologies and believes that
renewable energy plays a key part
of the country’s energy mix going
forward.
Developing a range of diverse
energy sources is crucial to
addressing climate change,
ensuring security of supply and
providing affordable energy for all
our customers.

Gardline protects Marine Life in Redcar
Gardline project manager Joana Torres said: “Marine mammal observations are an integral part of the work that is
carried out before any wind farm installation commences, the area is monitored visually and by using hydrophonic
equipment to detect the sound made by whales and dolphins.
Once it is evident the area is clear of these, piling work can start, however this will be stopped if one is detected
entering the area”
When the wind farm is operational, beach surveys and marine ecology monitoring will continue for at least three
years to ensure compliance with planning consents. Tim Bland, EDF Energy Renewables project manager for
Teesside, said: “The various surveys and research carried out have ensured we have a good understanding of the
wildlife in the area. Protecting the local marine ecology is a priority for the project.” Installation of the turbines are due
to commence in the summer, with electricity expected to be generated from early autumn.
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Perth Wave Energy Grant
Wave energy developer Carnegie
Wave Energy Limited has been
awarded a $9.9m Federal
Government grant from the
Australian Government’s Emerging
Renewables Program (ERP) to
support Carnegie’s world leading,
grid-connected wave energy
project.

yesterday. The WA funds will come
from Carnegie’s existing $12.5m
State Government agreement.

The combined grant funding
package has allowed Carnegie’s
Board of Directors to approve the
location of Carnegie’s first gridconnected CETO wave energy
project at Garden Island in Western
Australia
.
The Australian Government
funding will be received as part
of the Australian Centre for
Renewable Energy’s (ACRE)
Emerging Renewables Program.
This is matched with $5.5m in
grant funding from Government of
Western Australia’s Low Emissions
Energy Development (LEED)
program. The funding agreement
governing the drawdown of
the Federal grant was signed

The project will be up to 2MW in
capacity and, based on the recently
completed preliminary design, is
expected to cost $31.2m. Detailed
design will now begin immediately
and involve Carnegie seeking all
government approvals required for
the construction and operation of
the Project and carrying out further
community consultation. Construction
and commissioning of the Project will
occur in 2013 with first power due
for delivery into the grid at the end of
2013.
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The combination of State and
Australian Government funding also
allows the project to proceed with
approximately 50% Government
funding.

The project will deliver Carnegie its
first power sales revenues through
the sale of the electricity. Power
supply arrangements are expected to
be finalised shortly.
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Carnegie has signed Memorandums
of Understanding covering the
supply of power from the Perth
Wave Energy Project with both
the Australian Department of
Defence and the Western Australian
Government owned power retailer,
Synergy.
The Perth Wave Energy Project
(PWEP) comprises the design,
construction, deployment and
operation of Carnegie’s first gridconnected CETO wave energy
project at Garden Island, Western
Australia.
The facility will consist of an array
of submerged CETO units, subsea
pipelines to shore, hydraulic
conditioning equipment and an
onshore power generation
facility. Once complete, the
PWEP offers the potential for later
expansion to 5MW.
The PWEP will use Carnegie’s,
ocean-tested, independently verified
and submerged CETO technology
that converts wave energy into
renewable electricity onshore.

Renewables

Pulse Tidal at Lynmouth
Pulse Tidal, the Sheffield based tidal
power provider, has been awarded
an Agreement for Lease by the
Crown Estate for an area of seabed
near to Lynmouth in Devon. The
company plans to deploy a 1.2MW
tidal power generating machine England’s largest - in 2014, following
consultation, environmental studies
and permitting.
Pulse chief executive Bob Smith
says: “Since deploying our first
demonstration device in 2009, the
Pulse Team has made tremendous
progress in developing our
technology at a commercial scale. I
am delighted that the Crown Estate
has recognized this with the award of
this AFL.”
“The chosen site off Lynmouth is a
very attractive location for us with
a great tidal resource and a nearby
grid connection. It was the site for
an earlier consented tidal power
project so we already know a great

deal about it. Lynmouth is also part
of the South West Marine Energy
Park, which provides access to local
businesses and research facilities
to provide an ideal environment for
the development of our tidal power
system.”
Pulse’s system, known as PulseStream, operates in tidal currents,
which move horizontal blades up
and down to drive a generator.
During operation, the system sits on
the sea-bed and is fully submerged
even in shallow water. However, for
maintenance, the system can come
to the surface without the need for
cranes and complicated offshore
vessels - making maintenance work
very simple.
The company had previously
considered a number of other UK
locations for deployment of this first
commercial-scale machine, but the
imminent introduction of 5 ROCS

revenue support for England &
Wales, and creation of the Marine
Energy Park, means that the South
West is now the most attractive
location for Pulse.
Pulse CTO Marc Paish said “Tidal
power is at an early stage of
development and is hence more
expensive than other forms of
renewable energy. One of the key
opportunities to reduce the cost of
tidal power is scaling up the power
output of each machine. PulseStream has a big advantage here
because a single machine can
produce 3 - 4 times the power of
other designs in any water depth.”
“Lynmouth is a great demonstration
of this as it is relatively shallow - at
only 18m - and yet Pulse-Stream
can produce 1.2MW there. Such a
high power output in very shallow
water close to shore gives us the
chance to significantly reduce the
cost of the energy.”

Pulse Stream
The Pulse Tidal approach uses
oscillating hydrofoils, which lie
horizontally in the water and sweep
up and down. This means that the
length of the hydrofoils, or blades, is
not limited by the depth of the water.
“Many of our competitors use
circular rotating “horizontal axis”
devices whose blade length is

constrained by water depth,” said a
spokesman. “The power generated
by a tidal device is proportional to
the area of water which the blades
cover as they move. Because our
device sweeps a long, low rectangle
rather than a vertical circle, we are
able to generate four times the
power of a single horizontal axis
rotor.

“With four times the power from
each machine, we are able to
efficiently develop tidal power
sites with fewer machines. This
means that there are fewer
interconnections, fewer installations,
and fewer moving parts.
All of which means a lower lifetime
cost of electricity.”

Pulse Stream
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EMGS
MGS has been awarded a contract
worth in excess of USD 4 million
by a new customer to acquire and
process 3D electromagnetic (EM)
data offshore Papua New Guinea.
Data acquisition will be performed
using the vessel EM Leader in the
second quarter of 2012.
“We are excited by the interest
we see from new and existing
customers in the Asia Pacific
region. The strong pipeline of
contract opportunities for the
second half of 2012 and for 2013,
along with the flexibility we have
in the time charter agreement for
the EM Leader, puts us in a good

position to develop the Asia Pacific
market profitably,” said Roar

Bekker, EMGS chief executive
officer.

Kleven Maritime wins second seismic order
Kleven Maritime wins second
seismic order from Sanco Shipping
Sanco Shipping AS has declared
an option for a second seismic
vessel to be built at Kleven
Maritime’s yard Myklebust Verft in
Norway.

“We chose to declare the option
for the second vessel because we
see a continuous requirement for
new tonnage within the current

The vessel, to be named Sanco
Sword, is to be delivered in Q1
2014. Its sister vessel Sanco Swift
will be delivered from Myklebust
Verft in July 2013. Kleven Maritime
has nine vessels in its order book,
with a total value of more than four
billion NOK.
“We are impressed by Sanco
and their investments in the very
advanced seismic market. For us
it is of great value to establish a
local cooperation also within the
seismic segment,” said CEO Ståle
Rasmussen in Kleven Maritime.
“Quality and on time delivery is
essential for us, and it is great that
we can find a shipyard providing
this in our local area,” said CEO
Ivar Slettevoll in Sanco Shipping.
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seismic market.”
The vessel is of ST 324 CD design
from Skipsteknisk AS in Ålesund.

Seismic

Barents Sea Seismic
The Norwegian Petroleum
Directorate (NPD) will acquire 2D
seismic in the southeastern part of
the Barents Sea. The acquisition,
to be carried out by the vessel M/V
Artemis Atlantic, will last from six to
eight weeks.
In total, about 6 000 kilometres of
seismic data will be acquired in this
area.
“The vessel was mobilised in
Aberdeen before the weekend. It is
now headed north with two escort
vessels,” says Lars Jensen, the
NPD’s project manager for this
summer’s seismic acquisition.
“The escort vessels have come
along also for safety reasons. The
seismic will be acquired far out
at sea, and we must have good
preparedness in place if something
happens to the equipment or crew
on the ship.”
The NPD also acquired 2D seismic
in the southeastern part of the
Barents Sea last year, in the
formerly disputed area near the
Russian border.
“We carried out a general mapping
then, and now we will take a more
detailed approach, and acquire data
also at prospect level,” Jensen said,
and he does not expect that the
acquisition activity will come into
conflict with fisheries.
The NPD acquires seismic data
on assignment from the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy. The funds
for the acquisition were allocated
through the 2012 fiscal budget.
The results from the acquisition
will be part of the fact basis when
the Storting determines whether
to open these areas for petroleum
activity. This summer, the NPD will
acquire a total of 30 000 kilometres
of seismic in the Barents Sea, off
Jan Mayen and in the Nordland IV
and V areas.

Fugro Geoteam awarded 3D Seismic
A contract for a 3D seismic survey
in Pancontinental’s licence area
L6 offshore Kenya has been
awarded to Fugro-Geoteam AS.
Pancontinental’s interest in the
L6 licence is 40%. The survey will
cover 680 sq km and is budgeted to
cost $13.67 Million.
Licence area L6 off the Kenyan
coast lies in the Lamu Basin and
within the Tana River delta, north
of recent world-scale natural
gas discoveries off the coasts of
Mozambique and Tanzania.
Modern high quality 3D seismic
surveying is now able to provide
high-definition images of subsurface
structures and this has proven to
be highly successful in the series
of large gas discoveries offshore
Mozambique and Tanzania.
The forthcoming Kifaru 3D seismic
is expected to greatly enhance the
chance of success of the L6 drilling
planned for the 2013 licence year.
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The East African margin has
become a focus of the global
oil and gas exploration and
production industry. South of
Kenya, offshore Tanzania and
Mozambique, several major gas
discoveries have been made by
Anadarko Corporation, ENI, Statoil
and BG.
Corporate activities are also
attracting international attention.
Shell International recently offered
US$1.8 billion to acquire Cove
Energy, which holds an interest
in the Anadarko discoveries and
interests in an extensive tract of
licences offshore Kenya. The Shell
/ Cove offer follows the purchase
of Dominion by Ophir in 2011.
The first well to be drilled offshore
Kenya in the current period of
exploration success will be the
high-impact well on the Mbawa
Prospect in Block L8 by Apache
Corporation in the third quarter of
this year.
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Fusion creates MacArtney Inc
MacArtney Underwater Technology Group,
has expanded its North American operations.
MacArtney Offshore and M.J. Stewart
Associates have joined forces as MacArtney
Inc.
MacArtney Inc. has assumed responsibility
for SubConn sales in North America and
augmented the sales organisation with
additional products and expanded stocks.

Proserv Subsea Facility
Proserv has unveiled a new subsea test and
assembly facility that doubles the company’s
capacity and harnesses the fast-growing
market demand for its services.
The facility, which spans more than 27,500ft, is
believed to be the first of its kind in the UK in
terms of its size and capabilities.
Complete with large test pits, the new facility
has 100 %capacity for the design testing,
maintenance and installation of subsea
equipment including system integration tests,
factory acceptance tests, tree assembly and
blow-out preventers re-certifications prior to
deployment offshore or subsea.
Proserv, which announced earlier this year
that it is set to create more than 130 new
international employment opportunities, also
revealed that it anticipates investing a further
£900,000 into new equipment and growth at its
facility over the next nine months.

Nautronix
Nautronix has opened a new office in Norway, which is
located at Nedre Strandgate 27 in Stavanger, and are
delighted to announce the appointment of Jørn Berg as
Vice President of Sales for Norway.
Nautronix see huge growth in the Norwegian market for
their full range of products and services.

FoundOcean
FoundOcean has expanded its Offshore
Service Base in Livingston, Scotland and
anticipates doubling the number of employees
the company has based there, including
offshore personnel.
The company has seen growth in demand from
the development of European offshore wind
farms, along with ongoing work in the global
oil and gas sector. The company’s growth is
forecast to continue in the foreseeable future.
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Jørn Berg joins the company with over 25 years of
experience in the oil and gas industry with past roles in
Sales, Marketing and Business Development. He will be
based in the Stavanger office and will make regular Sales
visits where he will focus on building on existing customer
relationships and also expanding Nautronix’ client base.
Jørn Berg comments: ‘It is an exciting time to be joining
Nautronix, with the development of new products and
the interest that is being generated by the existing ones
I think the company is in a great position to target the
Norwegian market and I look forward to being part of the
team.’
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Emerson

Aker Alesund Office

Mermaid Maritime Public

Houston is home to Emerson’s
new Industry Center for
Hydrocarbon and Energy and
is a key market for its energy
business. The company is
investing nearly $34 million in
its new centre. Completed in
early 2012, the 160 000ft2 office
complex has a customer solution
centre, offices, cafeteria, and
fitness facility.

Aker Solutions has established
an office in Ålesund, Norway,
to connect with the engineering
competence in the region and
thereby facilitate further growth
for the oil services company.

Mermaid’s wholly owned
subsidiary Subtech has opened
a branch office in Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates
Subtech already has offices in
Qatar and Saudi Arabia.

The engineering competence in
general and structural design and
analysis capabilities in particular
is something the Ålesund region
is renowned for through its strong
ties to the maritime industry.

The purpose of the Branch Office
is to continue the expansion of
Mermaid’s footprint in the Middle
East region by giving Subtech the
position to bid directly for projects
in the United Arab Emirates.

The company is committed to
having 350-plus employees at its
new Industry Center by mid-2013.
Emerson Process Management
has already surpassed this goal
and now has approximately 380
employees.
The company has also committed
to adding nearly 100 new jobs
by early 2015. Emerson is also
investing $30 million to build a
new 205 000-ft2

Coretrax’s Expansion in Aberdeen
Aberdeen-based oilfield service
company Coretrax Technology Ltd
is on target to turnover £1million in
its first 18 months, begin expansion
into the Middle East and is
increasing its team to 12.
Coretrax specialises in the design
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and production of innovative
and reliable wellbore tools for
drilling, completion and workover
operations. Operating from its 6000
sqft workshop and office space
in Altens, founder Kenny Murray
is focused on developing new
wellbore technologies.
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Aquaterra Research

NKT National Oilwell

Aquaterra is undertaking a Knowledge
Transfer Secondment (KTS) scheme
with the Computational Structural
Mechanics Lab led by Dr Fehmi Cirak at
the Cambridge University Engineering
Department to assist with the
development of their analysis services.

The Boards of NKT and Subsea 7 have completed their review of
strategic alternatives for the future development of NKT Flexibles
which has been operated as a joint venture between NKT Holding
(51%) and Subsea (49%) since 1999.

Aquaterra Energy opened a Cambridge
office in December 2011 and has been
keen to build links with Cambridge
University. Dr Andrew Lennon, who
heads up Aquaterra’s Cambridge office,
presented a research seminar to the
University’s Engineering Department
shortly after the office opened and
the opportunity to work together soon
transpired.
The EPSRC funded KTS scheme will
support the secondment of one fulltime Research Associate, Dr Thomas
Rüberg, to facilitate knowledge
transfer from Cambridge University to
Aquaterra Energy. The chosen research
subject is Computational Analysis of
Fluid-structure Interaction. Aquaterra
identified that the continuing drive
for energy generation from marine
sources has created new and distinct
challenges for the engineering of riser
systems and other subsea structures
which Aquaterra Energy supplies. The
project will push the level of knowledge
at the company beyond what is possible
with the state-of-the-art engineering
analysis software that Aquaterra Energy
currently uses.

The companies have conducted a competitive process which has
involved both strategic and financial buyers. On the basis of this
competitive process , they have entered into an agreement to sell
NKT Flexibles to National Oilwell Varco (NOV) for a total consideration
of DKK 3.8 billion.
Subsea 7 S.A. expects its share of the contribution from the Company
for fiscal year 2011 to be approximately $29 million.

Nexans Amercable
Nexans has agreed to acquire AmerCable Holdings, producer of
primarily Marine Oil & Gas and other industrial cables, including
Renewable Energy, in North America for US$275m (€211m).
The consideration which will be payable in cash on completion and
funded from existing available cash, represents a multiple of adjusted
EBITDA
Based in El Dorado, Arkansas, AmerCable employs approximately 400
associates and manufactures highly engineered and mission critical
cables for harsh environments, specifically for the mining, oil and gas
(onshore and offshore) and renewable energy industries.
AmerCable also provides a range of unique engineering field and
support services into these industries. In addition to a leading position
in North America (where it makes 77% of its sales), AmerCable has
growing operations in China, Latin America and Australia.

Deep Down Bornemann Pumps

Aquaterra will benefit from the
secondment through access to worldleading research and expertise. Dr
Andrew Lennon said, “The secondment
scheme is particularly useful for
Aquaterra as it provides a deeper
exchange of knowledge than is possible
through a consultancy assignment or
through an internal project.”

As part of the alliance, Deep Down will manage the overall project
management, subsea engineering, local support functions and
fabrication of the subsea structures. Bornemann will handle system
and process engineering, fabrication of the subsea pumps and
hydraulic control modules; both parties will work together on other
technical aspects of the projects, as needed.

The scheme will also enhance
Cambridge University Engineering
Department’s industrial links in
computational structural mechanics and
will help to identify avenues for further
research.

Ron Smith, Chief Executive Officer of Deep Down, Inc. stated, “We
are thrilled to be teaming up with Bornemann Pumps to offer the Gulf
of Mexico subsea market a specialized solution. As long as tiebacks
and deepwater production continues to increase, the need for
subsea boosting is paramount to the success of some of the subsea
developments.”
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Dreggen Koch

Bibby Osiris

Fugro EMU

Bergen Group DREGGEN has
signed an agreement with the
Brazilian industrial player Koch
Metalúrgica about strategic
cooperation regarding development
and production of offshore cranes
to the growing Brazilian oil and gas
industry.

Bibby Marine has finalised the
acquisition of hydrographic
and geophysical survey
firm Osiris Projects. The
two firms began to develop
a relationship during the
commissioning of specialist
survey vessel Bibby Tethra
in 2011, during which time
it was recognised there
was significant potential for
synergies.

Fugro has acquired EMU, an
independent marine survey
and environmental consultancy
specialist with annual revenues
of over EUR 20 million. Based
in Southampton, it also has
premises in Portsmouth,
Edinburgh, UK, Dinard, France
and Perth, Australia. The
company conducts ecological,
geophysical, sediment sampling
and hydrographical surveys,
laboratory analysis, and provides
environmental consulting and
reporting services. It currently
employs 150 highly-qualified
and experienced surveyors,
oceanographers and marine
environmental scientists.

The cooperation opens up great
opportunities in one of the world’s
most vibrant and demanding oil and
gas markets.
Koch Metalúrgica is situated in the
state of Rio Grande do Sul and
has since established back in 1924
become a considerable supplier of
cranes and lifting equipment, not
only in Brazil but in Latin America
altogether.
Bergen Group Dreggen is situated
in Norway and has supplied marine
cranes to the international ship
building and oil and gas industries
for more than 25 years. The
company has been present in
Brazil represented by the subsidiary
Bergen Group DREGGEN do Brasil
for a year.

Nordic Capital Bladt
Nordic Capital Fund VII has
acquired Bladt Industries. Bladt,
headquartered in Aalborg,
Denmark, is an international steel
contractor specializing in largescale and highly complex steel
structures.
The Company serves three distinct
markets, providing steel solutions
for the wind and renewable energy
sector, the oil and gas industry,
and infrastructural projects. Its
main focus is on foundations and
substations for the fast-growing
offshore wind energy market.
The parties have agreed not
to disclose the terms of the
transaction.

The launch of Bibby Tethra
solidifies Osiris Projects’
positioning as a key player
in the increasingly attractive
offshore renewables sector.
The firm has become a
leading provider of services to
the UK offshore wind industry,
having had involvement in
the majority of Rounds 1 & 2
sites, as well as a number of
Scottish licensing areas and
Round 3 sites.
The company have expanded
their offshore wind operations
into Northern Europe with a
recent cable route survey for
TenneT Offshore GmbH in the
German Bight region.
As a multi-disciplinary
company with over 200 years’
experience in the maritime
industry, the diversification
of Bibby into offshore
renewables is a natural
progression of their core
activities, and provides a
valuable opportunity for the
firm to share their expertise.

EMU has a broad client base
in the oil and gas, renewables,
engineering contracting, marine
aggregate and government
markets. The company will further
internationalise its business,
supported by Fugro’s global
network.
The acquisition will contribute
to Fugro’s strategy to provide
its clients with fully-integrated
solutions. EMU’s specialist
services will further enhance
Fugro’s capability to support
clients’ projects from concept to
completion.

The Bibby Tethra is a 27.5m,
purpose-built semi-SWATH coastal
survey vessel. The vessel provides
an exceptionally stable working
platform due to her advanced hull
design and ultra quiet, extremely
economical operating profile due
to her diesel-electric propulsion
system.
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Shell Upstream International Director
Shell has announced that
today that Malcolm Brinded
has agreed to step down as
an Executive Director of the
Company.
Mr Brinded is currently
Executive Director Upstream
International. He first joined

EMGS

Shell in October 1974 and has
served the company in Brunei,
the Netherlands, Oman and
the United Kingdom. In 1998
he became Managing Director
of Shell UK Exploration and
Production and from 1999 until
2002 he was Shell Country
Chairman in the UK.
At the same time the Board of
Royal Dutch Shell plc announced
the appointment of Mr Andrew
Brown as Upstream International
Director. He will be a member of
the Executive Committee and will
be based in the Netherlands.

David Neser has been appointed
Chief Operating Officer and
Chief Technology Officer of
Electromagnetic Geoservices ASA
(EMGS) with effect from May,
2012. David joins EMGS from
WesternGeco, and brings with
him over 20 years of experience
in operations management, sales,
business development and new
product development.
In addition, Dave Ridyard has
been appointed Executive Vice
President of Strategic Business
Development with immediate
effect. In this capacity he will take
on a number of responsibilities
associated with achieving EMGS’s
sales and strategic objectives.

Hydratight
Malcolm Brinded

Andrew Brown

WFS

Video Ray

The annual Association of Marine
Scientific Industries (AMSI)
Business Person of the Year
Award has today been presented
to Brendan Hyland, Founder and
Chairman of WFS Technologies,
by Peter French, Chairman of the
Society of Maritime Industries

Mark W. Fleming has been
appointed to the newly created
position as VideoRay LLC’s
Business Development Manager
for Military and Government sales.

Brendan Hyland
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Hydratight has appointed a
global operations and supply
chain leader. Vincent Parmentier
assumes direct responsibility for
all three global regions, and work
closely with the regional business
leaders. His role
will be to oversee and create
global standards, key performance
indicators, and evaluate system to
deliver one global standard.

He will be responsible for building
on VideoRay’s extensive network
of underwater solutions for Ship
Hull Pier / Dock Inspection and
Response. VideoRay Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are the
most popular systems worldwide
for “micro or mini” sized remotely
operated vehicles.
During his thirty years in the
U.S. Navy, Mr. Fleming worked
in a wide variety of Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Mobile
units, serving with distinction in the
U.S., Europe, Pacific, and Middle
East.
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People

OIG CEO and EVC

Seabird

Steve Preston will join the
Offshore Installation Group in
the position of Chief Executive
Officer

SeaBird Exploration has
appointed Nils Haugestad as
Chief Financial Officer. He has
has over 20 years experience
in investment banking, principal
investments and corporate
strategy.

Steve Preston joins OIG from
Heerema Marine Contractors
where he has been Executive
Vice President, Commercial
& Technology for the past
12 years responsible for the
Group’s worldwide commercial
and business development
activities. Steve brings over 35
years industry experience to
OIG with a strong background
in commercial negotiations,
engineering and project
management.
John Smith will join the
company as Executive Vice
Chairman. John joins OIG
from Clough where, as CEO
since August 2007, he led
a successful turnaround
operation.

Mr. Haugestad has previously
held a number of positions in
New York with Citigroup, Citicorp
Venture Capital, Credit Suisse,
RBC Capital Markets and UBS.

Lars joined Statoil in 1991,
and has held a number of
management positions in Statoil
including platform manager at
the Norne and Statfjord fields on
the Norwegian continental shelf.
He has also been vice president
for Gullfaks operations and later
senior vice president for the
Tampen area.
Bacher is coming from the
position as senior vice president
for Canada in Development
& Production North America
(DPNA), a position he has held
since October 2009.

Statoil
Lars Christian Bacher has
been appointed executive vice
president for Development and
Production International (DPI) in
Statoil.
Bacher will succeed Peter
Mellbye who is retiring after 30
years with the company.

Bacher

Petrobras
Maria das Graças Silva Foster as CEO
of Petrobras, replacing current CEO José
Sergio Gabrielli de Azevedo,
José Sergio Gabrielli is leaving of our
Board of Directors, which elected Maria
das Graças Silva Foster as a new director.
This election, as provided for in the
Corporations Law and in Petrobras’
By-Laws, will remain valid until the next
General Shareholder Meeting.
Maria das Graças Silva Foster has been
working at Petrobras for 31 years, where
she has been serving as the director
for the Gas & Energy area and as the
chairwoman of Petrobras Gás S.A.
(Gaspetro) since 2007.

Foster
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SUT
SUT OSIG Geoforum Evening Meeting

Renewables – An Evolving Geoscience Approach To UK Round 3 Offshore
Wednesday, 15 February 2012
Windfarm Mega-Sites
By Mike Baker
SUT Offshore Site Investigation and Geotechnics (OSIG) Group organised a Geoforum free evening event comprising
a variety of presentations and lively debates at the Lloyds Register in London, followed by a networking opportunity.
The event was sponsored and chaired by GEMS and catered for approximately 60 participants from various industries
including consultants, contractors and developers. There were 5 main speakers who all gave presentations on
the topic ‘Renewables – an evolving geoscience approach to UK Round 3 offshore windfarm mega-sites’, with the
opportunity for all attendees to contribute in a series of discussions.
The presentations were given by:
l Richard Orren, Global Technical Head and Geoscience Director for Senergy Survey and GeoEngineering;
l Jon Steer, Staff Geophysicist at GEMS who has been actively involved with acquisition and processing of high
quality geophysics data for windfarm mega sites;
l Roger Birchall, who heads the Geophysics Department at Gardline and has been responsible for geophysics
reporting of windfarm mega-sites;
l Tony Hodgson, responsible for business development activities in the renewable energy sector for Fugro and
promoting geotechnical services from Seacore; and
l Martina Flanagan, Mainstream Project Manager who works on Mainstream’s offshore UK projects and was project
manager for this year’s Hornsea geotechnical investigation.

Aberdeen Branch

Renewables – Offshore Wind

Wednesday, 1 February 2012

By David Kaye, Chairman, SUT Aberdeen Branch Committee
The offshore wind industry is
attracting a significant amount of
business attention as it moves
towards the large-scale Crown
Estate Round 3 offshore wind
developments. The February
evening meeting in Aberdeen looked
at some aspects of the offshore
wind industry of particular interest
to the subsea industry in northeast
Scotland.
The first presentation was given
by the journalist Jeremy Cresswell
on the European Offshore Wind
Deployment Centre. The EOWDC
is planned a short distance offshore
just north of Aberdeen, and is being
developed by Aberdeen Offshore
Wind Farm Ltd.
The project is a key activity driven
by the Aberdeen Renewable
Energy Group (AREG), of which
Jeremy is chairman. The proposed
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development has attracted much
attention in the press recently with a
high profile challenge from the Donald
Trump organisation.
Jeremy made several references to this
during his presentation, but focused on
the long and fascinating story of AREG
(initiated back in 1990 at the time of
very low oil prices) before moving on to
describe the aims and objectives of the
EOWDC.
He explained how the EOWDC is
planned as a testing facility for a
wide range of technologies ready
for the large Round 3 offshore wind
developments.
The development is relatively small
in scale when compared to the larger
windfarms, but will provide significant
benefits for the energy industry in
Aberdeen, while also (of course!)
generating electrical power for the city.
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The second presentation was by
Tim Crome of Technip Norway. Tim’s
presentation described the work
completed by another part of the
Technip organisation, in Norway, on
Statoil’s Hywind floating offshore
wind turbine.
The concept draws on Technip’s spar
technology, originally developed in
the deep water of the Gulf of Mexico,
which also provides an ideal and
stable floating platform for floating
turbines. The Hywind platform was
built in Finland by Technip, who
then towed the tower to Norway and
fitted the turbine, tower and blades
(manufactured by Siemens) prior to
installation.
Tim described some of the key
learning from the project, including
the absence of existing standards
for such a device, several interesting
observations during installation and

SUT

operation, and the ongoing debate on
the HSE approaches adopted by the
renewable and oil and gas industries.
Tim closed a fascinating presentation
with a discussion of Technip’s new
Vertiwind technology, which makes
use of a vertical rotor design to
move the turbine closer to sea level,
therefore lowering the centre of
gravity and reducing the demands on
the floating platform.

The final presentation of the night
was a shorter technology bite by
Jim Marnoch of SKF (UK) Ltd. SKF
are well known for bearings, but
have much wider capabilities within
their organisation. Jim discussed
SKF’s turbine condition monitoring
technology.
A wide array of turbine sensors
collect data which can be analysed
remotely (for example at SKF’s facility

in Hamburg) to monitor, predict
and extend the operational life and
availability of wind turbines.
The audience of 63 enjoyed three
high quality, informative and
enjoyable presentations.
The audience gave their thanks to
the presenters before retiring for
another tasty buffet meal from the
Treetops Hotel in Aberdeen.

The SUT would like to
welcome Lori Smith to its
team. Lori comes from an
extensive background in
executive administration and
will be working for the Houston
Branch.

Lori Smith

Please be sure to contact Lori
if you have any questions
about our Five day Subsea
Awareness Course (SAC),
upcoming courses and
learning luncheons.
Visit our website for the latest
events, www.SUTHouston.com
Lori can be contacted at
SUTAdmin@SUTHouston.com
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Save the Date...Register Online Now!

“An Evening of Elegance”
Society for Underwater Technology
Annual Scholarship Fundraising Dinner and Dance

HOTEL ZaZa!
Book your baby-sitters and grab your dancing shoes!
Don’t miss this “Evening of Elegance”
benefitting the SUT Scholarship Program.

$175.00/Individual
$1500.00/Table of 10
Register Online Now!
www.SUTHouston.com Home page - “Upcoming Events”
Friday, October 5, 2012
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm Champagne Reception
7:00 pm Dinner followed by Speakers and Dancing
Dress: Black Tie
Please contact JodiRoberts@SUTHouston.com for further information.
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Hosted by

A world leader in natural gas

UK | ExCeL London | 8-11 October 2012

Have We Entered the
Golden Age for Gas?
The Gastech London conference begins with an exclusive opening address
from Sir Frank Chapman, Chief Executive of BG Group, before opening out with
a fascinating panel debate examining: “Have We Entered the Golden Age for Gas?”
Confirmed Moderator and Speakers to date:
• (Moderator) Martin Houston, Chief Operating Officer & Executive Director – BG Group
• Helge Lund, President & Chief Executive Officer – Statoil
• Shigeru Muraki, Representative Director, Executive Vice President & Chief Executive
of Energy Solution Division – Tokyo Gas Co Ltd
• Hamad Rashid Al-Mohannadi, Managing Director – RasGas Company Limited
& Vice-Chairman – Qatar Petroleum
• Bill Dudley, President & Chief Operating Officer – Bechtel Corporation
• Abdelhamid Zerguine, Chief Executive Officer – Sonatrach

*off full delegate rate with discount code

Save
£475*
on your
delegate
place

Book before June 30 to save an
additional 10% on our Spring Rate
To claim your delegate discount
code email info@sut.co.uk

www.gastech.co.uk/SUT
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Measure Once,
Cut Once.

Making Impossible Jobs Possible

Mission:
Challenge:
Location:

Spool piece metrology at depth
Target flanges recessed into existing manifolds
North Sea - UK continental shelf

Solution:
BlueView BV5000 3D Multibeam Scanner
Result:
First time perfect fit
Value Added: Full as-build/as-found 3D survey

Accuracy is the first thing. And it’s the most important
thing. As a stand alone tool or part of a combined
solution, Subsea Metrology Tools from BlueView provide
industry-leading accurate findings. They come with the
highest degree of confidence from any source.
First time. Every time. Any condition.
For more information, contact:
Ed Cheesman, Director - Global Energy Sales
713-677-1595 • ed.cheesman@blueview.com
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www.blueview.com

Subsea

connections.

Simpliﬁed.

It’s a whole new way to think about subsea connections. FMC Technologies’ ROV tool-based Universal Connection System
(UCON) utilizes field-proven KC collet and KL clamp connectors for horizontal or vertical connection of rigid jumpers and
spools, flexible flowlines and umbilicals to subsea structures. And it can perform multiple connections without returning to
the surface. So you save time and money – and definitely simplify your subsea operations.
VISIT US AT OTC BOOTH #1941.

We put you first.
And keep you ahead.
www.fmctechnologies.com

TWO AWARDS

Copyright © FMC Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

MARLIM & PAZFLOR

for subsea separation:
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